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The present Investigation fieala with the etnbryology 
of Solanum hlapldtim Prnxom, S, gurcatmp l>un», S, rctro-^  
flexwn Dun#, S. douqlaall Dun, and S. comutum Lam. 
The habit, external raorphology and Inflorescence of 
the above mentioned species have been described. 
The flowers are pentamerous and actlnomorphlc In S. 
hlsDldmn, S« furcatmn. s. l^ et^ o^flea^ i^  and s« doualasll 
while In comtttum the flowers are sygoraorphlc^ .'Occa-
sionally the flowers may be tetraroerons In S, hlspldmn. 
The calyx lobes are garaosepalous, bell-shaped and per-
sistent in all the species described here* The calyx Is 
accrescent In^S. comutmn* The corolla Is gamopeta-lous 
and cac^anulato in hlspldmn, s, furcatmn* S, retro-
flexum and S, dottCflaall« However In S. comutum the 
corolla is zygomorphlc. The stan^ns are eplpetalous.The 
f 
anthers are bithecous end 4-charntoeredT The ovary is bi-
carpellary, syncarpous and bilocular with swollen axlle 
placenta. The stigma is capitate in S«, furcatum*S« ret-
roflexum and douQlaail while In S» hispidum and S, 
comutum its is lob«d» Heterostyly has been observed in 
hispidum. The fruit is berry. 
The floral organogeny takes place In acropsbal succ-
ession. 
The anthers ax» quadrangular in transection. The deve-
lopment of anther wall layers in all the five species 
conforms to the Dicotyledonous type. In a mature anther 
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thc^G layers of cell a Intervene th® epidermis and sporo-
geiKsus leyeri, The endotheclum 1© single layered In S. 
fturcatum and S, dcmalagll^ 2»layered In S, retroflexmn, 
4-layered in hlBPldniR and 3-4-layered In S. commttm. 
The endotheclujn Is devoid of fibrous thickenings except 
in the tip region* flext to the endothecitun is middle la-
yer which is single layered in s, retroflexma^ 2-layered 
io s* jhiap^ dum and furcatmn^ 3-layered in S.douolasii 
and 2-.4-layered in comutum« These layers are sand-
twitched between the endothocium and the tapetum^The tape-
turn is generally binucleate in all the species^ soraetinKis 
2-4 nucleate in S, £\ircatum and S. cornutma.The tapetum 
and middle layers degenerate during the development of 
pollen grains. 
The dehiscence of the anther is porous in i^furcatum. 
retrofletxum and S, douQlasii and porous as well as by 
longitudinal silt in hispidunt* In s, cornutuia the 
dehiscence is porous as veil as with the help of pores 
formed at different intervals in the longitudineO. suture. 
The microspore mother cells undergo meiosis* The divi-
sions in ell the microspore mother cells of an anther may 
not be synchronous* Thus different divisional stages of 
microsporogenesis have been observed in all the four 
chambers of the same anther. 
The microspore tetrads are tetrahedral# occasionally 
they may be Isobilateral in S. hispidum.S. douolasii and 
comutum and decussate in s. furcatum and S.retrofle-
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2iira. Rarely rhon^idaX and decussate arrangements have 
been obaerved in S, MSKMEB* douqlasii and S» cor-' 
nutmn. isobilateraX and rhoniboidal microspore tetrads J 
may rarely occur In S» furcatum and S. retroflexum. 
Generally the pollen grains ere tricolporate in s. 
]faigpid;uin* S, furcati^* retrpflexum, S. dou<:;tlasii and 
cornutum. Tetracolporate pollen grains may alsooocur 
§.* furcatum^ ratrofleriBom and s, comutum, Multi-
colporate pollen grains have been observed ins. retro-
flexum. 
Variations in the nunflser ond size o£ the nuclei in 
the pollen grains have also been observed, The pollen 
grains are shed at Z-nucloate stag© in s» hiapidum, S, 
furcatum and S# comutum« while in retroflexum and 
doualasii they are shod at 3»nucleate stage. 
Polysiphonous condition end ^  situ germination of 
pollen grains have been observed in s* comutum. Pollen 
sterility is more corranon in s, hispidum. 
The ovules are anatropou8# unitegmic and tenuinu-
cellate. The innermost layer of the integumentdlfferen-
tiates as endothelium^ in all the five species.Hypostase 
has been observed in the species described heralt per-
sists upto the mature embryo sac stage and degenerates 
after fertilization. 
The female archesporium is hypoderraal in origin.It 
is usually l-celled in S, hispid\am^S. furcatum^ S.ret* 
roflexum, s. doualasii and s, comutum. Occasionally it 
may be 2-celled in S. hisnidum. 3. furcatum*S. ES!!S£Qr 
flaxum and S. conautoym, 3-celled In S, douqlasil and S. 
comutum end upto S-ceiled In S» hlaplduin. Acccsaory 
archesporlal c@ll8 have been observed in S,hiapiduin and 
douolaaill* The archespcrlal cell directly ftinctlons 
as iwagaspore inother t^l. The e^gaspore eotheir cells 
\indergo melosis and produce megaspore tetxad45,7he inega-
spore tetrads are generally linear in S. hlspidutn* S. 
furcatwn* s, retroflexuin# 3 , douqlagii and S. comutmn. 
Sometimes the megaspore tetrads may bo T-shaped in S, 
furgatuiR» Inverted T~»haped megaspore tetrads aiay rare-
ly develop in s» higpidwn and s. cornutmn. In an excep-
tional case in retroflexum an isofoilateral mega-
spor© tetrad has been observed* In another case tdie 
megaspore tetrad laay be alsnost rhoiiflboidal in eormi-
turn, Polyspory has been observed in S* hiapidum. 
Usually the chalasal inogaspore is ftmctioning and 
the regaining three degenerate* Considerable variations 
in the number and position of healthy iftsgaspores in a 
tetrad have been observed in S. hiapjdum^S* furcatum«S. 
retroflex^m, s. douqlasii and s, coririutum* 
The development c£ fei»ale garoetophyte is of laonospo-
ric 8->nucleate Polygonum type in the species described 
here. The polar nuclei fuse before the entry of pollen 
tube into the einbryo sac in s, ^ tircatoam, 3, retroflexum 
and s« douqlagii while in s, hispidum and comutuan 
they fuse at the time of fertilization. The antipodal 
cells are ephemeral. Variations in the number of embryo 
sac nuclei and their organisation have also been obser-
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ved in S, furcatuni« s, r«t.roflexma and s, cornuturo. Twin 
sacs have bean obs«rv«d in s. retroflexuin* 
£>oIlination is anemophilous* The pollen grains germi-> 
nate on the stigma. The pollen tubes creep between the 
stiginatic papillae and enter the stylar tissue. They grow 
down through the intercellular qpaces of the stjfiar tissue, 
reach the ovarian cavity and finally enter ovules 
through the micropyle. 
One synergid is usually des-'troyed during the entry 
of the pollen ttjbe into the embryo sac. Later the other 
synergid also io destroyed during the act of fertiliza-
tion, One male gamete fuses with the egg and the other 
with tho secondary nucleus in S, retroflexum 
and s* doualasii» while in hispid^m and S.comutum tro 
second male gamete fuses with the polar nuclei simulta-
neously. 
The development of endosperm is ^  ifiitiQ Cell*jlar 
^^ £• MSBlSffiS* furcatum, retroflexum^ S. douqlayii 
and comutum. The first division in the primary endo-
sperm cell is transverse forming a primary micropylar end 
primary chalazal endosperm chanibers. The division in both 
the primary endosperm chambers is longitudinal»The deve-
lopment of endosperm in S, hispidum could not be follow-
ed successfully after 4-cttlled stage because of abnomuil 
behaviour of endothelium, whose cells proliferate and 
produce adventive «mbrst>s. 
The second division in the primary micropylar and 
primary chalasal endosperm chamber is lossgitudinaX pro-
ducing S-celled ©ndoapenn in furcatum» In 3,retcogI«^ 
xum the second division in the primary micropylar endo'-
eperns chaitiber is transvors® while in chalasal endospeirra 
chartber the division is longitudinal, in S>douolsii th© 
second division in the cells o£ primaxry micropylar and 
primary chalasal ©ndosparro chambers is transverse. Th© 
dtviolons become irregular after ths 4-call©d endosperm 
in S* cornutum> 
Considerable variations in the plane and seiiuence of 
early coll divisions in th© developmsnt of endospom have 
been observed in s^ furcatum# retrofXcxum« S. douqla« 
sii and corp^ t\xin« 
Th© proerabryonic tetrads are linear and the enibryoga-
ny confonas to th© Myosotis variation of Chenopodiad 
type in s* hisoidmn and B^ comutum. The en^sryogeny in^ 
furcatmn. 3, retrofleacmn and doiiqlasii conforms to 
the Nicotiana Variation of Solanad type. However, Myoso-
tis variation of Chenopodiad type of ©tobryogeny may 
sometimes occur in ratroflexum. 
The proeinbryonic tetrad may sometimes be T-shaped in 
fttgcatum and rarely in S, retroflexmn and S. comutuw 
and the embryogeny conforms to Ruta variation of Onagrad 
ty|M>, 
Variations in the nuraber atwa position of cotyledons 
in the mature embryos have been observed in s, hispidum. 
Polyenibryony has been observed in S» hispidum. In addi-
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tlon to the zygotic embryo a mueiber of adventiv® embryo® 
may arise from the endotheXium, in one exceptional case 
twin sacs developed in the same ovule. In one sac normil 
zygotic linear proeuibryouic tetrad developed while in 
the other the cavity of the embryo mac is completely fill-
ed with endothelial einbryos. 
Rarely the antipodal cells raay divide, redivide and 
form an undifferentiated einbryonal mass of cells at the 
chalazal end of the eiatoryo sac in s, cornutum* 
The ontogeny and structure of seeds have been descri-
bed. The mature seeds are Jcidney~shap«3« Anatomically the 
seed coK^rises a seed coat, persistent endosperm and a 
mature curved dicotyledonous endsryo. 
The seed coat coitprises an epidermis in s. furcatum 
and cornuturo, while in S« rotroflexum the seed coat 
consists of an epidennis end 5->8 layers of integujnent.ln 
hispjdum the seed coat consists of an epidennis and 
3-4-l6yered thick walled endotheliiun* while in S, do^q~ 
laaii the persistent endothelium is single layered with 
fibrous thickenings. The endothelium degenerates during 
seed development in S« furcatum. S, retroflexum and s, 
cornut^m. 
The epidermis of seed coat is main TOChanical layer. 
It is single layered in s, higpi^m» S. furcatum and S, 
cornutum and at place® it becoioes 1-2 layered in S. 
retroflejcum and douqlasil. The cells of the epidarmis 
» 
develop sclerotic thickenings in the inner portion while 
gu 
the outer region develops only rod-like fibrous thickening®. 
I'he cells of the persistent endosperm possess starch 
groins and reserve food material in all the species describ-
ed here. The endosperm in G, furcstuaa* S, retxoflexuin* S, 
douqlesii and 3, cornutum occupies a lergc portion of inte-
rior spt-cG of the seed end extends between the coiled embryo 
and this part of endosperm is characterised by a bulbous 
comc heiid and a slender corna stem. 
The affinities of the oolanaceae with the allied fami-
lies on the basis of embryological fecturec heve been dis-
cussed, ^ ilso the evolutionary trends in the genus Solcnum 
itself have been brought out. 
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PREFACE 
The main thesis deals vj-ith the embxryology of Solannm 
hispidum i?ers., S, furcatum s>retro£Iexm8 S» 
doucilesii Dun. and s, comxitum ham* 
Following research pepera have also been published 
1, effect of gatnnja irradiotion on seed germination, seed-
ling growth and cotyledonary stomata of Abeltnoschus 
Qsculontus Moench, 
Proc* Sytnp, i^ nviron, Biol, 249-252, X979 (with Saeed 
A, Siddiqui, Ahmad, P.A* Khan and S. Ahmad), 
2. The development of gametophytes in Hymenodictvon 
excel sum Vvall. 
Sci* & Environ. U 61-64, 1979 (with S.A. Ciddigui), 
3* Structure and ontogeny of st<! ita and trichomes on 
the leaves of some Solanum species* 
oeophytology 10* 188-192, 1980 (i.'ith i^ .A. Siddiqui 
end R • Ahmad) . 
4. The development of endosperm and eitibryo in Hymenodic-
tvon exce^fsup 'Aall, 
Sci» & environ. 2i 181-183, 1980 (with G.A. Siddiqui 
and R. Ahmad). 
5. The development of endospexnn, embryo and seed in tiojto-
^asianum Clarke. 
Oeophytology U.: 154-157, 1981 (with F.h. Khan and 
S.A. Siddiqui). 
6, The development, of gametophytes in Hatnella sfihaero-
carpa Jacq. 
Jour, Sci» Res. 47-49, 19G2 (with S. A, Siddiqui 
and Khan). 
7, The development of ganietophytes in Ixor.a bundhyca. 
Plant Scl. Accepted (with S.A, Siddiqui). 
8, The development of endosperm, enOsryo and seed in 
Solanum douqlasii Dun* 
Flore Accepted (with S.A. Siddiqui) 
9« 5hc development of gametophytes in Splanum furcatum 
Dun, 
Coifaminicated (with s.A. Siddiqui)* 
10, The development of endosperm, ornbryo and seed in 
Solanum hispidum Pers. 
Corrounicated (with Siddiqui). 
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I K T R O D U C T I O K 
Solanacoae are a fairly natural asseinblege of 
plants. Majority of the syatejnatic botanists agree to 
its position in Sj^petal&e,However, there is difference 
of opinion regarding Its exact taxonomlc relationships. 
Bentham and Hooker (1073-1876),Cessey (1Q93), Cundersen 
(1950), Bonson (1957) and Cronqulat (1968) placed 
the family In the order Polemoniales, Solanaceae is 
placed in botvreen Convolvulaceae and i oletnoniaceoe in 
Bentham and Hooker's classification. In Bessey's (1893) 
treatment Poleinonlaceae and Convolvulaceae preced^ d^ 
Solanuceae. Gunderaen (1950) is of the opinion that 
Solancceae is better placed between Molanaceae and 
Scrophularieceae, while the i^ oleisKsniales of Lenson 
(1957) include Convolvulaceae, Hydrophyllaceee, Goli^ -
naceae, i olernoniaceae, Loraglnaceae and tiolanaceae. 
Hwever, Benson (1957) regards that the Solanaceae 
have closest relationship x^ ith the Scrophulariaceae, 
According to i'akhtajan (1966) also Solanacoae is 
closely related to Scrophularlaceae. Fantilies Nolana-
ceae, Solanaceae, Convolvulaceae, Cuscutsceae, y.enyan-
thaceae, Polerooniaceae, Hydrophyllaceae and Lennoaceae 
constitute the order Polemoniales of Cronguist (1968), 
L.ngler &.nd i^ rantl (1895), wettsteln (1935), Rendle 
(1952) and Melchlor (1964) placed the family in the 
order Tublflora© alongwith Nolanaceae,Convolvulaceae 
and Scrophularlaceae. Porter (1959) kept it In the 
:2: 
ordor Gcrophulariales together v/ith Blgnoniaceae, 
OrobanchaceoG, Lcntibularloceae and Scrophularlaceae. 
Hutchinson (1959, 1964) on the other hand is of the 
opinion that Solanaceae, Convolvulaceae ana Kolana~ 
ceae form a mitural asgeniblage and calls the order 
Oolanales* 
The family Solanaceae is one of the largest 
Bicarpollatae families having 90 genera and about 
2000 species (vrillis* 1966), A. large nuirtber of plants 
of the family have great econoinic importance and are 
Icnown for medicinal* food and omacRontal values. The 
genus golanum is one the largest in the plant king~ 
dom being represented by about 2000 species (See 
Gbile, 1976). 
Inspito of the morphological and embryological 
peculiarities of the investigated Colanuros only about 
half e score of its species have been investigated 
©mbryologically (tJanetti* 1912; Young, 1922, 1923iHis-
duri, 1932, 1935; Unyansagor and Cooper,1960i Saxena 
and aingh, 1969a,bf Mohan, 1970i Ahmad and Siddiqui, 
1981; rhan and Siddiqui, 1981). A perusal of earlier 
literature on the embryology of Solanums shows the 
paucity of adequate data on the comparative morpho-
logy and embryology as well as the sequential deve-
lopment of seed in majotity of the describedspecies. 
Considering the number of species and the work 
done on the embryology of Solanums it was considered 
«3i 
desirable to investigate some more species of the genus 
end see if embryological features could be helpful in 
tracing the evolutionary trends vrithin the genus itself 
and the relationships with the allied families. 
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The Identified seeds of f^ ga^ ijttum Lam, were 
acquired by Dr Saced A, Siddiqui from E'rofessor F. Merk-
greph, tiotcnische Gcirten und Institut fur i.ystemutische 
iJoteniX der Universitat Zurich, Genaany end were very 
kindly handed over to itm* The seeds v/ore sown in pots 
and plants ucre rciscd* 
The flower buds and fruits of different develcpnental 
stages of Solanum hispiduro Fers., S, furcsturn Dun., S, 
rctroflexum Dun., s. douolosii Dun. and £. cornuturn Lam. 
were collected from the garden of the department end 
fixed in formalin-cicetic-alcohol. The materials wore 
dehydrated in alcohol xylol series and embedded in para-
ffin Wax. Sections were cut at 8-12 ^  und nwunted on the 
slides. The prepcjrations were stained with cafranin and 
fast green combination. 
Young flower buds v^ ere also fixed in Camoy*s fluid 
for 40 minutes ^nd then transferred to Propionic acid 
saturated with ferric »„cetate, After 24 hours the buds 
vrere transferred to 7CKS alcohol. Anther squashes were 
trade for microsporogenesis in propionocurmine.slides 
were made permanent in NBA series and mounted in Canada 
bdlsum. 
tSi 
REVIEW OF hTsnmrism 
«arli«r ooaisxibfation on the eisbryologj^  o£ Sola* 
naceae hav« been retri«wed by Schiirhoff (1926) # Schnarf 
(1931), Bhadurl (1935, 1936), Davis (1966) Bnd Varghese 
(1967), Johansen <1950) suianarlze<2 the literature on 
tho esihryogeny of the family* Bealdl^ ls, the moiK^graphs on 
»?icotiana (Goodapeed, 1954) end Datura (Avery etal.^ 19S9) 
contain good deal of inforioation on the enibryology of 
these two genera* "SDhe detailed jrervlew on the entoryology of 
^olanaceae is described in the follo«ring pages* 
MICROSPORANGHYM, M I C R O S P O R O G E N B S I S I \ M M L E GFTJ^ETOPHYPC 
The microsporangium in Solanaceae is tetrasporangiate* 
The anther wall developimnt coiiforms to the Dicotyledonous 
typeof Davis (1966), except in iJithania sotnnifera (Ram and 
Kaminit 1964) where it follovrs the Basic type of Davis 
(1966). According to Singh and Saxena (1968) the develop-
ment of anther wall layers in ^olanaceeiis moiabers studied 
by theni conforras to the Dicotyledonous and Basic types* 
However, Jos anfl Singh (1968) have described Monocoty -
ledonous type of anther wall development in Hicotiana. 
The epidomal cells of a mature anthiur are tangentially 
elongated* In l<vciup eurooaeuOT (Jain, 1956) the protoplast 
of the epidermal cells shrinks at the shedding time of the 
pollen grains and their outer tangential walls develop 
cuticular dentation. Copious asiount of starch is deposited 
in the cells of epideCTiis in Withania fgwijffff 
:6: 
Kai»inl« 1964) • Th« «piaorrals is persistftnt and its outer 
wall is cutinized at maturity. 
The anaothecium ia ganerally single layered in aXX tho 
iisv«stigated SoXamcsae «xcept Micotiana taiaag^ aa and ' 
qtlutinosa (Jos and Singh« 1968) a M Solanum triguatrum 
(Abroad and Siddiqui« 1981) where it is single to raaltilay 
erod* The fibrous thickenings genorally dovelop in the 
endothecium eaecept in genera «lth porofus dehiscence 
OaviSf 1966)« In Solanum nigrum (Saxena and Singh, 1969a) 
tho endotheciuro persist© and fibrous thickenings develop 
only in the apical region, but in splaflW Young, 
1923), S. macran^uia (Mohan, 1970) and S.triauQtrum (Ahmad 
f 
and Siddiqui, 1981) the ondothecial cells are devoid of 
fibrillar thickenings* 
The imx&rwoat layer of the parietal tissue differenti-
ates as the glandular tapotum in ^ Planum tuberosum (Yoxmg, 
1^23), Lvciura europaeum (Jain, 1956), Cat?sicum frutescans 
(Lengel, 1960), withania somnifera (Uam and Kandni, 1964) 
^ ^ Micotiana tabacum^ rustiea. H, alata. alutinosa, 
sisiisa# tfriaonophvlla. N. IsmsUULiSr 
Xft and N, pinnA>aqinifolia (Jos and Singh, 1968), Solanum 
nigrum. S« americanum, S. nodlflorum. S« luteum. S. aaya-
c^oides and S, villo^um (Saxena and Singh, 3i969b)« Accord-
ing to Prasad and Singh (1978) the tapetum in Kicandra 
phvaloides degenerates during gametogestesis. Its nuclei 
fuse to form large polyploid masses before finally collap-
sing, Ubisch granules are observed, Endomitosis has been 
til 
described In the tapetal cells of l.vcop«r«ieon gacttl«otmn 
(Brovrn^  1949) • Solantim n.lqrum and dulcamara (Turala and 
Uotytkimlcz, 1964)* However, Rybchenico (1963a), who eaca-
min«d the tapetum in 20 species o£ Solanacea® did not 
observe endondtosis. An amoeboid tapettun has been reported 
Pgttura stratnon^ jlum (See Varghese, 1967) • 
The hypoderrnal archesporium is generally l««layered. 
Yoting <1923) haa described a two layered horae«shoe-»haped 
archesporium in Datura atranipnium. The microspore mother 
cells uucidergo usual meiotic divisions* The raicroapore tet-
rads are generally tetrahedral in Solanum tuberoaum <Khan« 
Withania somnifera (Rem and Kamlni, 1964), Micotia^" 
jSa (Jos and Singh, 1968) 4 Solanum nigrum, S,americanum. S. 
JLaS@$3E# and S« 
(Saxena and Singh, 1969b) and S. triouetrum (Ahmad and 
Siddigui, 1981)» The rhomboidal microspore tetrads rare-ly 
occur in S» triauetrum (Ahmad and Siddigui, 1981), Some-
times the microspores in a tetrad may be arranged in a 
linear fashion in s« tuberosugf^  (Khan, 1951), The polleh 
grains ere usually uninucleate* rarely binucleate, at 
antheais (Bernard, 1949), while in Lvcium europae^m 
(Jain, 1956), Wjthania soamifera (Ram and Kamini, 1964), 
niaruBi, nodiflorum^ S, ainericanum. s, luteuia and S, 
villosum (Saxena and Singh, 1969b), Kicotiana (Jos and 
Singh, 1968) and s* triauetrum (Ahmad and Siddiqui, 1981) 
the pollen grains are usually 2-cell«^ at shedding stage. 
However, in Micotiane (Podubnaja-Amoldi, 1936) and Capsf* 
:8: 
eura frufscena (Lengel, 2.960) the pollen grains ntay occa-
sionally be 3-C9llea» 
Erdtman (1952) rsvlewe^ th© earlier literature on the 
palynology of Solanaceae. Kalr (195S) has described the 
pollen grains In Atrona belladona. Datura metel, 0, stra-
iSSl* S* pge«<3<fK;ap®ieum an^ S, verbagcifol,iign* The pollen 
niorphology of 93 species belonging to 28 genera of the 
fajnily has been described by Baaak (1967)« 
Gbile and Sowunrni <1976) studied th© pollen morpholog y 
of Higerian jSolarmm species. According to them the pollen 
grains of 19 taxa of Higerian Solanom wore fotmd to have 
very similar apertural status, l.o« 3 colporate, the colpi 
and ora characteristics also being generally sirailar. The 
exine pattern is similar* though there are differences in 
the degree of distinctiireness* There are major differences 
in overall size and shape* The pollen morphological f iatures 
are sufficiently distinct to permit the i^ntification of 
the various species, subspecies and varieties* 
The pollen grains of Solanaceae are 3*-5 (-6) colpate* 
colporidate, rarely non aperturate (Sq© Varghese«1967)• In 
Iiycitj^ n europaeutn (Jain* 1956) and Withania soimiifera (Ram 
and Kaiiiiniy 1964) and Solanuw nigrum* americanuiH* 
M ^ S m * nodifloruin. sarachoides and s.villosuiB (Saxena 
ai^ Singh* 1969b)* the pollen grains are tricolpate, sphe*-
roidal and having SBiooth exine. in Hieotiana (Jea and Singh* 
1968) the mature pollen grains are globular in shape with 
:9: 
smooth exlne and intine and hav« £our garm pores* 
The aiain«it#r of the poilea grains varies aXi^tly in 
different species of Nicotriana. The pollen grains in Nico-
Mgim E* olutinosa. lonaiflora and n, plunv-
baqinifolia (Jos and Singh, 1968) measure 29 yu in dia-
meter, while in ^  ruetica* olauca and K, alata (Jos 
iind SingJ* 1968} they measure about 36 }Xm The pollen 
grains in meoaiosiphon (Jos and Sin^, 1968) are the 
largest and r^asure abcmt 42 u in diameter* 
Krishnaimirty and Appa Rao (1958) described polys i-
phonotts germination and branched pollen tubes in hybrids 
of E* lonqjfolia x alata> Vasil (1964)doscrib€fl pollen 
gennination of Capsicum anryu^# jSola^ ro melontqena and S« 
tuberosum* I»unyeva, Podubnaja«A2moldi and Bhaduri (1970) 
made cytological and histochemical investigations on 
Nicotiana ala^, olauca and their hybrid. They record-
ed considerable laaiotic irregularities and a very high 
percentage of pollen sterility in hybrids. According to 
them the mature pollen grains in Hicotiana have polyphe-
nol oxidase while cytochron^ oxidase is absent, 
Mamikawa (1919) described the anther dehiscence in 10 
species of Solanaceae* observed the formation of resor-
ption tissue at the si<^ ;;of dehiscence* Singh and Saxena-
(1968) have described the Rwthod of dehiscence in 20 
species belonging to 7 genera of the family. They report-
ed the presence of a resorption tissue in Lvcopersicon^ 
Lvcium* Capsicum. Phvsalis and Solanum but a distinct 
ilOi 
rctsosptioQ tissue is not observed in Micandra. According 
to Saxena and Singh (1969b) in Solanmn nioruwo S» atnari-
canuro> nediflorum. S» Inteum^ s, sarachoides and s. 
vllj^oamn the anther dehisces longitwiinally and at the 
site of dehiscence characteristic resorption tissue, re-
sorption cavity, resorption passage and a stomitiiD are 
organised* Hourever, in Solapum tubercsum (Young, 1923) 
triouetrum (Husain, 1968) and S» macranthum (Mohan, 1970) 
the dehiscence of the anther is porous, 
MBGASPORAHGIPM, MEGASPOROGEHESXa AHD FEMMJi GAMETOPHYTg 
The ovules are anatropous in jaicotiana rustica, 
tabacum and Datura stranioniiim (Chatin, 1S74)«Lvcooersicuw 
esculentum (Cooper, 1931), S, tuberesum (Rees—^ Leonard, 
193S) # Hicotiana pluinbaoinifolia and Petunia nvetaoini-
flora (Bhad^i, 1935), Pepper (Cochran, 1938), Solanum 
Section Tuberarium (Walker, 1955), Li^ gHfll europaeum(Jaln. 
1956), S, phure-^ a (Dnyansagar and Cooper, 1960), Browallia 
demisi^ a (Mohan, 1966), Hicotiana Cflutinosa, N. olauca, 
E* E* I ^ ^ ^ W P W ^ * and H. 
alata (Jos and Singh, 1966) and Solanmw khasianum (Khan 
and Siddiqui, 1981)« The ovule in Solanuia tuberosum (IQaana. 
1923) is not, however, of the typical anatropotts type, 
since the eixd^ ryo sac is considerably curved, suggesting 
a transition to the can^pylotropous form. Rees-Leonard 
(1935) descril^d the aniphitr<^ >ous ovules in S, tuberosum. 
2n Cestruro (Bhaduri, 1935) the ovules are perfectly caia-
pylotropous, Ih Solanum nigrum* s, aiwericanuw. s, luteww^ 
nodi^loruni, s, sarachpides and S, villpsum (Saxena 
and Slisgh, 1969b) t^© ovtilos ar® generally anacarapylotxo-
pou8« 
Hendanatropous ovules have been described In Brunfel-
sla americana^ Datura ^astuosa^ Lycoi>eralcon eaculentum» 
Phvaalis ntininsa^  £• peruviana, Salplgloaads alnuata, 
Bql^amm n^ qtyin and Withanla fsoirgiifera (Bhaduri* 1935) and 
Solanuta tricmetrum (Ahsaad and Siddlqai# 1981) • 
The female archessK^rium is generally l-celled{a:£t«)«urf^  
19311 Oavls, 1966)* Uos/ever« {malticellular archesporiuni is 
characteristic of Datura (OlisiCff 1928; Avery ^  1959) 
and So^anum tuberosum (Rees-X^ eonard* 1935) .Rarely a-cell^d 
archesporium may occur in Solanura mejl^ p^qt^ na (Bhaduri, 1932), 
nigrum^ s. americamitn* lutemn^ s, nodifloruw and 
jgarachoidos (Saxena arul Singh, 1969b) aiMa S.inaeranthum 
(Hohan* 1970)# whereas the occurrence of 2-celled arche-
sporium is coninon in villosum (Saxena and Singh, 1969b). 
I'lxilticellular archesporium also inay 4^ :cur in s* Bwelonoena 
(Bhaduri, 1932), Lvcopersicuni eeculentuia^  Phvsalis peru~ 
viona^ nicotiana plutnbaqinifolia. Salpiolosaia ainuata 
Brunfelsia americana (Dhaduri« 1935)« S* trlguetruia 
(Ahmad and Siddlqui# 1931) and 5« khaaiamtm (Khan and 
Siddiqui, 1981)* 
The nragaspore tetrads are generally linear in Solanum 
melonoena (Bhaduri# 1932), Lvcoperaicum esculentum(Cooper. 
1931), Solafium p^gmm, ^Y^aJr^f IB4s4SB» peruviana, W. 
sonmifera. Datura fast-iiosa^  Petunia nvctaQ^niflora (Bha-
duri, 1935), Lycjium europaeure (Jain, 1956), Browallia de-
sl2t 
mlaaa (Mohan, 1966), Hicotlana (Jos and Singh, 1968), S, 
inacranthmn (llohan, 1970), Licandra ohvaaloides (Prasad and 
Singh, 1978)» triouetrum (Ahaad and Siddlqai* 1981) • The 
two linear jnogaapote tetrads lying sido by side have been 
observed in Brunfelsla (Bhaduri* 1935)•^ 
The earliest contribution on the development of female 
ganietophyte in Solanaceae is the work of Hofmeister (1953) 
who observed a mature embryo sac in Hvogcyanrno orientalia, 
Scopolina atropoides and Salpi^loasis picta. Polygonum type 
of embryo sac developisant has been recorded in Ceatrum 
splendena and tlicotiana tabacwn (Guignard, 1882), Atropa 
belledona (Soueges, 1907), Kicotiana (Palro, 1922) .Delitabac 
®®td HvoacyanBia niqer (Svensson, 1926), Lyc^i^ergicum escu* 
:|eiptum (Cooper, 1931), Capsicum amtium (3anerJ.i, 1931), 
rwelonqena (Bhaduri, 1932) and s, yiiqrxtm (Saxena and Singh, 
1969a), lUcotiana ruatica (Persidaky and Modilewaki, 1935-
37), Dulx>i0ia liechhardtii, D, mvoporoideg (Barnard, 1949), 
Lycium et^ ropaeum (Jain, 1956), !»• tabacuBt, yustica, N, 
qlutino^a, qlauca. tneqalosiphon. N, triaonophvlla, N, 
pltMT^aqinifolia,K, lonqiflora and K. alata (Jos and Singh, 
1968), S, mpcranthuro (Mohan, 1970), Sithanla aonmifera 
(Bhaduri, 193SV Ram and l«LajTvini, 1964; Ariz 1972), 
§,» triquetrum (Ahmad and Siddiqui, 1981) ai«l £» khaaianuin 
(SChan and Siddiqui, 1981). Longel ( 1960 ) described bi-
sporic en±>ryo sac in ^ apsicum frutegcens var, Jai>anese var-
iegated ornarnentol, ^ fhereas Kutaf jan (1964) described monO" 
sporic typo of ernbryo sac developa^nt in Capslcum» The 
il3i 
Allium type of embryo sac" occurs In ^ apglcum fmtegcena* 
Ceatamin eleaans, Mieotiana ditaala and N. ruatlca (See 
Davis, 19S6), Wanettl (1912) and Young (1923)found Llllum 
type of embryo sac and as pointed out by Ram and Kamlnl 
(1964) this variation refers to tiie modem Adoxa type, 
Modlles^skl (1935) reported Scllla type of en^ryo sac de-
velopn^nt in tllcotlana qlauca. 
The occurrence of twin embryo sacs in the aane ovule 
has been observed in Solanum i^ tiberosum (Yotmg# 1922),S, 
tnelonaena (Bhadurl, 1932), Withania sownifere and PhviiJi s 
minima (Bansrjl and Bhaduri^ , 1933), s, nigrum, S« araeri-
yanuin. S, lutoum, S, iK>aiflor\xm» saraehoidea and s, 
villosuni (Sasona and Singh, 1969b) • 
The synergids are elongated, pyriform and hooked in 
Solanum phurela (See Davis, 1966) and exhibit filiform 
apparatus in Iivcotaersicum esculentuin (Cooper, 1931) and 
tuberosum (Rees-Leonard, 1935), Svensson (1926) and 
Young (1923), however, have not described the occurrence 
of filiform apparatus in llvoacvamus nioer and S, tubero-
sum respectively, 
The ontipodals are usually ephemeral. However, they 
enlarge and persist during endosperm fonoation in Atxopa 
belladona^ Datura metel and S, phurela (See Davis,1966)• 
A case of inversion of the enOaryo sac with a characteris-
tic egg apparatus at the chalazal end has been runted in 
Lycium europaeum (Jais 1956), Hicotiana (Goodspeed, 1947) • 
This enibryo sac has three antipodal like cells at the 
s 14i 
mlcropylar end. in Lvcoporaici>m and Datura {Bhaduri,1935) 
tha ts»o lower antipo<3als ar© long and rectangular and fit 
In tl^ chalaaal ond of the embryo sac, iihile the third 
antipodal is coraparativoly broader and lie above the two. 
In Coatrum {Bhaduri, 1935) th© ti^ o antipodals have been 
found to be above a broad basal antipodal cell, iiccording 
to Schnarf <1931) th© antipodals are big in s, dulcamara^ 
Atropa bGlladona and tabacum.In Hvoscvamus ttl^r 
(Svensson^ 1926) and ^atura laevis (iuhaduri« 1935) # the 
antipodals are small and degenerate early. In Datura nvet-
el (Bhaduri# 1935) they persist long after fertilisation. 
In Wcopersicaun* datura and Hicotiana (Bhaduri, 1935) the 
antipodals could be seen after fertilisation. Soueges 
<1907) believes that the chalasal groove of the embryo 
sac is a haust»riuro and the antipodal cells act as secre-
tary organs* which actively secrete cheioical substances 
and help in digesting the ntK:ellar tissue. 
FnRTILI2<\yiQH 
Vhe entry of tho pollen tube into the ovule is poro-
gaiGous in Solantim nigrum (Ocaxena and Singh, 1969a) and 
Ricandra phvsaloides (Prasad and Singh, 1978).Double fer-
tilisation has been observed in petunia <Coop«r, 1946) ,s. 
tuberosum var. chippov/a {.iillioxns, 1955) and S. nigrum 
(Saxena and Singh, i969a> , According to '-'00per(1946) fer-
tilization occurs 24 hours after pollination in ovules 
situated at the top of the ovary while the basal ones are 
fertilized 32 hotirs after pollination. 
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EMDQgPERM 
Ho£n^ist.er (1958) studied the devalopmsnt of endosperm 
in Hvoscyaiggg orientalis* Salpigloaais and ScopoXia- atro-
poidea and regarded it to h@ Kuclear tjppe* Nuclear type of 
Qntosperro has been reported in Schiganthus pinnatua (Sama«> 
elsson, 1913)and Dahlgren, 1923)4 Capgicum (Crete, 1961ci 
Kutaf Jan, 1964) and SolemMo trlquetrmn (Ahmad and Siddi<ial 
1981). 
The Cellular endosperm is of <x»iinon occurrence and has 
been described in Atropa* Datura» Phvsochlaena^Salplcaioasia 
variabilia and Scopolia (Oahlgren, 1923), Petunia (Cooper, 
1946)* Solanuia (vianqonhelta. 1957), £• phurela (Onyan-sagar 
and Cooper, 1960), Withania aomnifera (Ram and KamlniA964)^ 
Ilicotiana (Jos and Singh, 1968), nigrum, S, araericanum, 
luteum, S, nodiflorum. £• sarachoides and S, villosim 
(Saxena and Singh, 1969b), S, macranthum (Mohan,1970) and 
khasianum (Khan and ^Iddiqui, 1981). Svensson (1926) 
reported ^  initio Cellular endosperm In 22 members of 
Solanacoae, in Hvoscvamus i^ ioer ha observed Cellular as 
well as Holobial types. 
Ferguson (1927) reported that in Petunia seondary 
nucleus divides to form a diploid endosperm tissue.Bhaduri 
(1933) observed this phenoimnon in Lvcopersicum esculentum 
and Petunia nvctaoiniflora. 
2ho first division of endosperm nucleus is transverse 
Patura laevig (Guignard, 1902), Petunia nvctaoiniflora 
(Cooper, 1946), iJlthania somnifera (Ram end Kamini, 1964), 
E* tabacum («Jos and Singh, 1962) and 3. roacranthum(l^han , 
1970) . YhQ second division in ixJth the endosperm chambers 
{16s 
is transverse producing four cells arranged linearly. In 
phitre'ja (Dnyansagar and Cooper, 1960) the £irst two 
divisions are vertical resulting in the fornation of four 
large cylindrical cells which are of similar dimensions. 
The Helobial type of endosperm development has been 
recorded in Hyoscvamus niger (Svensson« 1926)and Duboiaia 
(See Davis, 1966), The first division of primary endiw-
perro nucleus results in the formation of reicropylar and 
chalazal endosperm chambers of which the raicropylar chanw 
bar is usually much larger than the chalazal one. The 
stibsequent divisions ore free nuclear, so the Helobial 
type of endosperm is intermediate between the Nuclear and 
the Cellular types. 
The presence of chalazal haustorium has been recorded in 
raelonaena (Magtang, 1936) and S. phurela (CHyansagar and 
Cooper, 1960). In S. macranthum Mohan (1970) recorded 
that the cells at the two extreme ends ultimately form 
the chalassal and micropylar haustoria, while the remain-
ing cells give rise to the nain body of endospertn. 
The ecibryogeny in ^ e investigated Solanaceae viz., 
tuberosum. Datura stramonium^ Phvsalia edulis and 
Atropa belladona (Tognini, 1900), Nicotiana, Datura and 
Atropa (Souegos, 1920-22b), K, rustica (Persidisky and 
Modilewski, 1935? J^ odilewslci, 1937), Phvsalis minii^* 
Vfithsnia sonmifera and petunia jftyctaginiflora (Bhaduri, 
1936), Schizanthus and «^ etunia (Soueges, 1936), Phvsalis 
sl7: 
peruviana (Cret©, 1954), S, demissum (Walker^1955)>Saracha 
laltomato (Crete, 1960), S^ t?htirc1a (Dnyansagar and Coopex^  
1960), Datura tatula <Crete, 1961a), Browallia damlsga 
(Crete, 1961b), Salplalosals sinuata (Crate, 1961d), S, 
nigrum, americaimm, £• luteum, nodiflorum« S, yara-
and S, villosuni (Saxena and Singh, 1969b), S, tri» 
Quetrmn (Ahmad and Biddiqui, 1981) conforms to th« Nicor 
tiana variation of the Qolanad type* However, in Capaioim 
annuum (Creto. 1961c) the development follows Onagrad 
type. 
The phenomenon of potttyembryony has been reported by 
Biraghi (1929), who observed th© formation of adventitious 
enibryos in Bicotiana ru^tica var, Brasjllie when pollinated 
^ ^ ^ Petunia pollen, Haberlandt (1931) observed partheno-
genetic development of the endosperm and early stages in 
the development of adventitious enibryos in Scopolia. Poly-
ensforyony has also been reported by Banerji and Bhaduri 
(1933) in Hicotiana plumbaqinifolia, i^ Uthania soawifera 
and Petunia nvctaginiflora. According to then (1933) two 
well developed embryos have been fcmnd in two separate 
embryo sacs in the same ovule in Micotiana tHua^ginifolia. 
Banerji and J^ haduri (1933) observed earlier stages of 
development of adventitious embryos by budding of the 
nucellar cells covering the en4>ryo sac in Petupia nycta-
giniflora and t^ ithania eomnifera. Cooper (1943) observed 
haploid seedlings during his course of investigation on 
interspecific hybridization of Nicotiana, Ihis made him 
: 1 8 : 
to suggest that on© ©rfbryo d@v®lope<2 from th© synoirgid 
aiwS was haploid in origin, ^  case of polyembryony in 
tabacuCT giving rise to two seedlings i/itli 'lifferent chi^-
TOSorae nuirtoers has been reported by Caieron (1949). 
s :gD 
r.Qtolitaky (1926) clescriberl the stnacttire and devel-
opment of B®@d in Soianoceaa. The most o*itst<inciin# and 
exhaustivo study of tho seed coat anatomy of 146 spocios 
b'^loaging to 26 genera of tha Solanaceac has been r ado by 
Soucgaa {1S07)» to him tho fully mature integu-
mont is differentia ted lg|to tho following 3 cone of which 
the niiddlo ono is divi«a©<J into tpoi 
(i) Asaioo €53cfe©ma» tho outor opiSorais 
(ii) assise intorno: tho inner opidoriais 
{lll):>ertiu moyena t tho intannediat© layej^  of cells uMch 
consist© of two nonos. 
(a) aone extern© 
(b) <i^ ne interne 
The layers con%>rising parti® moy®n@ lose thoir contents 
and mostly disintegrate. Only a few outermost layers per-
sist in see<S8 in greatly c o b 5 > f o r m « On the basis of 
this histologic»i differentiation of these three layers, 
Soueges (1907) has been able to classify the principal 
genera under Solanaceae. 
Smith (1935) and Cochran (1938) gave detailed account 
4f|fthe devel^E»»»nt «nd structure of seed in Lvcooersicum 
^esculentu^ and C&pslcuro frutescena var* grossus respec-
J i 9 t 
tively. similar studies have been made by Barnard (1949)« 
i^nyansagar and *-ooper (1960), Jain (1962) and Csaja(1963, 
1965). 
An nigrum (sasc^ na and oingh, 1969a), S, macranthum 
(i'lohant 1970) and tiicandra phTOaloides (Prasad and 6ingh# 
1978) thQ ooad coat consists of 4 or 5 layers including 
tha persistent endothelium, while in nigrum. arrrari-
camiro* lutaum. G. nodifloruin, sarv.choides and £, 
villosuro (.^ aKsna and Jingh, 1969b) tho socd cost consisto 
of cn opidomis e-nd a ooroiotont ondotholium, Aho oiso 
h.n€t shape of tho endothollol colic end tho noturo of tlii-
cl.oninos on their t-allo vary in different cpccioo of 
Molanmns • 
L'ho L8Gd coat m y or nny not bo nultiplicativo, gonc-
rally rcducud to tho opidcrrnio and tho ondotliolium. Vhe 
ppiderrais is corapact layer of colls tjlth moro or lO£30 
iindulate or stellate facets, either uith m r j or less 
stTOngly thickened inner and radial walls in AtroT^ a^ i^ rcy-?" 
allia. CestruBt, t.vcium, Handraoora. liicandra, Hicotiana, 
Pyt^^a, and Comer, 1976). 
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EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY 
IlIj^ PluUM 
SQlcinum hlspidum is u perennial prickly shrub about 
2-2.5 m high clothed with ferrugincous stellate toroenturn, 
The leaves are 10-20 cm long* ovate, sinuate or coarsely 
lobed, otGllate-tonentose end somewhat rough above, ferr-
ugineous tomentose belo'.;, v/ith a fev/ prickles on the mid 
rib; petiole 1-2,5 cm long. 
The inflorescence is e35tra-«::xillary ferrugincous 
tomentose cyme. The flovjor is pedicellate, ebracteate, 
complete, bisexual, actinomorphic, hypogynous and pentc-
merous. Occasionally the flowers may be tetranKsrous to 
decamerous, 
The cclyx lobes are gamosepalous bell-shaped, per-
sistent, The corolla is five lobed, gamopetalous, campa-
nult»te and measures about 2.0 cm diameter, white in 
colour. 
The stamens are five, polyandrous, epipetclous,fila-
ment short, anthers bilobed, basifixed with porous as 
well as longitudinal dehiscence, 
'ihe ovary is bicarpellary, syncarpous superior, bi-
loeular with swollen exile placenta. Style is long v^ ith 
lobed stigma. Heterostyly frequently occur. 
The fruit is « berry, globose and measures about 1,5 
cm diameter. 

i21j 
SOLAKUM FORCATUM DUM. 
solan«jR furcatttiB is ®n annual h@rb about 80-100 cm 
long* The atem ia erect# branched* herbaceous* solid* an-
gular with txichoraes. The leaves are large* p«tiolat« 
(l»25-l«5 cm) long* axstlpulate* cordate, serrate margin 
with acute apex, Th® t©xt\ire of leaf is herbaceous and 
hairy* The le-aves are 4-6 cm long with reticulate unicoa-
tate venation. 
Ttm inflorescence is extra axillary cyme. The flower 
i» pedicellate (0t)6-l*o on long)* ebracteate* complete*bi-
sexual* actinoi»>rphic* hypogynous and pentamerous. The 
flowrer nieasures 0«5 csn long. 
The calyx lobes are gamsepalous bell-shaped* persis-
tent* each lobe nseastirea 0«2 cm long* The corolla is S 
lobed* gasiopetalous* can^anulate and measures 0.3-0.4 cm 
long* 
Th® stamens are five in number* polyandrous* epipeta-
lous* filament 0*4 cm long. Anthers bilobed* basiflxeai«iih 
porous dehiscence. 
The ovary is bicarpellary syncarpous* superior* bilo-
cular with swollen axile placenta. The length of style is 
0*5 CHI. The ba«i of the style is feathery, stigma is c^i-
tate. 
The fruit is berry* dull bluish black in colour. 
i22i 
Rl-TROFLEXUM DUN. 
S9l<j>num retrofXcxuir. is an ennual herb* 45-60 cm long. 
The stem is ®rect.» profusely branched, solid, cylimiric«l 
and hairy. 
The leaves are petiolate, petiole 0,5-1,0 cm long* ex-
stipulcite* alternate, corcicite v.ith serrate margin, acute 
&pex and h-diry surfcice. Texture is herbaceous. Th® length 
of leaf is 2,5 cm. Leaves are simple, broad at the base 
with reticulote unicostute ven«stion, 
Ihe inflorescence is extra axillar/ cyrne. The flowers 
are pedicellate (0.6 cm long), ebrectecite, bisexual, com-
plete, tfctinomorphic, hyfogynous, pent«merous and vmite 
in colour. 
The calyx is five lobefi, gaitjosepelous, btll-shcij^ d 
O.i, cm long, grt^ en In colour, persistent, Ihe corolla is 
five lobecl, gamopetalous 0,5 cro long. 
The stamens «-re fiv®, epipetc-lous, |x>lycin<arou3,cinthers 
basifixed, filament is 0,3 cm long* The dehiscence of the 
anther i® porous. 
Ih© ov«ry is superior, bicarpellary, syncarpous, bi-
locular with many ovules in each locule with swollen exile 
placenta, style is 0,1 cm long and feathery «t the base, 
Stigiiie is capitote, 
The fruit is berry, dull bluish black in colour. 

:23i 
S0L4\NUM i^ QUGLHSIX DUK. 
Solanum douQlasll is ^n annual herb measuring 1.25-
1,5 meter, erect, brcincheu, herbaceous, solid, angular, 
the edges are dentate and h«airy, 
Th© leaves are ainaple, petiol«ite 1,G cm long, exsti-
pulate, alternate, ovate in shcipe with entire margin and 
acute apex. The Icef is 3-6 cm long, shows herbaceous 
textujce with reticulate unicostate venation. 
The inflorescence is extra a>clllary cyme. The flower 
is pedicellate (u,8 am long), ebrecte^^te, complete, bi-
sexual, octinomorphic, hyj^ogynous, white in colour. 
The c«ily>: lobes are five in nuinber, gamosepiilou^bdi-
shaped, r'^  insistent 0.3 cm long. Five corolla lobes are 
garnopetalous. The petals measure 0.6 cm long, campa-. 
nulate. 
The stem«ns are five in number, polysndrous, epipe-
talous, fildrtiBnt 0.4 cm long, anthers foesifixed iand bi-
lolMid. The dehiscence of the t^ nther is porous. 
The ovory is superior, bic&rpellsry, syncarj>ous, bi-
locular with roeny ovules in each locule and with swollen 
axile placenta. The base of the stigma is feathery. The 
stigmu is cdpiti-te. 
The fruit is berry, shining bluish fal«ck in colour. 

s 2 4 : 
SOL/UWM CORtlUTUM LAM. 
Solanup corimtmo Is prickly bright gre«n annual 
h®rb roa«surlng 40*47 cm high. The stam is erect, herba-
ceous but woody at th© baa®, branched, solid and cylin-
drical with shining yellow prickles upto 0,5 cm long. 
The leaves are ramal and cauline# alternate, petio-
late (2,0-3.0 cm long), exatipulat©, subpinnatifi(3,ova'-
t®, covered with glandular hairs, reticulate tmicostate 
venation armed with long straight yellow spine®. 
The inflorescence is extra axillary peduncled cyme. 
The flower is pedlcellat© (0,6 cm long), ebracteate, 
conplete, bisexual, aygomorphic, pentamerous, bluish 
purple in colour. 
The calyx lobes are five (0,5 cm long), gamosepa-
loiiSf lanceolate, acute apex, densely hairy and prickly 
at the beseir persistent and accrescent. The coreila is 
fiv@ lobed, gamopetalous* funnel shaped and about 1,5cm 
long. The corolla is aygomorphic, two petals are broad 
and long while the rsiaaining three are small end narrow. 
The androecium consists of five epipetalous stesMMOii* 
Heteroanthy has been observed. One of the stamens a is 
considerably long (1,2 cm) and petaloid while the re-
maining ones are short and of equal sisse. The filament 
is 1,0 cm long, The anthers are sagittate, basifixed ctnd 
bithecous. The dehiscence of the anther is porotis as 
well as by means of small pores formed at intervals in 
the longitudinal suture. 
The ovary is superior, bicarpellary syncarpous and 
i 2 5 J 
bilocular with swollen axile placenta. The style is coii-> 
siderably long (1.7 cn))with capitate stigma. 
The fruit ia berry, brownish balck in colour. 

s26i 
FLORAL CatGi'tflQGEHY 
The floral parts ciffurentinto in acropetal succession 
The floral primordium orlcGS aa a saall rounded n^ ass 
of coll© (Fig* 1), which soon bacomoQ broad and soi»i2J^ bct 
flGttonea tit the top* la a nscdian longitudinal ooctioo of 
tho flower laud th© calyx lobea are eaen as onull outcjroidfdto 
on each sidt* of the convex floral axio (Fic;, ?.), Vh© calyst 
develops considerably lx2foro tho differentiation of othor 
floral Qtructuros enclosinc the comoz rocoptaclo. lioKt to 
tho calyx priiaordia tho rudinKsntQ of corolla arioo 
4) • Sho corolla io najOh thinner then the caly>: end grous 
saoro rapidly* Tho grotrth of the corolla io looo upright 
than that of the calysj and tho imr^in boconos sonm^hat 
incurved* 
Coon ^fter the initiation of €«>rolla lolxss th© pr i-
6K>rdia of the stamens arise (Fig* 5) • ^ ory soon the stairten 
priroordium differentiates into a Ixilbous upe>: end narroi/ 
basal part. I'h© former gives rise to the anther and the 
latter to the filament (Figs* 6# 7)* I'he anther becoR^s 
bilobed by a constriction in the middle (Fig* 0)* The flo-
ral &P&K left after th® differentiation of the androecium 
is utilised in the formation of gynoecium* L^he ovary wall 
originates as a small outgrowth (Fig* 6)• Later this out-
growtOi forms th® ovary wall and the remaining central part 
gives rise to the placenta (Fig* 7)* The ovary wall 
s 2 7 i 
continues to grow up converging towards the centre* Soon 
it covers th© placenta coc^XeteXy^ straightens and forms 
a long and soXid style. The stigma is papilXat© (Fig.8)• 
A transverse section of the flower bud shows five 
lobes of caXyx as a marginaX ring^ whose ends are fused. 
The corolla lol:^ s are five in number* alternate with the 
segn^nts of the calyx, 'ihey are son^ swhat thin and rolled 
inward at the margins^ The starnens altemele with the 
petals, 'ahe anthers arc four ch&dber^, each with a cen-
tral vascular strand (Fig. 9)» ^ho pistil is round and 
consists of two carpels (Fig, 10). The ovules develop 
in basipetal succession on tho entire surfaco of the 
placenta. 
OF FIGUR23 
Pigs. 1-10, Solamaro htspidmn. Floral organogeny. Fig. 1. 
floral prinordium. Pig. 2» L.s. bud showing calyx 
priraordiQ. Figs. 3, 4. L.a. buds sho«ring initiation of 
corolla prixaordia. Fig. 5. I'.s^  bud showing initiation 
of androecium. Fig. 6. L.s. bud showing initiation of 
gynoecium. Figs. 8. I^ .s. floorer buds shotting calyx, 
corolla, staiasn end gynoeciuia. Fig, 9, a.s. flower bud 
passing through style. Fig, iO» T.s. flower bud passing 
through ovary. (R=cilyjc? Cwcorolla? A«androecium; o^ .a 
ovary wall t PLeplacenta). 
12t$: 
KICROSPORAKGIUM 
The five eplpetaloas initials of the stamens arise 
as blunt processes* These tmdlf£erentiated masses of 
colls soon become bilobed* each lobe bearing a pair of 
loculi* The anther is basally attached to its filament, 
A yoxing anther is quadrangular in transection and 
consists of parenchymatous cells (Figs, 11, 17# 25# 33# 
41), The hypodermal multicellular archesE^jrium differ-
entiates at the four comers of the anther* These cells 
are densely cytoplasmic and possess prominent nuclei 
(Pigs, 12, 10<, 26# 34, 42) • The archesporial cells divi-
de periclinally producing an outor primary parietallayer 
and an inner sporogenous layer (Figs* 19# 21, 35)• The 
cells of the latter enlarge and divide mitotically form-
ing a large nuniber of microspore mother cells. The pri-
mary parietal layer undergoes a periclinal division form-
ing an outer and inner secondary parietal layers (Figs . 
20, 28, 36, 43, 44)• The inner secondary parietal 
layer directly differentiates into the tapetum (Figs.13, 
14, 21, 29, 37, 45), while the outer secondary parietal 
layer divides again periclinally producing two layers of 
cells, of which the outer differentiates as endothecium 
and the inner as the middle layer. Thus the development 
of the anther wall layers corresponds to the Dicotyledo-
nous type of i^ avis (1966) • 
The epidermal cells of a mature anther are tangen-
tially elongated (Figs. 15, 16, 22, 23, 30, U , 38, 39, 
s29: 
46, 47)• The outer tangontlal vails bear thin cutloalar 
thickenings in S* hiopidum cmd s, doualoaii (PigB«16#35>, 
Tho protoplast of epidermal cells shrinks at the sheiSd-
ing stago of tho pollen grcina. 
The hypodern^ endothecimi is single layered in s, 
furcattun and S, doiialaaii (Figs, 22, 38), 2-layered in 
ii* gQtTOfleamia (Fig, 30), 4-lQyerod in hiapidum (Fig, 
15) and 2»4-lay©rQd in £• comotua (Figa, 46, 47) • The 
ondothecium is dovoid o£ fibrous thickenings* It per*-
sists and develops fibrous thickenings only in the apical 
region in S. furcatum, yetrof^emtm end 0, douqlasli 
(Pigs, 24, 32, 40). 
ticjxt to the endothccium is the raiddle layer, i/hich 
consists of a strip of very narro^ r cells* In s, r0tro-> 
flexum there is single middle layer (Fig» 30)• There are 
two middle layers in hispidum and S, furcatum (Fi^ 
15, 22), three middle layers in a, douolasii (Fig. 38) 
and 2-4 middle layers in comutijgn (Figs, 46,47), The 
middle layers are sandwitched between the endotheciutn and 
the tapetum. As a rule middle layers get crushed and 
absorbed during the development of pollen grains. 
The innermost layer of the i>arietal tissue differen-
tiates as the glandular tapetum. The tapetal cells poss-
ess vacuolated cytoplasm at micros|»>re mother cells 
stage. The tapetal nuclei divide mitotically and the 
tapetal cells become binucleate (Figs, 15, 22, 30, 38,46, 
47), At places the tapetal cells may have 2-4 nuclei in 
£• furcatum and S, comutum (Figs, 22, 46-49), Later,the 
s30i 
tapetai cells enlarge and the cytoplasm becomes vacuola-
ted* The vacixoles In hlapidum are towards the sporo-
gsnotts layer {Fig» 15>, while in s, doualasil these are 
tovrards the middle layers (Fig, 38) • 'Ihe tapetum is 
absorised during the formation and maturation of the po-
llen grains, 
'ilie dehiscence of tlie anth«ar is porous in s.fmrattan. 
retroflexum and s, douqloaii and porous as well as 
longitudinal in hisuldijtm* in comutum. the duhlfl^  
Gcenco is porous as well as uith the help of pores 
formed, at different intervals in the longitudinal su-
tuTO, UomQ hypoderEKil c«^ llo difforentiato in the septal 
region bot^ e^en tho adjacent pollen sacs at the suture 
pollen grain stage in s, hispiduan and comutum. The 
cells are larger than the adjoining cells and form the 
resorption tissue. During later development their nuclei 
and cell walls disintegrate and a lysigenous cavity is 
thus formed* The process of lysis continues till roost 
of the adjacent parenchyma is consumed forming a pes sage 
between the pollen sacs of an anther lobe (Fig.50), The 
resorption passage broadens as the septum coULapses* 
Simultaneously, the stomium differentiates in the epi-
dermis opposite the resorption passage (Pig. 51). The 
cells of the stomium soon disjoin and the anther %f«ll 
splits forming a longitudinal slit. The dehiscence slit 
runs upto the tip of the anther lobes. 
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Plgo» 11-.16. Solanmn hi-soldum, flletrosporGngium* Fig. 11. 
Mthecous anther ahcwiog four pollen chauibors. Pig. 
12. Xi.s, part of anther shotting hypodernml erchesporitim* 
Pig, 13» port anther shoi^ iiag oporogeiKms and socon* 
aary parioljQl layers. Plg» 14» part anther shotting 
sporogenous tissue and tapetuin. Pig. 15. l«.o. part of 
anther showing structural details of anther wall layers. 
'A'here are 3-4 layered endotheclum, 2 middle layers* bi-
nucleate tapeturn and sporogeiv^us tissue. Fig, 16. L.s. 
dehisced anther shotting epidermis and 3*4 layered non-
fibrous endotheclum. 
M2-16 
KKPhmATlOn OF FIGURna 
Figs* 17-24. eolarmm furcattm, nicrosporangiura. Fig, 17. 
T»©, enther showing four archeeporia» Fig, 18. L.s. part 
anther shoi^ liig hypodermal archesporlura. Fig. 19. 3u«8. 
part anther showing spozsogonous and primary parietal la-
yers. Fig» 20. ^ .s. anthor showing 0porogono\is tlssuosEnS 
secondary parlatal layers. Fig. 21. L.s. anther showing* 
sporogonous -tissue, tapetwm and ini1:ialo of enfiothecium 
and middle layers. Fig. 22. L.o, anther shoviing structu-
ral details of anther wall layers. Fig. 23. dehi-
sced anther shoeing epidennis and 2-layered endothecium. 
Fig. 24. I>.8. anther tip shotting opidermis and fibrillar 
endotheeiuia. 

NXPIIAIJATIOK OF P L G I M E Q 
Pigs, 25-32» ^olenum retgefloaeum. Kicrosporongiiim* Fig. 
25* anther showing four pollen chambers. Pig* 26, 
L.s, port onthor showing hypodermal ©rchesporitim» Fig» 
27m part cnthor showing sporogenoiJs and prinery 
parietal iGyors. Fig, 20# part anther shonring spo-
rogeiKJUS and seconQary parietal layers. Fig. 29, L, 0, 
port anthor ehoiifing oporogonous and tapotal layers and 
the layers that would develop into endothecium and itiidcl-* 
lo layers. Fig, 30. L.a. anther showing structural de-
tails of anther wall layers* i'ig* 31* l^ .s* dehisced 
anther shotting epidermis and 2-3-lay©red endothecium Pig; 
32. I««s« tip of anther shoft'ing epidermis and 2->4-»layer» 
ed fibrot:u9» endotheciwn. 

EXHAHATZC^ OF FIGUHSS 
Figs. 33-40. Solarxuro aouolaali, Microsporangium. Fig. 33. 
'i'.s. anthsr shoeing four archesporia. Fig. 34. L.s. part 
anther shoi^ iiig hypodeinnal archesporiuin. ^ ig. 35. L.s.part 
anther showing sporogenous and primry ij^ x^ietal 
layers. 36. part anther ahowing sporogeinous 
and secondary parietal layers. Fig. 37. ^ .s. part anther 
shotting sporogenous layer# tapetum and layers that would 
develop into ondothacima and middle layers.Fig.30. atruc-
ttaral details of anther wall lajrers. Fig. 39. i-.s. part 
dohisced anther shoid^ ing endothecium. Fig. 40. L.s. tip of 
mature anther showing epidermis and 2-4«»layered fibrous 
endothecium. 
34-39 
EXPLANATION OF PIGURES 
Figs* 41-Sl. Solamini comutum* l^icrosporangium* Fig, 41 • 
'^ •s, anther showing four arc3iesporia. Fig, 42. I-.s, part 
anther shc^ Jing hypoderroal Brchesporiiiia* Fig, 43. L.s. 
part anth®r shoeing sporogenous and secondary parietal 
layers* Pig. 44. L.s. port an^or showing aporogenous 
and secondary parietal layers* Some cells of outer sec-
ondary parietal layer have divided. Fig. 45. L.s. part 
anther showing sporogenous cells« tapotum and two layers 
that: %rould develop into endothecium and middle layers. 
Figs. 46, 47. Structural details of anther wall layers. 
Figs. 48« 49. 3 and 4-nucleate tapetaX cells respective-
ly. Fig. 50. V.s. anther shoeing region of longitudinal 
dehiscence. Fig. 51. U'.s. part anther showing resorption 
cavity. 
.41 ,, SOA. 
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Before the tneiotic divisions set in* the protoplast 
of thst mlGrosporo laother cell develops q ne^ ? wall of 
considercble thicTcness on the inner side of its origi-
nal i^ hich is inacilag incus in nature Gn«I thicker 
Qt the angles in oil the species described hore. 
She microspore mother cello tindergo nKJiotic divi-
sions* Th& divisions in ell the nK>ther cells of on anther 
may not be synchronous* Thus different stages of micro-
sj«rogenesis may be present in the four chambers of the 
sam3 anther, ^ t'he microspore laother colla undergo meio-
ois, no coll plate is laid domi of tor inoioois I. Cyto-
kinesis takes place after toloi^aoe II when the opindlo 
fibres disappear (Figs. 52-57, 64-68, 76-79, 92-96#107-
113)• Thus cytokinesis is of oinmltcnGOus type. Cyto-
kinesis takes plaqo by centripetally advancing cons-
triction furrows which meet at the centre. Soon after-
words the microspores develop their individual walls. 
Different types of microspore tetrads restilt due to 
the differences in tho orientation of the spindles at 
the second tneiotic divisions* Generally the microspores-
tetrads are tetrahedral (Figs. 58, 69, 80, 97, 114 ). 
Occasionally they may he isobilaterel in S. hispidurn.S, 
douolasii and comutum (Pigs. 59, 98, 115) and decu-
ssate in s, furcatum and s. retroflexum (Figs* 70, 81) • 
Karely rhomboidal and decussate arrangements have been 
observed in 2ltiEEiflSll# I* doualasii and S. cornutum 
(Figs. 61, 60, 100« 99« 116, 117)* Rarely the microspore 
tetrads may be isobilateral ana rhoniboidal in S.fturcatum 
ana retrofleamm (Figs* 71, 72, 82, 83). 
j 3 4 : 
MALE GAMSTOPHYTK 
Thm wall of th© microspore mother cells breaks down 
and the young microoporcs are liberated Into the anther 
loculua. yotmg microspore ohos^ s somewhat triangular 
outline iflth den3© cytoplasm. Later It becomes spheri-
cal, possesses vacuolated cytoplasm and develops aaooth# 
transparent and considerably thick exine. 
Generally th© pollen grains are tricolporato in S, 
hispidum« furca^ ugn, retroflexum« douolasii and 
£• cornutum (Pigs* 62, 63, 73, 74, 84, 85, 07, 91, 101-
106, lie, 121)• During further development of male gc-
metophyte tho vacuolesdisappear and the cytoplasm be-
comes reploto vith starch grains in s, hispidum (Figs • 
62, 63), furcatUCT (Pigs* 73-75) and s,comuttim(Fia8. 
121, 122). Gomotimes in cornutum tho hilum of tha 
starch grains is not stained properly, and therefore, 
tdiey appear as small v-cuoles in the cytoplasm (Figs. 
121, 122). 
The division of the microspore nucleus results in a 
large vegetative and a small generative nucleus (Pigs, 
63, 74, 85, 121). Asmall generative cell is organised 
at one Sid of the pollen grain, which is d limited by 
a hyaline wall (Figs* 86, 102)« 'x'he generative cell 
rounds up and finally lies in the cytoplasm of pollen 
grain. Thus the pollen grains appear to be 2-nucleate 
in MlEiasSf £• l3ESaiME# retroflexum. S. douolasii. 
and S, cornutum (Figs. 63, 74, 87, 103, 121), The gene-
: 3 5 j 
rative cell divides mitoticolly forming two male gametes# 
thus the pollen grains become ^-nucleate (S'igs, 88, S9, 
104, 105). The cytoplo.sm which surrounds the two male ga-
metes Is somewhat different from the general cytoplasm. 
Thus it appears that th<a two sperm cells are formed• 
Variations in tho structure of tho pollen grains end 
behaviour of nucloi have also boen obaorved. normally tho 
pollen grains aro txicolporate, tetracolporcte pollen 
grains have been observed in 0, furcatum. s, retroflescun 
^nd s, comut.um (Figs, 75# 86, 60, G9, 120) end multicol-
poreto in £• retrofleagum (Fig. 90) • Comatimos in S. f\ir~ 
CO turn cind s, doualaeii tho ts^ o nuclci may bo of cciual oiso 
(Pigs, 75, 106), Ihey could givo rise to tx^ o gomotophyta':. 
In ono caao in S, rotroflexum a a-nucloato pollen grain 
ohow3 tuo big nucloi oC equal oise while the third one is 
smaller (Picj, 90)« Otill in cnothor case in a 3-nucleate 
pollen grain the siao of ell the three nuclei are differ-
ent (Fin, 91), it may bo interpretted thet the nucleus of 
the microspore had produced ts^ o nuclei of equal siae aa 
shovm in figures 75 end 106 tind one of the two nuclei had 
divided producing one small and a large nucleus,Sometimes 
tho pollen grains may germinate Jja situ in cornutum 
(Fig, 119), Generally the germination of pollen grains is 
monosiphonous, rarely polysiphonous condition has also 
been observed (Fig, 122), 
Pollen grains are shed at a-nucleati;} stage in 3, his-
pidum, s, furcatum and S, cornutum (Figs, 63, 74, 121), 
s36{ 
whilQ in ^ m retroflexmn and S, doualaall they are shed 
at 3-nucleate stage (Figs. 89# 105), 
i-^ ollen sterility has also been observed. It is more 
conmon in hispidwn. The percantago of fertilemllon 
grains is approximately 38,32» 
i3iz0 of the pollen grains varies considerably in 
the species iSescrlbod haro» Average dien^ter of 20 
pollen grainc measured is raaximura in B» furcatuin<23>5S 
p.) and minimum in douglaaii <15.675 }i), uhile in 
hispiduin* S, i^ctroflexum and comutum tbo dia-
motor of the pollen grcins is 19.695 }i» 20.17i's^ and 
17.25 ^  rospectivoly. 
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Pigs* 52-63* Solamim hi8Pi<3tiin» Kicrosporogenesls and 
mala ganetophyte* Pigs# 52-57. Microspore mother 
colls undergoing raoiosis* Pigs* 58-61* Tetrahedral, 
isobilateral# decussate and rhotnboidal microspore 
tetrads respectively* Fig* 62* Oninucleat© pollen 
train* Fig* 63*2-nucleate pollen grain showing large 
vegetative and a sinall generative nucleus* 
52-63 
iXPlAHiMICN OP FIGURES 
Flgs^ 64-75• Jolanura £urcatmn» Mlcrospoit^genosis and 
laele gaisetophyt©. Figs»64-66»Microapore mother cells 
undergoing fixst meiotic divislons,Flgs«67-68» Micro-
spore mother cells showing second phase of meiosis* 
Pigs. 69-72* Tetrahedral, decussate, isobilateral and 
rhomboidal microspore tetrads respectively Fig, 73« 
Uninucleate trioolporate pollen grain showing starch 
grains* Fig* 74. i^inucleat® pollen grain. Fig* 75. 
Tetracolporate pollen grain shotting both the nuclei 
of equal size* 
sop 64-75 
EXPLAimTIOl? OP FIGURES 
Figs. 76-91 • Solonxim rc^treflexum* Fdcrosporogenesis anfi 
mai© gaiaetophyte. Pigs. 76, 77, Kicrospor© mother cells 
Bhwtxxg mataphasQ l and onephose X resx^ ec-tively* Figs, 
70, 79« Microoporo mother cello Bhmrlno metaphase 
and anaphase respectively. Figs, 80-83, Tetrahedral, 
d cusaate, isobilateral and rhoinlx>l<3al nicrospore t©t^ 
rads respectively, riq. 84. Uninucleate pollen grain 
showing vacuolated cytoplasm. Fig. 85. ?4icrospore nuc-
leus undergoing first mitotic division. Fig, 86.2-
celled pollen grain. Fig. 87. 'rricolporate pollen grain 
with large vegetative and a small generative nucleus. 
Fig. 08. Tetracolporate 2-nucleus pollen grain. 'X'he 
generative nucleus is dividing. Fig. 89. 3—-nucleate 
pollen grain, fig. 90. Multicolporate pollen grain with 
two large and a small nucleus. Fig. 91.3-nucleate pollm 
grain. 
H 76-91 
BXPLMlXTim OF FIGURES 
Pigs* 92~106, gplaimm aottalaail* f:icrosporogenesis and 
male gametophyte* Figs* 92«94* Microspore mother cells 
showing dl&lcinesia* r^tophase x anfl anaphase I respec-
tively« ^igs, 95, 96. Hicrospore mother cells showing 
metaphsoe ond ana^^Qse II r®spectlvely»3?iga.97-XOO« 
*ietrahedral# laobilateral* decussate and rhoniboidal 
microspore tetrads respectively. Fig. 101. Uninucleate 
pollen grain shotting large vacuole. Fig. 102. 2»celled 
pollen grain. Fig« 103. 2on\tcleate pollen grain shott-
ing a large vegetative and a small generative nucleus. 
Fig, 104. 2-nucleate pollen grain. Tho generative nuc-
leus is undergoing mitosis. Fig, l05.3-nucleate pollen 
grain. Fig» 106.2-nucleate poll^ grain. Both the nuc-
lei are of equal sise. 
50 Ai 
92-106 
EKPLAmTIW OF FIGWRSS 
Figs. 107-I2a» aolarmm cematmn. Hlcrosporogenesis and 
male garraatophsiio. Figs. 107-110* Microspore mother 
cells showing diolcinesis* rmBtaphase 1, anaphase i and 
telophase i of tneiosio rospectivoly. Fig, 111* Micro-
spore mother cell shot-^ ing non synchronoiis division* 
rigs. 112, 113» The microspore mother coil shotting 
metaphasQ 11 and anaphase li of raoiosis rei^ctively. 
Figs. 114-117» Tetrahodrtil^ isobilateral^, rhoiidx>idal 
and decussate microspore tetrads respecttvoly.»Fig»110» 
Uninucleate pollen grain with vacuolated cytoplasm* 
Fig, 119» Uninucleate pollen grain showing lii situ 
germination* Fig, 120, Tetracolporate pollen grain 1th 
lurge vacuole. Fig, 121. 2-n\acleat0 pollen gr^in. Fig. 
122, Uninucleate pollen groin shof^ ing polysiphon-
ous condition. 
50^ 1 H107-122 
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mohSPORmQivH 
Thtt 8p«oi«s of Solaimm dQacrib«d in the present 
investigation ahoitr considerable differences ixi the 
form and structure of their ovules* and thereforef> have 
been dealt with separately* 
SOLAmiM HISPIDOM AUD RETROFLEXUK 
The young placenta is composed of homogeneous oallsu 
The places of initiation of ovules are marked early 
when the epidermis and txio or three hypodermal layers 
become densely cytoplasmic and possess prominent nuc-
lei • The hypodermal cells begin to divide in all di-
rections end the opidennal cells covering these oreas 
undergo anticlinal divisions* As a consequence small 
protuberances which appear on the surface of the young 
placenta constitute the priciordia of the ovules* The 
ovules situated at the top of the placenta face to-
vstarda the top of the ovary in Solanuro hispidum* while 
the ovules in the middle region and at the bottom face 
dowxnrards. Whereas in s, retroflexum the ovules face 
downwards. 
The develc^Hoent of the ovules in s, hispidum and 
Sl* retroflexum essentially conforms to anatsspous con-
figuration and resenOsles with each other. Minor differ-
ences have been observed and described* 
The nueellus is dome-shaped and covers the mega-
spore mother cell* it remains single layered throa^iout 
:39: 
in £. hiapidum and S. <I'lgfl^-125,129-131) • 
The nucellus remains healthy upto the megaapore tetrad 
stage (Figs* 125# 131)* Later* the xmcellus degeaer&tes 
conq^ letely« consequently the embryo sac at 2—nucl«-at« 
stage beccHnes nacked (Figs. 126* 132)* The prlmordiuia 
of the integomemt appears before the initiation of the 
meiotic divisions in the rtiegasixsre jnother cell.The into-
gument grows rapidly* reaches the level of the nucellxia 
before the initiation of n^iotic divisions (Figs. 124# 
130) • £^a»»'hile the ovule assumes hemianatropous confi-
guration* The integument gro%rs further* leaves the nuce-
llu0 behind and fozi^ ns a short and t^ i^de micropyle in s* 
hispidum (Fig. 125)* vitiile in D. retroflexuin the micro-
pylo is not formed at this stage (Fig* 131)• The free-
side of the integuiaent consists of 5-6 layers of cells 
in «\e niiddle region* It is thin in thm micropylar re-
gion (Fig* 125) while in retrofleacum it is 4-5 layers 
of cells thick in the middle region (Fig. 131).The inte-
gument grows further and forms a long and narrow micro-
pyle (Figs* 126* 132), 
The ovule curves further and asstuaes almost anatro-
pous configuration at 2-nueleate embryo sac stage. The 
ovule at four nucleate en^ryo sac stage ea^ibits anatro-
pous configuration. The integument on the free side is 
7-9 cells thick in the middle in S. hispiduin and in S. 
retrofleacum it is 6-7 cells thick. The integument on the 
funicular side is quite massive and is almost roearged 
t 4 0 : 
with the funicle (Figs* 127, 133)• Thus th« ovules in S, 
higpidura and s. retrofleitmB are anatropoa««unitegmic and 
tenulnucellate. 
The Inner ^idermis of the integument, which Im in 
contact with the embryo aac differentiates as t^e inte-
gumentary tapetum or endothelium at Z^nucleate stage of 
the eiQbryo sac. its cell® are densely cytoplasmic and 
possess prominent nuclei (Figs* 12&-128« 132*134}« The 
cells of the endothelixim are radially elongated, surround 
the en^ bryo sac and extend upto the tip of micropyle* The 
continuity of the endothelium is broaken at the chalaaol 
side of t^e enibryo sac (Figs* 126-128, 132-134) • The en-
dothelium persists upto the mature seed stage in s. 
hlspidum while it degenerates at the globular stage of 
embryo in S, retroflexum> 
A group of cells at the chalascal end differentiates 
as hypostase at the megaspore tetrad stage. It is situa-
ted towards the chalazal end below the embryo sac. The 
cells are conipaetly arranged, irregularly outlined and 
thick walled* They possess vacuolated cytoplasm* This 
tissue persists upto the mature enlsryo sac stage and 
degenerates after fertilisation* 
In several cases the young ovules have grown 
straight towards the ovary wall in s* hispidum. Such 
ovules could be called orthotropous* 
s41{ 
SOLANUM FtfRCATUM AND S, DOPGLASII 
Th© deevelopmnt of ovula in S» furcatum and s. doug-
laait @ssa»tially confonns to anatrop<ms configuraticnaBd 
resembles with that in s. hiapidum and £• retroflexmn in 
the early developmental stages and differentiation of 
the nticellua* Following differences are worth recording, 
iPhe ovulds at roegaspore nxrther cell stage prior to 
the initiation of meiosis (Figs# 135, 136, 141, 142) are 
not so dovoloped as in s. hispidum and 8.retroflexuro.The 
ovules at the inegaspore tetrad stage in S. fvuxatum and 
douolasii assunia almost anatropous config\uration(Figs, 
137, 143), whereas in S, hiapidiam and s» retroflexion the 
ovules at this stag© are almost homianatropous.The inte-
gumunt grows rapidly and forms a long and narrow micro-
pylar canal (Figs* 137, 143)« The ovules curve further 
and assume anatropous configuration (Figs* 138ol40,144* 
146)* The integument on the free sido in the middle re-
gion i» 5-7 celled and 8-9 celled thick in a.furcabum and 
£• d^Qlasii respectively (Figs. 140, 146), while on the 
funicular side it is quite massive and mearged with the 
funicle (Figs. 140, 146). 
The inner epidermis of the integument differentiates 
as endothelium at mgospore tetrad stage in furcatum 
and s. Sfiaalaell* »Hile in s. hisplduCT and s.retroflexum 
the endothelium differentiates at 2-nuele«te stage of 
emSaryo sac. The endothelium persists up to post octant 
stage of entoryo in S. furcatum and upto mature seed 
stage in S. douclasii. 
t 42s 
Ihe hypostase differentiatos at the chalazal end 
of th© ovule at megaspora tetrad stag© (Figs.l37«>140« 
143-146)« It irregular in outline and conposod of 
thick walled cells, which possess vacuolated cjtoplaam. 
SOLAHUM CORCTJTUH 
ThQ dcveloptnent of ovul© in comutum conforift-s 
to th© anatropouo configuration* '^ho early develop-
BHsntal stages of th© ovule resen^le the other des-
cribed species of the genus (Figs* 147# 148)• 
^ho ovules at the roogaspore tetrad stage do not 
show oven con^loto heroianatropous structure. The in-
teguiaont at th© free side is 4-5 las^ sred thick* The 
nucollus romalns healthy upto naagasporo tetrad stage 
(Fig# 149) • At tho 2-.nucleato stage the ovule curves 
and becoines almost heraianatropous <Fig, 150) • The 
embryo sac enlarges considerably and the nucellus is 
coitqpletely absorbed at the 2-nucledto enibryo sac sta-
ge, At the 4-nucleate stage of en&ryo sac the ovule 
curves further. The integument becomes 8-9 celled 
thick at the free side (Fig» X5l). At the mature em-
bryo sac stage the ovule b®CQn»ss con5>letely anatro-
pous* The integument at this stage becomes 9-10 
celled thick (Pig. 152). 
The inner epidermis of the integtiment differenti-
ates as endothelium at 2-nucleate stage of embryo sac. 
Its cells are densely cytoplasmic and possess promi-
nent nuclei (Figs. 150-152). The cells of the endo-
:43: 
thelium are radial ly elongated^ surround the aiabryo 
sac except at th@ chalazal end» exteiufl upto th® t ip 
of the micropyle, 
The hypostaoe differentiates at the 2-nucleat0 sta-
ge of embryo sac i n comutmn (Pig# 150) . I t i s tiiic:: 
walled »ith vacuolated cytoplasm and irregularly sha-
ped as in other species described here* 
j44J 
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BX^ 'IAKATXOlir OF PIGURBS 
Pigs* 123<»120« OQlaptani hispidum* Development of mega-
sporangium* Fig. 123» yotmg ovxile shoeing arche-
sxx>rial cell* Fig, 124, ovule with mogaaporo 
mother cell* Fig* 125* L«s* ovule t^ i^th n^gaspore tet-
rad* Figs* 126, 127* ovules with 2 and 4-nuclea-
te enibryo sacs respectively* Fig* 120* L.a* nature 
anatropous ovule shoeing nrnture enibryo sac surrounded 
by endothelium* Hypostase is also seen* 

OF FIGyRES 
Figs. 129-134, Solamun retrogleacum. Dovelopstasnt of mega-
sptorangluro* Fig» 120. L»e# o£ yotmg ovulo showing femal© 
archesporlQl cell. Fig. 130. L.s, of ovulo showing mega-
spore mother coll. Pig. 131. L.s. of owilo showing mega-
spore tetrad. Pigo. 132, 133. I».s. of ovuloo alwjing 2-
and 4-nucleat0 embryo aacs respectively. Fig, 134. L.s. 
anatropous mnitegmlc ovule shotting mctura embryo sac, 
endothelittin and roicropylar canal. 
1129-131 132-134 
LXPLAHiVTION OF PXGURP.J 
Figs, 135-140, Go:ij^ aimm furcatura, Developn'.ont of mega-
sporangium. Pig, 135, ovul© ohw/ing fcnsalc arch€s-
oporial coll. Fig, 136, of ovulo at ujegaspore 
isothor CBll stogo. Pig, 137, of ovulo at mogaapor© 
tetrad stago, Cndotholium and hypostas© have differon-
tiatod, Pigo, 138, 139, ovuloo showing 2 and 4-
nucleate crabryo sacs zrospectively. Fig, 140, ana-
tropous ovul© shotting raaturo onibryo sac, rnicropyler ca-
nal and hypostase. 
SOAi 50AJ <135,136 1137-140 
RXPLAKi\TIOK OF FIGURES 
Figs. 141-146, Solatmin douaXasii* Development of mega-
sporangitxm* Fig. 141 • of ovule, nucellus cover-
ing the female archosporlal cells. Fig. 142. L.s. 
ovule at megaspore mother cell stage. Fig. 143. L.s. 
of ovule at raegaapore totrad stage^ endothelium has 
also differentiated. Figa. 144, 145. L.s. of ovules at 
2 and 4-nucleate enitoryo sacs reapectivoly. Pig.l46JL.S. 
anatropous ovule ahcw^ ing nature embr^ sac, endothe-
lium, micropylar canal and hypostase. 
50 W 
<141-142 
soaj 043 -146 
EXPlUMmTION OP FIGURES 
Pigs# i47-152# Solapiiis corputaan)^  Develc^ iaeaot of roega-
sporangium* Fig. 147. L.s, of ovule shoeing female 
archesporlal cell. Pig. 148, L.s* ovule shoeing mega-
cporo mother cell* Pig* 149* oimle showing moga-
sporo tetrad* Fig. 150* li*s. of alraost hcmianatropous 
ovule*showing 2-nucleate embryo sac. Fig. 151. L.s. 
of alraost anatropous ovule at 4-nucleate end&ryo sac 
stage. Fig* 152. L.s* mature anatropous \miteginic 
ovule showing mature emhryo sac, endothelium, a long 
mlcroKirlar canal end hypostase* 
SOJU -.147-149 50AJ M50-152 
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MEGHSPCmOGEHESia 
The foraale archesporlum dl£f@rentiat4B8 at an «arXy 
stage of ovule development. It Is hypo<3e*™al In orlgin« 
situated at the apex o£ the ovule priinordium and 
attains significant size. It is densely cytoplenic and 
possesses a pj»»Qainent nucleus (Figs* 1S3» 180#208»285, 
243)* The arcaiesporial cells are.son^hat narrow and 
elongated in solanum hispidum^ s, retroflexum and S, 
douolaaii (Figs. 153* 208^ 225)» while alniost isodia-
metric in furcatum and comuturo (Figs. 100,243)* 
i^'ho archesporiuia is gonorally single celled (Figs,l53# 
180, 208# 225# 243)» OccQsionolly it nay be 2-CQlledin 
hisx^ iduro. 3* furcatwn^ s* rotroflexum and £, cQmu«. 
turn (Figs. 154, 181, 20S, 210, 244), 3-collGd in Q. 
douqlasii and £. corimtum (Figs. 226, 245) and upto 
5-called in £• hispidura (Fig. 155), In a niulticellular 
archesporitan the cells may be situated side by sid i 
(Figs. 181, 209, 244) or one above the other(Figs.154, 
210, 245). 
The archesporial cells do not cut off parietal 
cells and directly differentiates as megaspore mother 
cells. The megaspore mother cells undergo meiosis pro-> 
ducing megaspore tetrads (Figs. 156-165, 182-194, 211-
213, 227-229, 246-254). After the first meiotic divi-
sions tvo dyad cells are formed (Figs. 156-158, 182-
186, 211, 212, 227, 228, 246-248). In one case«a mega-
spore mother cell at metaphaae l and two dyad cells 
»46t 
are situated side by side in £urcatuin (Fig* 185)* The 
mtiotic divisions in the dyad cells may not be synchro-
nous in s, hispiduniii furcatum and S, comutum (Figs. 
159-161, 163, 164, 187-190, 249-251), but sometimes the 
divisions are synchronous in hispidum and s.furcatum 
(Figs* 162, 191)• The division in the micropylar dyad 
cell generally precedes that in chelaajal one in S, his-
piduro and s* comutum (Figs. 159-161, 249), but some-
tifltes th© divisions in the mlcropylor dyad cell may lag 
behind in S* hispidum (Fig* 163), £* ftarcatum (Figs.lSS-
190) and G.comutum (I'ig* 251), 
Tho laegaepore totrads ar© gonorolly linear in c , 
s 
hispiduia* s. furcatum. C* rotroflexcgn^ s* douolasii end 
cornuturn (riga* 162-165, 189-192, 213, 229,249-252). 
3on»times the ^ gasporQ tetrads may bo T-shaped in s, 
furcattm (Figs. 193, 194) • invorted T-shaped rregaspore 
tetrads may rarely develop in s, hispidun; and S. comu-
tum (Pigs. 168, 253)* in an exceptional case in s« ret-
roflexum an isobilateral megaspore tetrad has been ob-
served (Fig* 216), in another case the megaspore tetrad 
is almost rhondboidal in comutum (Fig* 254) * in one 
case i^olyspory has been observed in S* hispiduro (Fig* 
169)* There are five megaspores, tvo megaspores are 
situated towards micropylar and chalezal sides each and 
the fi£th megaspore is situated in between them (Fig. 
169)* 
It is interesting to record that in a large number 
of cases in £* hispidum it has been observed that some 
t 4 7 i 
cells of the Integximent: or nucellus enlarge considerably 
and behave as accessory archesporial cells* in one case 
In S, hlaoidum thoro Is Q linear megaspore tetrad and an 
archesporial cell also is seen near it (Fig, 166)* In 
another sirailar case ts/fo urchesporial cells are situated 
belov? the linear meoasporo tetrad (Fig, 167) • Accessory 
archesporial colls have also bean observed in s, douq^ 
lasli (Figs. 230-232). In one case in 5, doualasii an 
archesporial cell is situated below the raegaspore tetrad 
t/hose tK-o nlcrc^ylar niQgasEK)rQs have degenerated while 
the chalazal ones are healthy (Fig, 230), In anotiher case 
p^o archesporial colls, one of them is dividing, are 
aitueted tot^ crds tho funicular sidj of the ovule near 
2-m\cleato oinbryo sac (Pig, 231) • 
Usually the chalasal megaspore is functioning and 
tho raroaining three degenerate (Figs, 170# 195, 214,233, 
255), Considerable variations in the number of healthy 
ntegaspores in a tetrad have been observed in S.hispidi^ m^  
i22ESa:M, s, and s, ^ teSEMlM* Occasion-
ally two megaspores situated at the chalazal side may 
be healthy in S. MlBite* l3MSa3aiB» 
c^mt^W" <fig8* 171, 196, 215, 216, 
234, 256), while the two micropylar ones degenerate,Soroe-
tifcies the t»/o middle megaspores of a linear tetrad may 
degenerate in s, furcaturo and s, douQlasii (Figs. 197, 
235), vhile the micropylar and chalazal ones are healthy^ 
Occasionally three chalazal megaspores may be healthy-
while the micropylar one degenerates in s, hisoiduni^  S, 
:101j 
furcatum end douolasli (Figs, 172, 199, 236).Sometimes 
the seconti megaspore from the cnicropyler side may clsgene-
rc*tc and the rernuining three shov; heelthy appearance in 
k" hispidum and furcatum (^igs. 173, 200). Rtrely the 
third megasporo from the micropyl&r side may degonertte 
end the remeining three are healthy in l*,. hispidutn, s. 
furcc.tum t-nd £, douoXcaii (Figs, 174, 198, 237). In one 
Cose in u. furci turn all the four mc^ gi^ spores in e linear 
tetrcd are healthy (Fig, 201). Ihe cholaaal irogas, ore hes 
divided to produce 2-nuclocito embryo see (Fig, 201). in 
£*n isobilotere^l tetrad both the micropylcr n^gospores moy 
dogcnercte while the tvjo chalazal mcgaspores may remain 
healthy in retroflescum (Fig. 216y. 
t49t 
FEMALE GAMSTOPHYTE 
The devsiopment of female gaanetophyte In the species 
described here conforms to the Polygonum type. The func-
tional megaspore attains e significant size and comes to 
possess terminal vacuoles (Figs, 238, 257), then Its 
centrally situated nucleus divides to give rise to two 
nucleate enibryo sac in £• hlspiduro, S, furcatum^ S, ret^ 
roflexum^ s, doualasii and S, comutum (Figs. 175, 202, 
217# 239, 258)• The two nuclei remain close together for 
a time but soon the embryo sac l»glns to enlarge, the 
nuclei laove apart to the oppoaits poles of the sac and 
a large central vacuole is formed (Pigs, 175, 202, 217, 
239, 250)• The second division In the nuclei of two nuc-
leate entibryo sac may bo stoiltanoous in S, hispldurn, s, 
retroflexum and S, douQlasil (Figs. 176, 217, 218, 240), 
whereas in S, fxarcatttm and S, comutum the second divi-
sion may not be synchronous (Figs. 203, 259)• The two 
nuclei at each pole divide ai^ 4-nucleate eaflbryo sac is 
formed (Pigs. 176, 177, 203, 204, 218, 240, 241, 259). 
The third nuclear division In the eiidaryo sac is synchro-
nous In J. f urea turn, s, retroflexum. <aoualasll and S. 
comutum. while In S. hlspidum (Fig. 178) the third di-
vision is not synchronous* chalazal nuclei may divi-
de earlier than the micropylar ones. Ultimately 8-nuc-
leate embryo sac is formed. The four nuclei are arranged 
at the chalazal and four at the micropylar end of the 
embryo sac. The micropylar quartet gives rise to egg 
t SO t 
apparatus> which is organised at the extreme apex of the 
sac, it conaists of one egg cell and two synergldsCFigs. 
179, 205, 219, 24a, 260) • The m^exgldu ar© situa-ted 
side by side and the egg extends below them. Fourth nuc-
leus of the micropylar gxiartet behaves as ndcropylar 
polar nucleus* Yhe three nuclei of the chalaaal quartet 
give rise to ^ ell organized antipodal cells at the cha-
lasal end of the embryo sac (Figs. X79, 205, 219, 242, 
260)• The antipodal cells have triangular arrangeircnt. 
The two antipodal colls may be situated sidtj by side and 
the third below them towards the chalazal sido (Figs.179, 
205, 219, 242, 260) or vico-versa (Fig©. 220,221), Rare-
ly the antipodals may be placed sido by sidu in a. cor-
nutum (Fig, 264), Fourth nucleus of the chslasal quartet 
behaves as chalazal polar nucleus, in s, hispidum both 
the polar nuclei are seen in the centre of the sac (Fig, 
179), whereas in s, retroflexum the polar nuclei are 
seen at the chalazal side (Fig, 219). In s, fureaturn and 
and dounleaii the polar nuclei fuse forming secondary 
nucleus before the entry of the pollen tube into the sac. 
The secondary nucleus is seen in the centre of the sac 
(Figs. 205, 242). Thus the development of the fiunale 
gametophyte in all the species described here conforms 
to the Polygonum type. 
Variations in the number and arrangement of nuclei 
in female gametophyte have been observed, in S, furcatum 
in one case two big free nuclei with multinucleolate co!>-
dition are seen at the micropylar end (Fig, 206), it 
tSli 
appears that the two nuclei after first mitotic division 
migrated towards the micropyler side where they divided 
and the resultant nuclei fused forming two large nwlti-" 
nucleolatQ nuclei. In another case fivo free nuclei are 
situated towards tdio micropylar sido in G»furcatum (Fig. 
207), In Q aimiler case in £• comutum three free nuclei 
have been observed at the chalasal end (Fig, 261)• Pro-
bably tho nuclei after first mitotic division either did 
not migrate to tho opposite poles or the nucloi moved 
towards micropylar or chalaaal sido« it also appears that 
one of tho nucloi of 4-nucloato embryo sac hod divided 
producing fivo nucloi aggregated at tho micropylar side. 
In an excoptional 0-nuclcato cidbryo sac tho egg io situ-
ated at the ba.ie of the micropylo while tho synorgidscre 
orqaniaed belov7 the egg (Fig, 221) • in one caso in a 5-
nucleat© embryo sac the eog apparatus is composed of 
oaly egg, which la oitucted towards the micropylar sido, 
2here are three antipodal cells and a polar nucleus is 
seen near the antipodals (Fig, 222), Occurrence of orga-
nized embryo sac with less than eight nuclei may be-
intarprotted due to suppression of second and third mi-
totic divisions in the micleus situated at the micropy-
lar side, vifhile the chalazal nucleus at the chalazal 
polo behaves normally. 
In 3, retroflexum in a 4-nucleate embryo sac three 
antipodal cells are arranged at the chalazal end and one 
free nucleus is seen at the micropylar aide (Fig. 223)• 
in a similar case in cyyuftj^ tum the free nucleus is 
situated near the antipodal cells (Fig. 262). Still in 
J 5 2 J 
another cas© In a 5-nucleate embryo sac three antipodal 
cells are arranged at «ie chalazal end and Xmo free 
nuclei are also seen near the antipodals (I'lg. 263), xn 
an exceptional 5-nucleate eniiryo sac in s, comatmR the 
three antipodal cells are placed side by side at the 
chala.:al end, one free nucleus is seen at the chalascl 
end and the other at th<2 micropylar end (Fig.264)lVarie-
tions in the nun&>er of nuclei or calls on either pole 
in the Qirtbryo sac may bo due to the jsmppresslon of mi-
totic divisions. 
Rarely ts^ in eiabryo oocs have also been oboervod, in 
one case two orabryo scjce# one at 6<-nucleato stage end 
the other at Q-nucloate stago are placed side by sid<j 
in S, retroflexuffl (Fig, 224), 
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EXPLAKATIOH OF FIGURES 
Figs. 1S3-179, SglqaMCT Mflfiidua* M«ga»porogon««l« and 
feia&le gametophyte* Figs. 153-155* L.s.ov-ules show-
ing I, 2 and im&lticellular archssporium respectively* 
Figs. 1564r 157. L.s* part of ovules showing megaspore 
mother cells at metaphase 1 and telophase I respec-
tively. Fig. 158. Dyad. Figs. 159, 160, 161.The micr-
opylar dyad cell tmder^ing division. Figs. 162,163. 
dividing dyad calls. Fig. 164. Triad. Fig. 165. I^ in-
ear megaspor@ tetrad. Figs. 166, 167. One and two 
accessoryarchesporial cells situated below linear 
megaspore tetrad rospectively. Fig. 160. Inverted T-
shaped lasgasporo tetrad. Fig. 169. i^olyQpory.Pig.170. 
Chalasal raegasporo is fiooictioning while remaining haia 
degenerated. Fig. 171. 'aVo micropylar CKsgaspores have 
degenerated while the tt^ o chalazal ones are healthy. 
Fig. 172. The micropylar tnegaspor® of a linear raega-
spore tetrad has degenerated while remaining throe 
are healthy. Fig. 173. Second nsegaspore from the mic-
ropylar sids has degenerated while the other three 
are healthy. Tig. 174. Third megasporo from the mic-
ropylar side has degenerated while raraalning three 
are healthy. Fig. 17S. 2»nucloate ombryo sac.Flg.176. 
The nuclei of 2-nucleato enibryo aac dividing.Fig,l77. 
4-niicleat0 embryo sac. Pig. 178. 4-nucleate ejnbryo 
sac, the nuclei at the chala8al end are dividing.Fig. 
179. L.s. ntature anatropous unitegxnlc ovule showing 
faature mtitxyo sac surrounded by the endotheliusi, long 
micropylar canal and hi^stase* 
50 Ai 1153-178 , <17t 
EXPI^ ARATIOIf OF FIOORES 
Figs* 180-207* tsmSBSam* i l«9«sporogenesis mnA 
fenale gaBM»toi^lpt,«» tigs* 180^ 181» ^ .s* o f ovuI«s 
showing 1 and 2 areh«sporlal cells respectively* Figs. 
182-184* l««8* part of ovules showing dividing mega* 
spore mother cells. Fig* 185* Oyad and megaspore mo-
ther cell at metaphase 1 stage* Fig* 186* Oyad* Fig« 
187* Micropylar dyad cell undergoing division* Fig, 
188* Chalasal dyad cell undergoing division* Fig*189* 
Dyad cells shotxring second meiotic divisions* Fig*190* 
The division in chalasal dyad cell is complete while 
the micropylar on© is dividing* Fig» 191* Dividing ^ ^ 
cells* Fig. 192* Linear megaspore tetrad* Figs* 193« 
194* T-shaped taegaspore tetrads* ^ig* 195* Chalazal—> 
megaspore is functioning while the three micropylar 
ones have degenerated* ^ig* 196* Two micropylar mega-
spores have degenerated while the tsifo chalazal ones 
are healthy* Fig, 197* The micropylar and chalazal 
n^gaspores are healthy whilo tho middle tn^ o have 
degeneratQd* ^ig* 198* i^ econd n^aspore from the cha-
lazal Sid© has degoneratad while tho remaining three 
aos healthy* Fig* 199* Micropylar magasporo has dege-
nerated while the r«^ naining three are healthy* Fig* 
200* Second megaspore from the micropylar sido has 
degenerated whilo remaining three are healthy* ^ig* 
201. Linear megaspore tetrad? tha chala^al megaspore 
has divided to produce a-mtcleate embryo sac*Fig*202* 
2-nucleate embryo sac* Pig* 203* 2-nucleate embryo 
sac« the nucleus at tho micropylar end is dividlir>Flg» 
204* 4-nucleatQ embryo sac* ^ig* 205* Mature enibri^  
sac* Fig* 206* 2-nucleate eicibryo sac, the nuclei are 
situated at the micropylar end* Fig* 207* 5-nucleate 
embryo sac, all the nuclei ar® aggregated at the mic-
ropylar end of the sac. 
JS^ L—1180-107 
EXPLMiATZOH OF FZGUREa 
Figs. 208«224« Me^rasporogoneoia and 
feiaaXe gametophyte. Fig* 208. i'.s. young ovule shodrlng 
£ttRiale archei^rlal cell. Flga* 209« 210. L.s. o£ ovules 
shoiirlng 2'»celled archesporlum. Fig, 211. Megaspore laol^ sr 
cell at metaphane X stage* Fig. 212. I>yad. ^ 'ig. 213.Lin-
ear n»gaaporo tetrad, ^ ig. 214. 2?hree inicropylar degene* 
rated and chalazal healthy laegasporas. Fig. 215.Two mic-
ropylar niegaspores degenerated while chalazal ones ar© 
healthy, ^ ig. 216. Isobilateral n«gaspore tetrad. The 
two micropylar magasporea have degenerated. Fig, 217. 2-
nucleate erabryo sac. ^ ig. 218. 4-xmcleate erobryo sac. 
Fig. 219. Mature ertbryo aac showing 3-c0lled egg appara-
tus, two polar nuclei at the chalasal end and 3 antipo-
dal cells. Fig. 220. Mature esibryo aac shcmii^ 3-celled 
egg apparatus # secondary nucleus situated at the chala* 
zal end and three antipodal cells, ^ i^g. 221 .Mature embr-
yo sac. '^ he egg is situated at the extreme ndcropi^ Sbsr end 
while the synergids are situated below it. Fig. 222. S-
nucleate wnbryo sac showing three antipodal cells* one 
egg and one free nucleus in the centre of the sac. Fig. 
223. 4«nucleate eobryo sac showing one free nuclefcs to-
wards the roicropylar side and three antipodal cells at 
the chalaatal end. Fig. 224* Twin eidbryo sacs placed side 
by sidef one sac is d-nucleate and the other at 6-nucle-
ate stage. 
220 
208-224 
i^XPL^^Ti-ON OF FiGURHL 
Figs. 225-242, Solcniiir. douqlaall. i og&sporogenesls end 
femiile eumetophyto, Figs, ?.25# 226. L,£>, young ovules 
showing 1 t*nd 3 urchcaporit.1 cello rospoctively. Fig, 
227. Mcgcoporo mother cell at metaphase X stcgo. Fig. 
2243. Dyad. Fig, 229. Lineer meguspore tetrad.Fiy. 230. 
L.s. ovul© sshovving rneguspore tGtrc.d and an occessory 
crchGoporial cell. Fig. 231. L.s. ovulo shov;ing 2-nuc-
let.te embryo soc and two accessory urchesporiel cells« 
one of them is dividing. Fig, 232. L.s. pert of ovule 
choi.ing accessory urchesporit.1 cells. Fig, 233. Chale-
sal functional and three micropylcr degener^tod tnege-
spores. Fig, 234. Tvio chalasal healthy raegacpores v.nd 
tvo micropylar ones degenerated. Fir, 235. I.icro-pylar 
ond cholazal mygcspores are heulthy while the t'-o mid-
dle raegaoporoo ht.VG degenerated. Fig. 236. She micro-
pylar megaspore of e linear megas ore tetrad has dege-
nerated ivhile remaining three are healthy. Fig, 237, 
^econd megaspore from the chalezd eide clegener*. ted 
t;hile the remaining three are healthy, Fi^, 238, Func-
tional roegasptore. Fig, 239. 2-nuclec.te embryo StiC.lig, 
240, Loth the nuclei of 2-nucleate embryo sac arec ivi-
ding. Fig, 241, 4-nucleate embryo sac. Fig, 242, L, s, 
tnoture an^tropous ovule showing mature embryo StiQ en-
dothelium und hypostcise. 
<225-229,232-241 230^231,242 
EXPLAIIATIOli OF FI0URB3 
Figs* 243-264» Solanura cormitum, ilegasporogenesis and 
female gametophytfie* Figs* 243# 244* X»*5» ovules shonr-
Ing 1 and 2 aj-chesporial cells respectively. Fig. 245. 
part of yotmg crvule shc:n«i»g three archespcdal ce-
lls placed one above the other* Figs» 246# 247* Kega«> 
spore mother cells undergoing division* Fig,248* Dyad. 
Fig. 249. The micjpopylar dyad cell is dividing. Fig, 
2S0. Triads Fig. 251, ^ yad cells shoeing second meio-
tic divisions. Pig, 252. Linear i^gaspore tetrad. Fig, 
253, Inverted T-shaped inegaspore tetrad, Fig,254,Rhom-
boidal nKsgaspore totrad. Fig, 255, Chalaaal ftmctional 
megaspore* the three laicropylar ones have degenerated. 
Fig, 256, 5?he ttfo chalasal tnegaspores are healthy 
while the micropylar ones have degenerated. Fig. 257, 
Functional megaspore. Fig. 258, 2-nucleate entoryo sac. 
Fig, 259, 4-nucleate embryo sac. Fig. 260, Hature em-
bryo sac* Fig. 261, 3-nucleate enOsryo sac, All the 
three nuclei are situated at the chalazal end,Fig.262, 
4-nucleate embryo sac showing 3 antipodal cells and 
one free nucleus near the antipodals. Fig.263,5-nucle-
ate enbr]^ sac showing 3 antipodal cells and two nuc-
lei are seen near them* Fig. 264, 5-nueleate esdsryo 
sac showing 3 antipodal cells lying side by side and 
two free nuclei, one towards the chalasal side and the 
other towards the micropylar end. 

s54{ 
POLLIHATK^ AND COURSE OF PCMLLEN TUBE 
The stigioa is capitate in Soianwn fturcatum^  S, retro» 
flexqiB and S» acmalasii (Pig. 265) • In S« hispidiiHt and 
comutvim the stigma is bilobed and both the lobes are 
separate upto a considerable length of style (Figs, 266, 
268, 269) • The stigma is papillate. The stiginatic raplllae 
in S, ftareatum, s, retroflexum« douglasii (Fig,265) and 
£• hispidmn (Fig, 266) are almost tubular while in S,cor-> 
ynutum (Pig, 260) the tips are rounded. The style is solid 
devoid of any special transmitting tissue for the pollen 
tube, Moiirever, the style may be hollow upto a limited ex-
tent in hispiduia and S» cornutum (Figs, 266,268,269). 
in s, hispidum the stigma beoames curved after pollina-
tion (Fig, 267), 
The pollination is anetnophilous. The pollen grains ^ re 
seen entangled between the stigiRatic papillae where t^ey 
germinate. The pollen tubes creep between the stigmatic 
papillae and enter the stylar tissue. They grow down 
through the intercellular spaces of the stylar cells with-
out damaging them, reach the base of the style and enters 
the ovarian cavity. Thus a bundle of pollen tubes reaches 
the top of the placenta and covers the ovules, situated 
at the top of the ovarian cavity. Later the pollen tubes 
anove away in all directions on the placental surface and 
finally enter the ovule through the ndcropyle. 
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FERTILIZATION 
At the time of pollination the embryo sacs in the 
ovuI«ts« situated at the top of the placenta^ aire mture 
and ready to receive the pollen tubes. Prior to its entry 
into the eiribryo sac the pollen tube is a delicate cylin-
drical structure* but becomes Irregular in shape and 
quite conspicuous inaido th© eac» The pollen t\ibe enters 
the endaryo sac near one o£ the synergids* May be* some 
chemotactic substance is secreted by the cells of egg 
apparatus or tho wall of the sac in that region is wealc. 
During the entry of the pollen tube into the sac genera-
lly one synergid is destroyed. Later the other synergid 
also is destroyed during the act of fertilization* 
One of the male gametes fuses with the egg nucleus 
and the second one is seen in the vicinity of secondary 
nucleus in Solanuro furcatum, 5. retroflexi«n and £• doua-
laaii (5'iga. 271-273), whilo in end s. C2£-
nutuin th& se<^nd male gamete is observed near the polar 
nuclei (Figs. 270* 274}. Thus as a result of fusion of 
second male gamete with the secondary nucleus or polar 
nuclei primary endosperm nucleus is formed. 
The remains of the pollen tube may persist inside 
tlye mdbryo mac till 2-3 celled endosperm stage. 
BXPIANATIOK OP PIGORES 
Pigs. 265~269» Pollination. Pigs, 270-274, Solantip hianidum^ 
U.* testis,Sii ^nd s. cojpnutum 
respectively. Fertilization, Pig, 265, L,q, stigma of 3, 
furcaturo showing pollination, Pollen tubes are seen in the 
stylar tissue. Fig, 266, L^s, bifid stigma of §,» hiaoidum. 
Pig, 267, l»,s, style and curved stigma of S, hisnidum shoss;-
Ing germinated pollen grains on the stigma and pollen tubes 
in the stylar tissue. Pig, 260. ii,s, bifurcated stigma of s, 
comutum showing papillae. Pig, 269, L,s, style and stigma 
showing germinated pollen grains on the stigma of 3>comutum 
and pollen tubes in the stylar tissue. Pigs, 270-274, Kmbryo 
sacs showing double fertilization. 

157; 
The devoXopmetit of ondGsporni In Solanmn hispidmn« s, 
fiircatorna retirofiesaim* S, douqlosii and S.corautoa is 
ab initio Cellular. However, variations in the plane of 
divisions in the early stages of endosperm development 
have been observed in different species described 
hero. Therefore for the saho of clarity the dwolopment 
of endosperm in different opocies has been described 
separately. 
Tho dovolopn^nt of ondosporra starts laoro or loss 
imroodiotoly after fertilizotion while tho division of 
the sygoto io delayed unless sufficient ansount of cndoo-
perra io forraod, 
SOLAmJM HISPXPUM 
'Aho dQvelopn®nt of endosperm in Golanutn hiar>idum is 
ab initio Cellular, The primary endosperm nucleus <31vld®s 
transversely producing primary micropylar end nrimary 
chalazal endosperm chanA)ers <Figs« 275, 276) • 'i.he divi-
sion in both the chambers is vertical producing 4-celled 
endosperm (Figs, 277, 278), Further, the development of 
endosperm could not be observed successfully because of 
almormal behaviour of the endothelium. The cells of the 
endothelium proliferate and produce adventive anflsryos 
(Fig, 277), which fill the cavity of Wi© embryo sac.Thus 
the develoi»nent of the endosperm could not be followed 
successfully. However, the divisions in the later stages 
! 5 8 j 
of ®ndosp«na development become irregular and the endoa-
perm becomes nwaticellular (Fig* 279). 
soLmsn furcatum 
The developir^nt of endoaperm in Solanmn furcatum is 
ab initio Cellular. The first division of the primary 
endosperm nucleus is transverse dividing the sac into 
primory micropylar and primary cholaaal endosperm cham-
bers (Figs. 280-281)• The division in either chamber may 
precede the other (Figs. 282, 203). '"^^^he division in both 
the en<tosperm chambers is longitudinal. Thus four colled 
endosperm is produced (Fig. 204). Tho tMo Juxtetoaed cells 
of primary micropylar and primary chalazal endoj^ psim ciharo-
bers divide longitudinally producing 8-celled endosperm 
(Figs. 285# 286)• Later, the divisions become irregular. 
Variations in the plane and sequence of cell divi -
sions during the early stages of endospenn development 
have also been observed. In one case one of the Juxta» 
posed cells of primary micropylar endospenn chamber has 
divided longitudinally while the other transversely(Fig. 
287). In a 6*celled endosperm tine of the Juxtaposed aells 
of the micropylar endosperm chamber has divided longi-
tudinally while the primary chalazal endosperm chamber 
has divided transversely producing two cells, of which 
the chalazal call has not yet divided while the upper 
one has divided longitudinally (Fig, 288). In another 
similar case the primary chalazal endosperm chamber has 
t9i 
divided transversely producing two cells, the chclazel 
one has divided transversely while the upper one longitu-
dinally (Fig, 289). Tho tv.'o Juxtaposed tizells of micropy-
lar endosperm chamber have divided trcnsversely(Fig,289)• 
atill in onother case the primary chal<uzal endosperm cham-
ber has divided transversely producing two .\jperposeclcjIls, 
Vhe chalcizcl cell hits divided longitudincilly producing 
tv^ o juxtaposed cells, ono of which hcs divided longitu-
dinally while the other transversely. The tv/o micropylar 
colls hcvG divided longitudinally (lig, 290), In e four 
celled endosperm it has been observed that tho primary 
micropylar endosperm chambcr has divided longitudinclly 
v/hilo tho primary chaliizal endosperm chombor transversely 
forming four colls c^ rranged in ^ T-sheped m«unner (Fiij,2a), 
Cccasionally tho primary micropylar and primary chaleztal 
cndooporm chcmbors divide trwnsversoly producing four 
linearly arr.-nged colls (Figs, 292, 293). in a similar 
case five colls ore orrvnged linearly (Fig, 294). Rarely 
the first division in the primary endosperm cell may be 
longitudln^^l r-rcx^ ucing tv.o unequ^ l^ cells of enticsperm.^ 'he 
larger cell has divided transversely (Fig, 295), 
Ihe development of endosperm is ^  initio Cellular, 
The first division in the primary endosperm nucleus is 
transverse producing primary micropylar and primary ch»--
lazal endosperm chamoers (i'lgs, 296, 297). The division 
in the primary micropylar endosperm chamber precedes that 
s 6 0 { 
in chalazal one (Figa, 290, 299)• Th© division in both 
the endospornj chainbero is longitudinals Thus four called 
endosperm is produced (Pigs, 298-300)• Iho division in 
the two Juxtaposed cells of primary micropylar ondosperm 
chaiabor io transverse i^ hilo the division in tho cells 
of the primary chalasal endosperm chaniber is longitudi-
nal (Figs. 301-304) • l.ator# tho divisions become irregu-
lar» 
Variations in tho plono of divisions in the early 
stages of endosperm dovolopmont have been observed. In 
one case one of tho txao juiitaijosed cells of primary mi-
cropylar endosperm chamber has divided transverselyt^ tiile 
the other longitudinally (Fig, 305). In another case it 
has been observed that tho ti^ o Juxtaposed cells of pri-
mary chalazal endosperm chamber have divided transverse-
ly (Fig. 306)• Still in another case it appears that the 
two Juxtaposed cells of chalazal endosperm chamber have 
divided transversely, while the micropylar cells have 
divided longitudinally (Fig» 307), Sometimes the divi-
sion in the primary chalazal er^osperm chamber is trans-
verse, while the micropylar endosperm chamber has divi-
ded longitudinally, thus the four cells are arranged in 
a T-shaped manner (Fig, 308)• In another similar case 
the second coll from the chalazal end has divided longi-
tudinally (Fig. 309), In an exceptional case, the pri-
mary micropylar endosperm chamber has divided trans-
» 6 1 s 
versely« while the chalazal one longltttdinally (Pig » 
310), In one case It; has been observed that the pri-
mary endosperm nucleus has divided obliquely vertical 
producing two unequal endosperm cello, which have divi-
ded longitudinally. Further divisions in these cells 
have been irregular (Fig, 311). 
The dQveloproent of endosperm is ^  initio Cellu-
lar • The first division in the primary endosperm coll 
is transverse, dividing tho entoryo sac into primary 
micropylar and primary chalazal endosperm chambers 
(Figs, 312, 313), Tho division in either chamber may 
precede the other (Figs, 314, 315), The division in 
both the prljiaary endosperm chambers is longitudi-nal , 
thus four completely partitioned cells are produced 
(Fig, 316) , SometirtKJS the division in the primary che-
lezel endosperm chanSser is delayed considerably while 
foxir cells are formed in the micropylar chamber (Fig, 
317), The two juxtaposed cells of micropylar and cha-
laacal endosperm chambers divide transversely (Figs, 
31C, 319), Later the divisions in the cells of the 
endosperm are quite irregular forming multicellular 
endosperm (Fig, 326), 
Variations in the plane and sequence of cell divi-
sions have been observed during the,early stages of 
endosperm development. In one case two jumtaposed 
cells of primary micropylar and primary chalazal endos-
: 6 2 : 
p«nn chambers have dividad longitudinally producing 6-
cellod «ndoap«rm (Fig, 320). In another case the divi« 
sion in the primazry endosperm cell appears to be longi<-
tudinal producing ts^ o unequal cells of ei^dsperm* The 
snmller cell has divided longitudinally while the larger 
one transversely and further divisions in these cells 
have been irregular (Pig* 321}« -litill in another caso 
the division in the primary endosperm cell appears to be 
longitudinal producing tx^ o celled endosperm. The divi-
sion in both th© endosperm cells are irregular (Fig,322). 
In a four celled endtosperm it has been observed that the 
primary raicropylar endosperm Chambor has divided longi-
tudinally «;hilQ the primary chala2Ql endosperm chan^r 
transversely producing four cells arranged in a s h a p e d 
manner (Fig, 323), In one caso it appears that the pri-
mary chalazal ex^iosperm chaniber has divided transversely 
(Fig. 324), in another case the division in primary en-
dosperm chambers is transverse resulting in four linear-
ly arranged cells (Fig, 325), The cells in the early 
stages have vacuolated cytoplasm. Later the cells of the 
endosperm become densely cytoplasmic and replete with 
starch grains, 
SOhmJM CORtaiTOM 
The primary endospezm nucleus divides transversely 
prodticing the primary mlcropylar and primary chalazal 
endosperm chand^rs (Figs, 327# 328), The division in 
either chamber nsy precede the other (Figs, 329, 330), 
S63J 
Sometimes the division in the primary chalazal endosperm 
chamber is delayed while the nsicropylar chamber has pro-
duced three colls (Figs» 331, 332), The division in both 
the endosperm chaittoers is longitudinal. Thus four celled 
er^osperm is formed (Fig* 333)• Further the divisions in 
tho endosperm collo ore irregular. 
Veriations in the piano of divisions in the early 
stages of endosperm development have been observed* In 
one caao the primary chalazal endosperm chamber nay divi-
de transversely whilo the priitary micropylar ondosperm 
chartber has divided longitudinally and tho four colls cm 
arranged in a T-shaped laenner <Pig. 334)« in aixsther cass 
the first division in the primary endosperm cell appears 
to bo longitudinal dividing the embryo sac into tv7o un-
©cjual cells. Ono of the Juxtaposed cells has dividedtia-
nsversely and the other longitudinally (Fig, 335).Later, 
the divisions in t^e endosperm become irregular end a 
multicellular endosperm is formed (Fig. 336). 
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EXPIiMmTIOK OF FIGORKS 
Figs* 273-279. Uolawm MfisMiffl* o©velopnient o^ encJospem. 
Fig, 275. Ij.s. fertilized embryo sac showing aygoto and 
prinsry endosperm nucleus* Fig, 276» 2-cell©a endosperm. 
h^ig* 377* msdosperm and eiadothBlAal emsryom ^ig* 
278* 4-CQlled endosperm. Fig, 279. Multicellul^ur endos-
perm. 
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275-279 
EXPLAKATI08 OP FIGURES 
Figs* a80-29S* Solanum furcatnm. Oeveloproent of endosperm. 
Fig. 280. I^ .e* fertilized embryo sac showing zygote end 
primary endosperm nucleus. Fig, 281, 2-celled endosperm. 
Figs, 282• 283, 3-celled ondoapeirtn, Flg» 284, 4-celled 
endosperm. Figs, 285, 286, iho cells of the raicropylar 
and chalasial endosperm chanibers have divided longitudi-
nally. Pig, 287, 8-CQllod endosperra. Ono of the t^ jo juxta-
posed cells of tlie micropylar endosperm chatiflser has divid-
ed transversely and t3io other longitudinally. Fig» 288, 6-
celled endosperm, 'Ahe primary chalazal endosperm chamber 
had divided transversely. Fig, 209, 9-celled enctosperm. 
The t^sTo juxtaposed TOIIs of micropylar endosperm chaxtiber 
havedivided transversely, Fig, 290, 9-celled endosperm, 
ihe primary chalazal endosperm chamber appears to have 
divided transversely. Fig, 291, 4-celled endosperm show-
ing T-shaped arrangement. Figs, 292-294, 4 and 5-cell-
ed endosperm respectively shoving linear arrangement.Flg, 
295, 4-cell«d endosperm. The first division in the pri-
mary endosperm nucleus has been longitudinal. 
•SiL—.leo-Ms 
EXPLAKATIOK OF FIGURES 
Figs* 296-'311» golanum rgtrpflexam. Uevelopment of on^s-
peznsi* Fig. 296* L,0« fertilized eaibxyo sac shoeing zygote 
and primary endosperm nucl«us. Pig, 297. 2-cello<3 andoa* 
perro. Figs. 298, 299. 3-ceiIed endosperm. Pig. 300. 4 — 
celled ondosperm. Fig. 301. 4->celled endosperm* One of 
the tX70 Jxi3rt:aposed cells of the chalazal endosperm cham-
ber is dividing longitudinally. Fig* 302. 5-<©lled endos-
perm. One of tlKj two Juxtaposed cells of chalaaal endos-
perm chamber has divided longitudinally. Fige. 303# 304. 
6 and 7-cellod endosperm respectively showing transver^ 
se division in the colls of the primary micropylar endos-
chaniber. Fig. 30S. 7-celled ^dosperm. On© of the juxta-
posed cells of the primary micropylar endosperm chaiiiber 
ha® divided transversely and the other longitudinally.Fig» 
306. 6-celled endospermy the cells of the chalazal endos-
perm chamber has divided transversely* Fig. 307. Swelled 
endosperm* One of the cells of micropylar endoaperrn cham-
ber has divided longitudinally* Fig. 308* 4-Gelled endos-
perm shouting T-shaped arran^s^nt. Fig. 309* S^celled end-
osperm developed from T-shajwd arrangement* 3,'he second 
cell from ^uilaxal side has divided longitudinally. Fig. 
310* 5-celled endosperm. The primary micropylar endosperm 
chamber has divided transversely. Fig. 311. Multicellular 
endosperm. The first two divisions in the primary endos-
perm cell appear to have been longitudinal* 
50 JU H2S6-3n 
BXI>L^\TICa3 OF FIGURES 
Figs. 312-326* Solanum doualasii. Development of endosperm. 
Fig. 312. 1..S, eaibryo sac showing zygote and primary onflos-
perm nucletis. Fig. 313* 2-»celled endosperm. Figs. 314# 315. 
3*celled endosperm. Fig. 3i6. 4-celXed endosperm. Fig. 317. 
5-celled endosperm. The primary chalasal end^sperrr endos-
perm chandber is dividing longitudinally while both cells 
of the pricrary micropylar endosperm chamber have divided 
transversely. Fig. 318. S-celled endos£^rmf one of the two 
juxtaposed cells of chalasal endosperm chaniber is dividing 
while the other has corepleted division. Pig. 319. 6-celled 
endosperm, ^ ig. 320. 6-celled endosperm. The cells of the 
primary micropylar and primary chalasal endosperm chant>er 
have divided longitudinally. Fig, 321, 7-celled endosperm, 
5Jhe first division in the prinary endosperm nucleus appears 
to have been longitudinal. Fig, 322. 8*celled endo8perre,The 
first two divisions in the primary endosperm en^ o^specm appe-
ars to be longitudinal. Fig« 323« 4-celled endosperm show* 
ing 3?-.8haped arrangement. Fig, $24. Multicellular endos-
perm, The printary chalazal endosperm chamber has divided 
transversely* while the micropylar longitudinally. Fig,325, 
4»celled endosperm showing linear arrangement. Fig, 326, 
Multicellular endosperm. 
MM -•JH-Jie 
EXPLAUATIOS OP PIGWRES 
Figs, 327-336, solanom corntttum* DevelopifiQiit of endosperm. 
Fig, 327« i<«a, fortilised Qtrsia^cyo sac ohot/lng sy^te and 
pricBry endtosperm nuclcnis* 328, 2-celled endesporns. 
Pigs. 329, 330. 3-eolled endosperm. Fig, 331, 4-celIed 
endosperra. One of the juxtaposed cells of primary micro-
pylar ondooperm chamber has divided longitudinally. Fig, 
332. 4»celled cndosperni, 2ho prinsary cholasal endosperm 
chamber is dividing longitudinally. Fig, 333, 4-celled 
endosperm, 334, 4-colled endosperm shoeing V-shaped 
arrangeiaent, Pig, 335, '' 4-celled endosperm, Vhe pri-
mary endosi^ exTO nucleus has divided longitudinally^ on© of 
the resultant cells divided transversely and the other 
longitudinally. Pig, 336, Hxiltlcellular endosperm. 
334 
SOAi ( 327-536 
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The embryogeny in the different species of aolantiin 
is inconsistent, Besides one normal type of enJaryogeny, 
Sfjori-dic vuri^tions v;hich belong to other principal lypes 
clso may occur in the seme species, 'x'hus for the Sdke of 
cltrity the cmbryogeny in the species described here hc.s 
biicn dealt v/ith 60pur«-tely» 
DoUiMun Hit»p.Lmr. 
soon of tor fertilisction there is grtc-t activity in 
tho dcvcloi^ment of endosperm but the zygote ronsijiins in-
active till the endosperm bccon^s multicellulcr. 
t^  tronsvorse division in tho sygotj? cuts off «_n cpi-
CGl coll 4ind a biSol cell cb (Figs.337, 338K'J.ho cull 
CL divides transversely giving rise to the tiort. 
Jj^*. ihe cell c^ clso divides in the similar plune to 
i roduce m end ci (rig, 339K Thus t.t the four celled 
st^ ige the proeinbryo hcc «- linear ^rrtingement of its clJIs 
(tig. 339). Xhe division in jL. and ^s vcrtiCi^l produc-
ing quodr<-nts (Figs. 340-34^:). The upper and lower quad-
rant cells are in the same plane (Eig. 342).Loter,trans-
verse divisions tcke pl^ce in the c,uadrants c^ nd octant 
stoge is formed (rig. 343). Mecinwhile the cell |n olso 
divides vertic&lly (Figs. 342, 343). 'ihe division in cl 
is transverse producing jq. and n' (Figs. 342, 343) .Later, 
repeated divisions in the derivatives of X and i.' give 
rise to a globular proembryo (Fig. 344), which subseque-
t66t 
ntly differentiates into heart-shaped (Fig, 345torpedo-
shaped (Fig* 346) and finally to a mattxre slightly curved 
dicotyledonous embryo (Fig* 354) • It appears tiiat the 
daughter cells of and J^* and ni constitute the enibryo 
proper while those of £4. give rise to the uniseriate sus-
pensor* Thus the erabryogeny in th© species conforms to 
the Myosotio variation of Chenopodiad type* 
Variations in the sise and nuiflber of cotyledons have 
also been observed* in several cases, one of the cotyle-
dons was fully devoloped while the other wao rudlmantary 
(Figs, 347* 348) • in c largo nusf&er of cases it has been 
observed that the ttro cotylcdons inovo in different direc-
tions (Figs* 348# 349)» Occasionally the orabryo faay have 
three cotylodono* which a l ^ may move in different direc-
tions (Figs* 350« 351) • In one case the en^yo possesses 
four rudisraentary cotyledons (Fig* 353) • In en exceptional 
case the en^yo is somewhat kidney-shaded (Fig* 352), 
An addition to aygotic embryo a large nund£>er of 
eisSsryos may arise from the endothelium (Figs* 355 — 359, 
361, 362) • ^ "he endothelium differentiates at a-nucleate 
embryo sac stage* its cells possess prominent nuclei with 
vacuolated cytoplasm* She endothelium is multiplicative In 
nature and becomes 1-3 layered after fertilisation* Some 
of the cells of the endothelium proliferate and form em-
bri^ like structures which grow inside the ei^ryo sac 
cavity (Figs* 356-359, 361, 362)* There is no definite 
sequience of divisions of the entoryonal cells developed 
from endothelium* '^he origin of adventive embryos can be 
s 6 7 { 
ascertained by their lateral position and contents 
similar to those of endothelial cells. The embryos 
devoid of true suspensor and could bo cosily dis-
tinguished from the zygotic embryos. 
The number of edventive embryos developing from the 
endothelium is quite vericiblc and aometimes sueJi embryos 
completely fill the erttoryo s^c cavity (Figs. 361* 362). 
In such cfcses the endosperm doeo not develop further* 
in one exceptional case it appesro that tis.o embryo sacs 
developed in the san® ovule. In one of them normal zygo-
tic linear nroembryonic tetrad dovoloped while in the 
other the cavity of the enrtoryo sac is completely filled 
v;ith endothelial embryos of irregular shape end oisc 
(Figs. 361, 362). 
During seed developm^mt it hc:s ulso been observed 
that sometimes endothelial embryos t^ egenerate while 
sometimes zygotic embryo degenerates (Fig. 360). The 
degeneration of zygotic or edventive embryos may be due 
to lack of uroper nutrition as endosperm does not deve-
lop where adventive embryos develop. Thus reaultings® cis 
are abortive. 
SOLAKUM FURCATUH 
The embryogeny in Solanum furcatum corresponds to 
the Nicotians variation of Solanad type. The zygote di-
vides transversely producing a terminal cell ca and a 
basal cell cb (Figs. 363, 364), The cell ca and cb di-
: 6 8 i 
vide txansversely producing a linear pxtMntKbryonic tetrad 
(Flgs« 3$5>367)« The cells jq and sX divide transversely 
forming d and and jg and jg;' respectively (Figa«3^»370). 
The cell n and jn* divldu transversely producing K and 
o* p respectively (Flgs« 370# 371)# Thus a unlserlate 
suspensor conrposed of about 6 - 1 0 calls is formed (Figs* 
371# 375)« The divisions In the tiers X vari-
able* luither of theia rnay divide first (Figs* 372, 373 )* 
The tiers JL k* <iivide vertically giving rise to the 
quadrants (Figs* 372-374)* The cells of the quadrants di-
vide longitudinally forming octant stage {Figs,375»376)* 
By repeated divisions of octants the endaryo becomes glo-
bular in shape (Figs* 377, 378)* The globular einbryo 
subsequently differentiates into heart-shaped (Fig.Bei) 
and finally to a matiure strongly curved dicotyledon—o\mi 
embryo (Fig* 382)* 
Sometimes the cell eg may divide longitudinally pro-
ducing two juxtaposed cells* SL transversely pro-
ducing JB end SeX* Thus the proembryonlc tetrad is'i-shaped 
(Fig, 379)* One of the daughter cells of £ divides ver-
tically while the other transversely producing the quad-
rant cells (Flg« 380)* further stages of this type of 
enbryogeny could not be observed successfully. However* 
it appears that the einbryogeny sometimes conforms to the 
Ruta variation of Onagrad type* 
s 6 9 { 
SOLAMUM RSTROFLEXaM 
Ihe zygote divides transversely forming a terminal 
cell c£ and a basal cell sk ^^i^a* 383# 384)• The divi-
sion in £22 precedes that in Si& (Figs* 3B5# 386) • The 
cells ca and cfe divide transversely to give rise to ^ 
and i' and jn and respectively* Xhu® a linear pro-
embryonic tetrad is formed (Fig« 387)» The cells jg and 
ci divide transversely producing and € and a and q* 
respectively (Figs, 388, 389)# ^hus a unlserlate sus-
pensor coRi§posed of 5-7 cells is formed (Pigs. 390,393). 
The divisions either precede in JL or 391,392). 
The divisions in J^  and are vertical to givo rise to 
the quadrants (Figs* 391-393) • '^'he cells of quadrant 
divide vexrtically forming an octant stage (Figs. 394-
398). Later, repeated divisions occur in octants and 
the embryo becomes globular in shape (Figs. 399 —401). 
The globular proeirit>ryo subsequently differentiates into 
heart-shaped (Fig« 405), torpedo-shaped (Fig, 406) and 
finally to a curved dicotyledonous oiribryo (Figs. 407, 
408). Thus the embryogeny in S.retroflexmn conforms to 
the Nicotlana variation of Solanad type. 
Sometimes the cell divides vertically and contri-
butes to the embryo proper (Figs. 395, 397). Thus the 
•Bdoryogeny sometimes conforms to Miyosotis variation of 
Chenopodiad type. 
Rarely the proeiribryonic tetrad may be T-shaped(Fig. 
402). One of the daughter cells of a divides vertically 
: 7 0 i 
while the other transversely producing the quadrant 
cells (Figs. 403# 404). 'i^ hus the ena^ryDgeny sotnetimes 
conforms to th@ &uta variation o£ Onagrad tfp^* 
SOLmJM t>OtlGLASlI 
The ertbryogeny in doualasii conforms to the Kico-
tiana variation of -Solanad type* The first division in 
the zygote is transverse producing an apical cell ga and 
a basal cell ^  (Figs* 409, 410)• The division in cb 
precedes that inca (Fig, 411)« The cell sSL dividestrsF*' 
aversely to give rise to and X** ^he cell also 
divides in a sdUsiilar plane producing the cells m and ci* 
Thus a linear proembryonic tetrad is formed (Fig«412 ), 
The cell IB and s^ divide transversely producing a long 
suspensor* The tiers 1 and JL* divide by vertical walls 
forming a quadrant stage (Figs. 413, 414}* The quadrant 
cells divide longitudinally forming an octant stage(Fig. 
415# 416) • Further divisions in the tiers X ^"d X' 
rise to a globular proembryo (Figs. 417, 418), which 
subsequently differentiates into heart-shaped (Fig.419) 
and finally to a mature curved dicotyledonous enOxryo 
(Fig. 420), 
SCiLAIWH CORMUTUM 
The xygote divides transversely restxlting in anapjt-
cal cell Sa^  and a basal cell S^ (Figs. 421-423). The 
division in gk precedes that in sft (Fig. 424)« The cell 
ca divides transversely giving rise to the tiers 1 and 
lilt 
(Fig, 425)» The c«ll also divldas in a aimllar 
plane to produce q and Thna at the four celled 
stage the proeinbryo has a linear dispoaition of its 
cells (Fig, 425) • The cell £X divides transversely giv-
ing rise to a 5*>celled linear proenibryo (Fig«426)» The 
division in i* precedes that in X (Fig, 427).The divi-
sion in the tiers JL and is vortical producing quad-
rants (Fig, 428)• The divisions in quadrants are ver-
tical (Figs, 429* 430) • The cell jb also divides verti-
cally and contributes in the development of eraibryopco-
por (Figs, 429# 430), Further divisions are irregular 
forming globular proenibryo (Fig, 431), Th© globular 
proembryo elongates and becon^ pear-shaped with long 
uniseriate suspensor (Fig, 434), Finally the pear-
shaped eitibryo gives rise to a curved dicotyledonous ero-
bryo (Fig, 435)» Thus the eiabryogeny in the species 
longs to Myosotis variation of Qtenopodiad type. 
Rarely ttie proenflenryonic tetrad may be T>ahaped dig, 
432), One of the daughter cells of a divides verti-
cally while the other transversely producing the quad-
rant cells (Fig* 433), Thus the enduryogeny may rarely 
conform to the Ruta variation of Onagrad type. 
In an exceptio«ial case it has been observed that 
the antipodal cells divide, redivide and form an un-
differentiated embryonal mass of cells at the chalaxal 
end of the embryo sac (Fig, 436), The two nuclei near 
the egg could be the two male gametes (Fig, 436) • The 
»72 ! 
further fat@ of antipodal enibryo could not bo deter-
ndned* 
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EXPLAHATI0J3 OF FIGURES 
Pigs. 337-354« Selanum hispidii«y. Kmbryogeny, Pig. 337. 
ssyig^ te. Pig. 338. 2-CQllea proe!!il}ryo. Fig, 339. X^ lnear 
proeinbryonic totxad. Pig. 340, &-celIed proenibryo.Pig. 
341. Linear proendbrvonlc tetrad. The tier 1, has divi-
ded longitudinally* Pig. 342. e-celled proenibryo. 'iHhe 
tlere X A* ^ ^ 12 hav© divided longitudinally. Pig. 
343. Octant stage of proenibryo. Pig. 344.Glob\ilar pro-
erobryo. Pig. 345. Hoart-shaped embryo. Pig.346, Torpe-
do-shaped emibryo. Pigs. 347, 348. Mature eiribryo shout-
ing one rudimentary cotyledon. Pig. 349. Hiature enibryo 
cotyledons developed in different directions .Pigs .350, 
351. Embryos with three cotyledons. Pig. 352. Kidney 
shaped embryo with two cotyledons. Pig. 353. Bndbryo 
with fotar cotyledonary initials. Pig. 3S4. Mature di-
cotyledonous embryo. 

BHPLAE^VTIOK OP FIGORES 
PlgQ# 355-362. SQlaniim hiapidum. Polycmibryony, Pig. 355. 
h^B* part of fertilized ovule showing zygote, endosperm 
and endothelium* Pig. 356, of fertilized aac shm/-
ing sygoto cood ernbryo developed from endothelium* Figs* 
357# 358* embryo sacs shotting embryos developed£rom 
endothelial cells* Fig* 359* L.s* old sac shotting three 
endothelial enibz^s* Fig* 360* I^ .s* sac showing degener-
ated endothelial esnbryo* Figs* 361, 362* Ii*3« part of 
old ovule shearing twin sacs; one sac shows linear pro-
embryonic tetrad developed from zygote and endosperm 
while the other sac has many endothelial embryos* 
I 361,36! 
EXPLAKATIOW OP FIGUa^ iS 
Figs. 363-382• f^f^ fflW" iil£SSS!El» :^ robryogeny. Fig. 363. 
Zygote. Fig. 364. 2-ceiled proembryo* Fig. 365* 2-> 
celled proentaryo, the cell sjb is dividing. Plg.366. 3-
celled proeiabryo. Fig, 367. Linear proecsibryonlc tet-
rad. Fig. 360. 5-celled linear prorambryo. Fig, 369. 5-
celled proercibryo. 3?he cell ia is dividing, iig. 370, 7-
called linear proerabryo. Fig. 371, e-celled linear 
proQifibryo, Fig. 372, 6-collod proernbryo, 'i'he tier i. 
has divided. Fig, 373. 6-colled proeinbryo. Vhe tier i* 
has divided. Fig, 374. Uuadrant stage of proembryo.Fig. 
37S, 10 called proensbryo. ^ Aher© are four daughter csdls 
of ^  and two of Fig, 376. Octant stage of pro-
eaiforj^ , Fig. 377. Post octant stage of proeitiifors^ . Fig, 
378. Globular stage of proembryo. Fig. 379. T — shaped 
proembryonic tetrad. Fig, 3G0. ti-shaped pro«nibryo-nic 
tetrad} one of the Juxtaposed cells of a divided 
longitudinally while the other transversely* Fig, 3 0 1 , 
Heart-shaped proembryo. Flg» 382. Mature dicotyledon-
ous ciurved endaryo. 
380 so u . l(l-3«0 
EXPLANATIOi OF FIGURES 
Fig®. 303-408, Solanwn retroflcxiim, Embryogeny. Pig. 383. 
Zygote* Fig, 384* 2~ceIXed proembryo* Fig« 385* 3*celled 
proeinbryo* Fig, 386• 3-celIed pro©raibryo# 12a dividing 
Fig, 387, Linear proembryonic tetrad* Pig* 388* 5-ceXi«d 
linear proeiribryo* Fig* 389* 6-celled linesir proerabryo* 
Fig* 390* e«>celled linear proandaryo* Fig, 391* . &-colled 
proerabryo showing longitudinal division in i* Fig, 392, 
6-celled proenfljryo, the tier X' has divided longitudi-
nally, Fig, 393* tiusidrant stage of proerabryo, Pig, 394, 
10-celled proerabryo. There are three daughter cells of i' 
and two of i.* Fig, 395* 10-colled proerabryo, inhere are 
three daughter cells of X* two of X* ^h® <2all sj has 
divided longitudinally* Fig, 396, 11-cellod proeicbryo. 
There are two cells of X and four cells of P^Qs* 397, 
398, AInKJSt octant stages of proembryos respectively*Fig, 
399, Post octant stage of proerabryo, Pigs, 400# 401, Glo-
bular stage of proerabryo. Fig, 402, T-shaped proerabryonic 
tetrad. Fig, 403, One of the juxtaposed cells of a has 
divided transversely. Fig, 404, T-shaped proerabryo show-
ing one of the juxtaposed cells of £ has divided longitu-
dinally while the other transversely* Fig, 405# 406,Heart 
shaped erabryo. Fig, 407. Torpedo shaped erabryo. Fig, 403, 
Mature dicotyledonous endbryo. 
ten 1^11-404 
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EXPLAKJATIOK OP FIGURES 
Pigs. 409-420. dsaaslsaii* Fig. 409» 
Zygote. Fig. 410. 2*cellQd proeinbryo. Fig, 4li. 3-cell<-
ed proeinbryo. Fig. 412. Linear proen0:»ryonic tetrad.Fig, 
413. 8-cellod proemibryo. tier i has divided longi-
tudinally. Pig. 414. Quadrant stage of proeinbryo. Fig. 
415. li«celled procartbryo. 'i'here are three l i t e r cells 
of ^  and three of i'. Fig. #16. Octant stage of pro-
embryo. Fig, 417. Post octant stag© of proeroibryo. Fig. 
418. Globular proeirlsryo. Fig. 419. Heart-shaped em bryo. 
Fig. 420. Mature dicotyledonous curved eifibryo. 
-1409-417 
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EXPLMIATIOB OF FIGURES 
Pigs, 421-436. Solamun cor«mturo> xinibryogGny, Fig, 421, 
2ygote, Fig, 422, Zygote at anaphase stage. Fig, 423, 
2-C0lled proonfbryo. Fig, 424, 3-celled proeinbryo. Fig, 
425, Linear proembryonio tetrad. Fig, 426, 5—celled 
linear proeistoryo. Fig, 427, Linear proentoryonic tet-
rad, "^ he tier liQs divided longitudinally. Fig,428, 
uuadrant otage o£ proembryo. Fig, 429, ll-celled pro-
enbryo, Tho cell |b hao divided longitudinQlly, There 
are £o\ur daughter colls of i and txra of Fig, 430, 
13-celled proeinbryo. Vhere are two daughter cells of 
i and six of i* • iS '^ os also divided longitu-
dinally, Fig, 431, Giobulcr proeiflbryo. Fig. 432,T-8ha-
ped proeinbryonic tetrad. Fig, 433, T-shaped proenfl&ryo-
nic t^tradf one of the juxtaposed cells of £ divi-
ded longitudinally while the other transversely. Fig, 
434, Pear-shaped proeinbryo with a long suspensor. Fig, 
435, l^ture dicotyledonous curved enibryo, Fig,436,£:inb-
ryo sac showing xygote, primary endosperm nucleus and 
endaryo formed from the antipodal cells. 
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SEED 
The species of Solanmn described in the present study 
show considerable differences In the structure and deve-
lopment of seed, therefore, have been dealt with sepa-
rately. 
SOLAKUM H3LSPIDUM 
The ovules are anatropous, unltegmic and tenulnu-
cellate* The Integun^nt In the early stages of ovule 
development is coinposed of 4-5 layers of cells. Later the 
integuutoent becomes appreciably thick due to addition of 
several layers of cells formed by repeated divisions of 
the hypodermal cells. The nucellus degenerates at the 2-
nucleate embryo sac stage. The integtiment at mature ^ br^o 
sac stage is 7-9 layered while it becomes 20-22 layered 
at zygote stage (Pig. 437>. The innermost layer of the 
integument differentiates into endothelium* whose cells 
are generally radially elongated, uninucleate with vacuo-
lated cytoplasm. The cells of endothelium divide mitoti-
cally and become 2-4 layered (Figs. 438-441). At the 
octant stage of proeadsryo the layers of the integument 
increase and become 24-25 (Fig* 439). The endothelium per-
sists and forms the innenaost layer of the seed coat. 
The developing endosperm encroaches upon the integu-
mental cells. Thus at the mature seed stage the cells of 
the integument are con^pletely disorganised. Concurrently 
the epidermal cells enlarge and beeoine heavily lignified, 
which show sclerotic thickenings in the inner portion but 
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their radial walls in the outer region develop fibxtjus 
thickenings• 
Tho seed coat at mature seed stage comprises the 
€»pidermis# which forms the main protective layer and 3-
4 layers of the endothelium (Figs, 440, 441), The cells 
of the endothelium may be p^tagonal« hexagonal or irre-
gularly shaped. 'I'he cells of the endothelium lose their 
ccmtents and their walla become lignified« The walls of 
the endosperm colls becon® thick due to the deposition 
of cellulose* The cells of tho endosperm possess starch 
grains and reserve food material (Fig, 441)• The deve-
loping embryo consumos considerable amount of endosperm 
and at the mature seed stage only t m layers of endos-
perm persist towards periphery. 
The mature seeds era kidney-shaped and consistsof a 
single layered epidermis# persistent 3-4 layered endo-
thelium* few layers of endosperm.and a curved dicotyle-
donous embryo (Fig, 440)• 
SOUOWM FURCATUM 
The ovules in Solanum furcatum are unitegmic. The 
integument is coxnposed of 3-4 cell layers at the mega-
spore mother cell stage* The cells of the integu—iMint 
divide periclinally and the integument becomes 5—7 
celled thick at the mature einbryo sac stage* The nuce-
llus disappears at the 2-nucleate einbryo sac stage*The 
innermost layer of the integument differentiates as 
endothelium* The endothelial cells stretch and beccM? 
tangmitially flattened in developing seeds* The endo-
! 7 6 j 
thelial cells are uninucleate with vacuolated cytoplasm. 
In fertilized ovules the nuiniber of cell, layers of inte-
gwGRQnt increases and becoioes 12-18 layered at quadrant 
stage (i'ig* 442) • The endospexm groins in size and eiKncoa-
ches upon the integuiaental cells» thus the cells lying 
adjacent to the ondothelium are crushed. Mean v/hile the 
endothelial cells also start degeneration at the globular 
stage of proerobryo (Pig« 443) • ^ Ah© epidermal cells en-
large and develop sclerotic thickenings at the inner 
portion while the outer regions develop only rod like 
fibrous thickenings (l''ig. 445), 
The seed coat at tho nature stage of eitsbryo ccmjadses 
the epidermis, '.hieh forms the main ntechanical protec-
tive layer, t^ omt of the endosperm is absorbed by the 
developing embryo and only few layars persist in the 
mature seed* The cells of endospexm possess reserve food 
materials. 
The mature seeds are small kidney-shaped compressed 
and consist of a seed coat* persistent endosperm and a 
curved dicotyledonous endsryo (Fig. 444) • 
SOLAMtlM RETROFLEXUM 
The ovules are anatropous* unitegmic and tenuinu-
cellate. The integument at the megaspore mother cell 
stage comprises 4-5 cell layers, which become 6-7 layer-
ed at the organised embryo sac stage. The cells of the 
innermost layer of the integument enlarge and differen-
tiates as endothelium. These cells remain uninucleates and 
possess vacuolated cytoplasm. The endoi^elial cells are 
lilt 
tangentially flattened in developing seeds. The nunber 
of cell l&yers of the integument at 3»celled proeinbryo 
increases and hecmms 13*14 (Fig, 446)* The cells out^ 
side the endotheliwR ara tangentially flattened and 
con^ressed due to pressure developed Isy developing endo* 
sperm* The cells of the integusient just below the epi«-
dermis are fairly large (Fig, 446)• The growth in the 
cell layers of integument continues and the integument 
becomes 18-20 layered at 10-celled proentibryo (Fig,447)• 
The cells of the endosperm grow in sisse and encroachup> 
on the integuioental cells and the cells lying adjacent 
to the endothelium are absorbed. 
At the globular stage of proesnibryo the endothelial 
cells start degener^ition. During the further ^ ivi^pment 
of seed tho cells of integument are absorbed and their 
absorption progresses from inside to outside and oi^ / 
layers persist in the mature seed (Fig, 449), The 
epidermal cells enlarge and become heavily lignifiedaThe 
inner portion of the epidermal cells possesff][|r^ acl^ rotic 
type of thickenings and fibrous thickenings develc^^to f the outer region of the cells, ''TS^^Q^ '' ^ 
Anatomically the seed con^rises epidermis* 
ers of integuR»nt« persistent endosperm and Ttrarfeonee cur-
ved dicotyledonous embryo (Fig, 448), The seed coatc»n^ 
sists of an epidermis which forms the main protec—tive 
layer and S-8 con^ressed layers of integument (Fig,449), 
s<»Mtimes the epidermis at places becomes 2-l&yered 
(Fig, 450), The endosperm cells are thin walled and 
j78» 
accupy a large portion of interior space of the steed, xt 
extends between the ceiled embryo and tiiis part of thB 
en^sperm Is characterised by a bulbous coiama heed and q 
slender corntaa stem (Fig. 448) • cells of the endoaperm 
possess starch grains and reserve food naterial. 
The nature seed® are kidney-shai^d and endosperaic 
"t/ith a dicotyledonous ©iPbryo (Fig, 443>* 
soi^ am?^  DQUGiAsxi 
The ovule in Solanuin douqlasii is tmitegmic* which la 
6«7-'Cell©d thick at tho TOgaspore ©other coll stage* 1?ho 
integument on the free side in the middlo region is 8-9 
celled thick St th© raaturo eiaforyo sac stage* ^ho cello 
of tho innooDost layer of th© intoguias^ t differentlat-es 
into endotheliuEi. SiimXtaneously these cells enlarge and 
bocora© rich in cytoplasmic contents* The endothelial 
cells are uninucleate, tangentially flattened and per-
sistant. During the seed dsvelopraent nuHfloer of cell 
la:i^ rs of the integument increases and becomes 10-12 at 
the octant stage of proembryo (Fig* 451)» Gradually the 
cells of the integuiasnt are destros^d due to the rsessure 
exerted by enlarging endosperm cells* The endosp««TO cells 
possess starch grains and reserve food material (lPigs*455# 
456) • The cells of the endosperm bece»f^  thick walled due 
to th® deposition of cellulose* At the mature eieibryo 
stage, 2-4 layers of integument persist (Fig8,454» 455). 
Hoifever in a completely mature seed the cells of integu-
ment are cofi!|»let^ ly disorganisMid (?ig* 456) * 
: 9: 
Ihe seed coat Is differetitlated into epideinnis e-nd 
single layered endothelium, vjhlch persists and forms 
thG Innermost layer of seed coat (Fig, 456). The epi-
dermal cells of the seed coet enlarge t-nd provide me-
chanical support. In a longitudin&l ooction the scle-
rotic t^ickonings on the inner tungential wall of epi-
dexrmal colls are seen upto ono third of the cell lumen, 
/it places tho colls of the epidermis divide pjricli-
ntilly to form 2-3 Icyers (Figs. 452, 453), In such 
cases the sclerotic thickenings tire seen only in the 
inner layer (Fig. 455). iho persistent endothelium clso 
develops fibrillar thickenings c^t the laature scod 
stage, 
CORtTUl'UH 
I'he ovule in Golan\ira cornutum is unitegmic. The 
integument is 4-5 celled thick at the megaspore iiusther 
cell stage. Ihe cells of the integument divide peri-
clinally and become 9-lu celled thic^ i &t moture embryo 
st'c stuge. The nucellus degenerates et 2-nucletfte embryo 
3oc st«atje. The innermost layer of the integument diff-
erentiates os endothelivim. it is single layered, uni-
nucleiite with vucuolcited cytopl-asm, 
in fertilizcc ovule the number of cell Icjyers of 
the integument increases una becomes 12-15 at octant 
stage of proembryo (Fig, 457). Ihe cells of the endos-
perm grow in size end encrooch upon the integumentcil 
cells, thus the cells lying adj^  cent to the endothelium 
are crushed and absorbed. The endotheliura also starts 
i 8 0 t 
disintegration. The cells of the endbsperm are thin 
%rall«d« l^ost of the layors of the endosperm are consu-
ined by the deveiopis^ endbrj^  and only few layers per-
sist. W'he cells possess starch grains and reserve food 
material* 
The epidermal cells enlarge and develop sclerotic 
thickenings at the inner side of the cells and bear 
fibrous rod like thiclcenings in the outer region (Fig. 
459) • 'aTig outer tangential walls of the epidennalcells 
break and a ntintoer of vortical projections grow from 
the bass of each protective cell which appears radia-
olongatQd (Fig, 460). 
Th© maturo seeds are kidney-shaped with shrinked 
seed coat brownish bled- in colour* '^'he seed consists 
of single layered epidermis* few layers of endosperm 
and dicotyledonous curved embryo (Pig. 458). 
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KXPX.AIIATION OF FIGURES 
Pigs* 437<-441ft Solanum hlapidum. Development o£ seed* 
Fig, 437, I-.s. part of ovule at zygote stage showing 
23-24 cell layers of integument* Fig, 438« 2«>layered 
endothelium. Fig« 439. part o£ seed shov/ing imil-
tilayered endothelium and 23-25 layers of integument 
at octant stage, ^ ig, 440, l-.s. of ciaturo seed show-
ing epidermis^ persistent niulti-layered endothelium* 
endospexrm and mature dicotyledonous embryo. Fig, 441* 
Jj-.o, part of mature seed showing thickenings in the 
epidermis, raulti-layerad endothelium with lignified 
walls and starchy endosperm. 
-•437,439 438^ 440. 
EXFLAJ3ATI0K OF FIGORES 
Figsm 442-445» solainum iwecatvm* Devolopront of s©ea. 
Fig* 442* i'^ a^  port of old ovule at qiaQdrant stag© of 
proeutotyo showltig 15-16 called ttilclN: integiUTOiit a M 
eii<lotholiuni* Fig# 443* L^a^ part of ol<2 ovul© showing 
16-17 layers of intogtaosnt, degenerating on<3oth@liuni 
and @ndosp©rta» Fig* 444* of {mttsro seed ohoi^ ring 
©pid©nnis« persistent endosperm and Sicotyledonotis m-
bryom i^ ig* 445. part of roatur® seeQ ohowing 
thickaninga in the ©pidermis and ondosp&rn)* 
444 so» 445 50AJ 
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EXH«AKATI0I3 OF PIOURSS 
Figs* 44&»450« aolen\»n retroflexura, i^ Qveiopiwant of seed* 
Fig» 446. part of ovule showing 13-14 layers of 
integiiment, endothelium and 3-cellGd proeiribJtT/p«Pig« 447» 
part of ovule showing 15-16 layers of integument at 
young etnbryo stage. Fig. 448. Xo.s. of mature seed show-
ing epidermis* 5-8-layers of integtunent^  endosperm and 
dicotyledonous curved embryo* Fig. 449. L.s. part of 
mature seed showing thickenings in the epidermis« 5-8 
layers of integument and endosperm. Fig, 450, L.s. part 
of Biature seed coat showing 2-layered epidermis. 
446,447,449,4.50 »448 
SXPLAHATIOH OF PIGURK3 
Pigs, 451-'456» Solanmn Oouolaall. Devoloprasnt of seed. 
Pig, 451» I..S, part of seed show log 12-13 layers of 
intogumont* persistent Gndotholltam at octant stage of 
proembryo. i^ 'igs. 452, 4S3# part of ovule shdiring 
2 and 3-layered epidermis respectively* Pig. 454, L.s, 
of mature seed showing epidermis, few layers of integu-
ment« persistent endothelium, endosperm and mature 
dicotyledonous curved eiabryo, t ig, 455, part of 
mature seed showing 2-layered epidermis with sclerotic 
thickenings, 2-*3 layers of integument, persistent endo-
thelium with fibrous thickenings ai^ endosperm. Fig, 
4 5 6 , L.s, part of mature seed showing thic3c«ciing8 in 
the epidermis, persistent endothelium with fibnnis 
thickenings and endosperm. 
453 
454 
455 
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EXPlAKtATI<»l OP F i a m S B 
P i g s , 4 5 7 - 4 6 0 . aelanuia SSQSlSiSE* l>ev©lopinent of s e e d . 
Fig. 457* L.s. part o f o l d ovule at quadrant stage o f 
proe^t^cyo showing 16-17 layers o f integument an? esdo-
thelim* P i g . 450 . i-.s. mature seed a^/ing opider—• 
ml3# few layers of integument at the cilcropylar re— 
gion» endosperm and mature dicotyledonous curved em-
bryo. ^ i^g. 459. ^.s. epidermis of seed showing scle-
rotic and fibrotis thickenings. Fig. 460. ^.s. part o f 
seed shoving epidermis and starchy ei^iosperm. 
460 50AI 50AJ '457,459,460 m 458 
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'xhe present discussion is confinod to some general 
remarks about the order lubi^'loroe as o wliolo rnC^  ttie 
intcreotinn ombryologic.»l fe^turjs of the investinQteC 
spocieo of ^iolanum. 
'xho flowers in tho i'ubiflorae arc biooKuc^l, ticti-
norsorphic or njoro often s .goroorphic, totrccyclic and 
hypogynous. In primitive monrbors/ the flowers '.r: acti-
noraorphic, totrccyclic end isoctairencus rhilo in the 
highly evolved ones they era sygomorphic \/ith r - vction 
in tho nuinbor of otamens, ccirpolo, plcconta unci ovul is. 
Prom tho regular isootaitranouo flovJ©rec3 fcmilies sevc-
rcl lines of specialisation are discarniblo, in the 
Polcmoniocoao tho flo'Joro arc ocntcnorous i.ntT rogulcr, 
the ovory is tricorpelltry end soitiotim-jo bic^ rpcllury, 
i'he nunbor o"f ovules v. rios <=rom numerous to solitrzr*, } 
the jTOsition of micropyl?^ rescmblf';:; th«.t in Convolvu-
l-.CQfiP. li'jc'rophyll .cec.e rec 11 oletroniecoce In thr-
plan of tho regular '^lo'-'er, but the ov^ry is U3U«.-lly 
biccirpellor/ vin<' bilocular, jhe reduction in tho inber 
of stamens and the number of ovules per corpel is seen 
in Verbencceuo end i^ebiatee, Ihe other line of evolu-
tion is seen in th^ f isUbor:'er tioloninae, j.t ra.-y be 
troced from the l.ol-neceae in v^ hich all the five 
stamens ore of equal length «nd fertile; the ovory is 
pentacarpellory and 5-10 1 ocular v/ith several ovules 
in each locule. it is closely allied to tte Solanucecie. 
« 8 3 ! 
ih'j floi/ers in ^olanaceco ere pontafficrous^actlnomorphlc, 
isosteRrenous and with blcarpellary ovary. A tendency 
towards production of fertile stamens %?ith uneiiual 
lenrjth is found in tribe Selplglossidaae, -in aomo of its 
genera the irregularity of corolla resembles Scrorhule-
riuceao, Passing through iicrophulariecec© the csvolution-
ary tondcncy locdo to g nuniibar of closely allied famili-
es, OrobanchacGce, tosnoriecei^e, Lentibulcriaceco 
und lobularioceae, An^ jig this ovolutionory lino the 
raduction in the number of stamens is c normal feature. 
Vhe preoGnCQ of two otaicona only in the Lcntibuluriaceao 
shows oxtremc'ly roduccd condition, iho ovary is bicar-
pollivry or 2-1 loculur. bonjatinses the reduction in the 
number of ovules is clso discernihlt?, olthouch polysper-
rnous ovcry occurs in over^ -'heltning m?-Jority, 
'j-hero is raracrkable similiirity of erabryoloqicv 1 
f0:.ture3 in the order '^ .Tibiflorrje as a wholtf;, j-he ^nther 
top^ tun is qlundular. pollan r^ctins tn^ y be 2 or 3-
nuclecte at the shedding stage, ihe ovules ere usually 
unj-tropou3« unitogmintil and tenuinucellar. j-here is 
usuv-lly a single hyi>ociermal cell vhich directly behaves 
as the megaspore mother cell* *he ernbryo sac .generally 
conforms to the ' olygontim type, i-y virtue of its varia-
bility the endosperm has been considered to ba of consi-
d-reble phyloyenetic significance, in the supposedly 
primitive fumilies ( olemoniaceae and Convolvulaceae in-
cluding Cuscuta) the endosperns is liuclear. ^ n ^olanacea^ 
:84! 
Hydrophyllaceae and iioroglnaceae the endosperm i® 
variable, in these families tho endosperm may be Nuc-
lear or <-elluiar and a type intermediate betoreen tham, 
ihe condition in Loraginaceae is nKsst rem«irkable, v?here 
till the three principal types of endosperm — l^ uclear, 
<-Qllular and Helobial occur. In highly evolved families 
the endosperm is gonerelly Cellular. Vhe Cellular endo-
sperm is divisible into two types depending upon the 
seqtience of o^rly cell division and the differentiation 
of hcustoria showing distinct evolutionary sequence, 
Ihis is well demonstrcted in tho fciinily iicrophulariac^ ae 
(ctlisic* 1936-1937r ^^ rishna Iyengar, 1940a, 1940b?Crete, 
1951; uanerji, 1961). ihe embryogcny in the Tubiflorae 
usually conforms to the Onagrud type but other types 
also ntiiy occur frequently. 
xhe interesting variations of the investigated spe-
cies of Solanum and the light which these throw on the 
evolutionary tendencies in its species hove been dis-
cussed below. 
The floral organogeny taKes place In acropetal 
succession in the investigated species of Solantiin. 
Davis while instituting the four categories of 
anther wall development In her book entitled "Systema-
tic Hmbryology of the ^ ngiosperms" mentions usually 
Dicotyledonous and rarely basic type of anther wall 
development in Solan^iceae. 'Xhe development of anther 
wall layers in the present investigation also conforms 
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to the i^icotyledonous typ®, L'icotyledonous type of anther 
wall dQveloproent has E I S O been reported earlier in Spla-
num pjgruff (i^ aK^ na aad uingh, 1969g) , o, jnlgrum,s. ameri~ 
canumi luteum, nodiflorum, aarachoidea and b, 
villoaum (saxena and ^Ingh, 1960b)* >..trlqttetruTn (Ahmad 
and Siddiqul, 1981) and t-haslenum (..han and uiddiqul, 
19el>, J'^ onocotyledonous typo of cnthor wall dovolopnent 
has been reported in Nicotiana (Jos and uingh, 1960) • J-n 
IthGnia aoronifora (See iJcvio, 1966) and Ijicondra physa~ 
loides (Prasad and .^ Ingh, 1978) the anther wall dovelop-
rnent follows Basic type, .Jcwover on the basis of diagrams 
of r.ohon Ram and Kamini (1964) the devQlopment of anther 
wall Ityoro in •-ithania aotrgiifere appears to follow iJl-
cotyledonous type» 
Accordino to I>cvis (1966) dicotyledonous und Mono-
cotyledonous types of anther vrall developnvant h.ve been 
derived fron Basic type by suppression of the p-;riclinal 
division in the inner or outer secondary parietal lasers. 
Ahus the species described here occupy an advance posi-
tion in the family. 
The epidermis is thin-walled and persistent. It is 
cutinized in S, douolasii and S, hispidum as reported in 
Lyciuro europaeum IJain, 1956). 
The endotheciuin is generally single layered in 
furcatum and S, douqlasii as reported in Lyciuiti europaeum 
(Jain, 1956) and s. nigrum (saxena and Singh, 1969a). Mul-
tilayered endothecium as described in S, hispidum. s. 
retr^flcxum andcornuturo has also been reported in 
ta&t 
H;^cotlana tabacmn end glutinosa (Jos and Singh, 1968)^ 
triquetrtttn Oihmad and Siddlqui, 1981) and S, khasianum 
(Khan and 4»lddlqui, 1981) . The endotheclum dervelopa fib-
rous thickenings except in genera with porous dehiscence 
(see Davis, 1966), Eames (1961) while coramenting on the 
fibrous ondothecium has remarked "Forms transitional to 
longitudinal dehiscence have son® fibrous tissue, res-
tricted usually to areas around the pore-Solanaceae"How-
evor fibrous thickenings usually develop at the tip 
region in S, furcattyn, £• retroflexum and s.dpu^la^ii as 
reported earlier in S, nigrum, s. aroericanura, S, lutcmm, 
s, ytpdifjlorum, S, sarachoides and S, villosum (saxena 
and Singh, 1969b). In s. hispidum and s, cprnutum the 
ondothecium is completely devoid of fibrous thickenings 
as reported curlier in tuberosum (Young, 1923XLvcium 
europaeum (Jain, 1956), o, macranthum (Mohan, 1970), S. 
triquetrum (Ahmed and i^ iddiqui# 1981) end khasianum 
(ivhan and biddiqui, 1981), while in Mithania somnifera 
(Ram and Kamini, 1964) fibrous thickenings develop in 
the endotheclum. 
Middle layers are ephemeral and degenerate during the 
anther maturity as recorded in other members of Sola-
naceae* 
structurally as well as functionally the tapetum is 
homogenous in all the described Solanaceae.The glcindular 
tapetum as described in the present materials is a 
characteristic feature of the family £>olanaceae (Smith, 
1935/ Cochran, 1938; Jain, 1956; J^ am and Kamini, 1964; 
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Jos and i»ingh, 1968) • iSowever, O'Keil (1920) has repor-
ted secretory, amoeboid and persistent type of tapetum 
iJ^  Oatxira atramonliim. ^ i'he tapetal cells are bintfcleate 
In the specios described here, A slmller condition has 
been reported in triguetruro (Ahroad and Ciddiq:ui,1981) 
and S, khasianutn (Khan and i>lddiqul, 1981) .Multinucleate 
tapetiam as observed in fiurcatum and cornut\^ has 
been reported in niorum (saxona and <^ ingh, 1969ii), 
Kemikewa (1919) for the first tin® observed a resor-
ption tissue in anthers of i»olsnaceae but most of the 
subsequent workers (Young, 1923/ Smith, 1935; Cochran, 
1930; bamard, 1949; Jain# 1956; Avery ^  ^,,1959; Ram 
end I'-amini, 1964; Jos and Singh, 1968) failed to record 
it. it has now been described in a large number of lants 
of the family (Singh and i^axena, 1968; Oaxena and Singh, 
1969a, b). The author has also observed resorption tissue 
hisp^ diyn and comutuin. Resorption tissue is 
hypodermal in origin, xn Solanaceae, the epidermis does 
not contribute to the resorption tissue Sensu atricto as 
described in Ericaceae (Matthews and Knox, 1926; Ganapa-
thy and raiser, 1964) and ^ eguminosae (Venkatesh,1956a, 
1956b, 1957). 
The ntJurriber, nature and organization of cells forming 
the resorption tissue vary in different species. The 
manner of lysis and the formation of the resorption cavi-
ty and the resorption passage between the pollen sacs of 
en anther lobe clearly demonstrate the primary function 
of this tiasue. it is to bring about the confluence bet-
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ween the microsporangta of an anther lobe and to facili-
tate anther dehiscence (Joe iiingh and «axena, 1968;Saxjna 
and i>ingh, 19696#b)» Tho longitudinal dehiscence of 
anther in i»olanaceae ia the result of disjunction of 
cells fortninrj the ©totniuin and not their disintegration, 
rtrtopoeus (1903) hos suggested thet the lysis of 
resorption tissue is duo to enayn^ action, but Namikowa 
(1919) and Matthews and Knox (1926) attribute it to the 
action of oxalic acid, The latter author correlate tho 
presence of calcium oxalate crystals in the colls of the 
connective x/ith tho granular roatorial occurring in the 
colls of the resorption tissue v/hich they regard of the 
Si.mo nature. 
i'ho dehiscence of onther in S, furcattm* s, retro» 
flexurn and y, douqla^ii is by apiCc^ l pore whereas in 
hiapidum and cornutum it is by apical pore as well 
as pores formed on longitudinal suture, The presence of 
resorption tissue in S. hispiduw and cornutum Shows 
that the resorption tissue develops in species with 
longitudinal dehiscence of the anther. The porous as 
well as longitudinal dehiscence of anther in S, hispidum 
cornutum is the first record and has not been 
reported earlier in the family. 
According to lames (1965) "poricidal dehiscence has 
apparently been derived independently in different taxa 
from longitudinal dehiscence by shortening the siit.Thus 
furcatum* retroflexum and doualasii are advance 
where the dehiscence is strictly by means of apical pore 
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as recorded In majority of the investigated Solanaceae, 
On the other hand in hlspidum and 3, cornutum in 
addition to the porous dehiscence, small pores are also 
formed on longitudinal suture and thus may b© consider-
ed intermediato. 
The hypodormal male archesporium is uniseriate in 
hispidum, furcatum. retroflexum« S, douala«»gii 
and S» comutum. A similar condition has been reported 
in Lvcopersicum (Smith, 1935>, Capsicum (CochreaiA^SB), 
Lycium (Jain, 1956), Datura (Avory et 1959); Ui-> 
thania somnifera (Ram and i^ amini, 1964) ^ Nicotiana (Jos 
and i^ ingh, 1968) and S. nigrum (Gaxena end Singh, 19693), 
On the other hand Voung ^1923) has recorded a 2'-layGred 
horse shoe-shaped archesporitim in Spianum tubero!?um, A 
careful examination of Young's figure-2, a photomicro-
graph, which he cited in support of his observation 
shows transection of a v/ell devuloped anther with diff-
erentiated wall layers and a 2-layered horse-sho© shap-
ed sporogenous tissue, Ihe latter was mistaken by him 
for the male archesporium. 
The number of sporogenous layers in transection is 
fairly constant and a gr lat similarity exists in micro-
sporogenesis and development of male gametophyte in the 
described liolanaceae. ihe microspore tetrads are gene-
rally tetrahedral in described Solanums. i'he occurrence 
of isobilaterel, decussate and rhomboidal microspore 
tetrads as recorded here in the present investlgcitlon 
has been reported earlier in s, triquetrum (Ahmad and 
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siddlqui, 1981) and s, Khaslanum (iChan and Siddiqui, 1981) 
v7hilG isobllateral and decussate typ«s of microspore tet-
rads only have been recorded In 'Ithanla somnifera (Ram 
iind i^mlnl, 1964), nigrum, b, amerlcaniw« S, lutgum,^. 
nodiflortim^  s, ssracholdea and viXloaum (oaxena and 
»jlngh# 1969b) • whoroas llneer microapore tetrad haa been 
reported by Khan (1951) in s. tuberosum. 
Pollen grains are shed at 2-nucloate stage in Soianuro 
hispidum« S, furcet\xrrt and i^m cornutum as reported earlier 
J^ yci^ m eurfipaeuiti (.iain* 1956), • • ithv>nia Gomnifera (Ham 
and .>amini, 1964), Njcotiana (Jos and i^ ingh, 1968), b, 
nJjgrujn* americcnum, 3, nodiflorum, S, luteum, b, jara-
choides and a. vllloaum (iiaxena and Singh, 1969b), MSiiS-
dra physjloidos (A^ rasa.^  and J/ingh, 1970) end li, Ithasianum 
(/vhan and -iddiqui, 19Ci), ihe pollen grains are shed at 
3-nucleat0 stage in retroflexum and douqlasii ^s 
reported in Hicotiana (ioddubnaja-Arnoldi, 1936).Capsicum 
frutescens var. Japanese variegated (Lengel, 1960) end S, 
triquetrum (Ahmad and iiiddiqui, 1981), whereas in iaolan^ n^ 
phurela (i^ nyansagar and Cooper, 1960) the pollen grains 
are shed at 2- or 3-celled stage, Barnard (1949) reports 
the degeneration of vegetative nucleus before shedding in 
f)uboiscie leichhardtii and mvoporoidea« ihe pollen .ra-
ins are thus shed at secondary 1-celled stage.talynologi-
cally the pollen grains are tricolporate in S, higi3ldum,&. 
furcatum. S. retroflexum, do^oXasii and S, cornutum as 
have already been reported in Iiyclum europaetim (Jain, 
^956), i^ 'ithania sonaiifera (Ram and '^ amini, 1964), aolanum 
i9ti 
fiiSOE* americanum^ JLuteum, S, nodifXorum^ S, sara-
choldes and vlllosum (iiaxena and Singh, 1969b^, 
trlquetrum («ihinad and i>iddiqui, 1981) and khaslanum 
(r-han and «^lddlqui, 1981) • Occasional occurrence of tetra 
and nrulticolporate pollen grains in a, furcatum, s. retr-
oflexuin and S, cornutum has been recorded In the fumily 
i>ol<4niiceaG (See Varghese, 1967) , ^  olysiphonous condition 
and si^u cermination of pollen grains as observed in 
£• cornutunt is the first record in tho genus oolanxim. but 
have been reported in Lycium europaettm (Jain, 1956) end 
w ithania somnifGro (Ram and Kamini, 1964). 
The ovary io bicarpellary, syncarpous and bilocular 
with a massive axile placentetion in i^olanacece.in Mican-
dra phvsaloides (Prasad and i»ingh, 1978) the ovory is 5-
charnbered and the placenta is branched and slender. 'xhe 
ovary contains nun^roua ovules in Solanaceae but inLycium 
europaeum there are 6-n ovules. Jain (1962) regards that 
the ovary in Lycium approaches the Convolvulaceae in this 
feature. 
Xhe ovules in Solanaceae are interpreted various«ly. 
Anatropous ovules as described in S, hiaoidum. b.furcatum, 
retroflexum, douqlasii and cornutum have been 
recorded earlier in i^icotiana rustica, tabacum and 
Datura stramonium (chatin, 1874), LycopersiC9n esculentum 
(Cooper, 1931; i^mith, 1935), iaplanum melonqena (Bhaduri, 
1932), Nlcotiana plurobaqinifolia, Petunia nvctaoiniflora 
(Bhaduri, 1935), Capsicum fruteycena var. grossus(Cochran, 
1936), Lycium europaeum (Jain, 19S6), Capsicum frutescens 
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var. Japanese vcrlegat:ed ornorrental (Lengel, 1960), Bro-
v; all la demigga (:'!-ohan, 1966), i^ lcotiayta tabacum, N. 
rust.lea, N, qlutlncsa, olauca, megfilosIphon, 
ttrlQonophvlla, iU, long If lor a and fa lata (Jos and .ngh, 
1968) and J, Khaglanum (Khan and iiiddlqui, 1981) •whereas 
It is half anatropous in Brunfelsia arnericana, Pattira 
fastuosG, Lycoi eralcum osculentum, i^ hvaalis ^ initr.3, 
peruviana, Salpiqloaais sinuata. G, nigryirn and r.Ithania 
soranlf jra (Bhaduri, 1935), 'macanpylotropous ovules have 
been recorded in s, nigrum, antoricanum« lutaum, J» 
iTodlfljgcum, garachoides and S, yillosurii (i^ axena and 
uingh# 1969b), macronthum C-Johan, 1970), iUc.undra 
phvsaloides (Prasad end £>lngh, 1978). Both onc-trrpous and 
cotnpylotropous ovules have boon reported in Datura (Avery 
at cl,, 1959) and phurela (Jnyansegar end v^ oopoifl960)t 
Ceimylotropous and araphitropous ovules have been descri-
bed in v^ e^ trum dlumurn end C, nccturnutti (Bhaduri, 1535) 
and o, tuberosum (Sees-Leonerd, 1935) respectively, 
ihe female archesporiuu is usually single celled in 
L>olanaceae (Bhaduri, 1^ 335; Cooper, 1931; Smith, 1935; 
Cochran, 1930; Jain, 1956; Lenqel, 1960; Kam and Kamlnl, 
1964; Jos and ;ilngh, 1968; Prasad and Singh, 1970; nhmad 
and Siddiqui, 1981 and i^ han and iiiddiqui, 1981). Occa-
sional occurrence of 2-colied feifiale archesporium in s, 
hispidum, o, furcatum. retrc^flexum and S.cornutum has 
been recorded earlier in S, nigrum, s, am»^ericanum, s. 
lufum. S.nodifloruw, sarachoides and S, villosmn 
(Saxena and 3ingh, 1969b), s, macranthutn (Mohan, 1970), 
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Hicandra phvsaloides (Prasad and &ingh, 1978), Rare 
occurrence of multicellular archesi>orl\im In douqlasli 
has foeen described in 3, nvalonqena (Bhaduri, 1932), Lyco-
pergicuin eaculentum. Phy^alig peruviana,Isilcotlana plum-
bag Inlfol ia« ijalpiqlossla slnua-ta and binanfelsla ameri-
cane (bhaduri, 1935), G, tuberosum (Rees Leonard, 1935), 
i^ atura (Glisic, 1923; ^ ivory jot 1959), fa. triguetrum 
(Ahmad and Slddlqui, 19S1) and |chaslanuni (Khan and 
i51ddiqui» 1981), Occurrence of accessory archesporJc'l ce-
lls as described in hispidum is the first r^ ncord in 
the genus Golanum. However, Varghese (1967) has recorded 
the presence of accessory cells in Solanaceae. 
Reduction in the number of archosporial C G I I S .'S con-
sidered an advance character. Thus, iLplanum hispiduro 
appears to bo primitive in having 1-5-celled a^chesporium 
than o. furcatum, retroflexum, s. douqlasii and 
cornuturn, where the archesporium is l-2«celled. 
The development of female gametophyte is of monospo-
ric, 8-nuele«te and r^olygonum type in the present mate-
rials as recorded earlier in c^gtyum splendens,1 cotiana 
tabacum (Guignard, 1882), Atropa belladona (Souege;^  1907), 
Kicotiana (Palm, 1922), Uelitabac and Hvoscvamus niqer 
^vensson, 1926), Lycopersicum esculentum (Cooper, 1931), 
•^'apyicum annuutn (banerji, 1931), s, melonqena (Bhadurl, 
1932), Nicotiana rustlca (rersidsky and Modilewski, 19^ -), 
Duboiaia liechhardtii, u. mvoporoidea (Barnard, 1949), 
Lvcium fluropaat^^ (Jain, 1956), withania somnifera (Ram 
and Aamini, 1964^ Ariz jgt 1972), Njcotiana tabaenm. 
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K. rus-tica, u, pXumbaqlnlfolia, N, lonr,flflora, K, a^ata 
(Jos and Singh, 1968), (.-axena and i»ingh,l"69a), 
sij-drxxm* ainerlcanum, luteum, 3 , nodlflorum, 3. 
aarachoides and vlXloaum (saxena and iJlngh, 1969b) 
roacrap-thum (:iohan, 1970), o. trlquetrum (Ahmad and 
iilddiqui, 1981) and S, Khasienum (Khan and Slddiqul#l98l)» 
On the contrary i»anetti (1912) in s, inuricatum andi Young 
(1923) in 3 , tuberosum Ooacribed totrasporic /idoxa type 
of embryo sac devclopicont, Uhaduri (1912) criticized the 
observation of Kanotti (1912) and Young (1923) and reco-
rded .'olygontam typo of femalo gcraetophyte development in 
trelonqena tind 3, niqr\iw» On the other hond Itodilexiski 
(1935) cescribod *i:>cHlc* type of orabryo sac in: icotiana 
qlauca but Joo and Bingh (19C8) have shown that the 
development follows : olygonuir J,ype not only in K, qlauca 
but in other seven species of the genus. 
Monosporic type of female gametophyte development 
as described in the present Investigation is considered 
to be roost priraltlve from which Bisporic and ^Petra3porlc 
types have been evolved. However, the development of 
female gametophyte 1® Monosporic with a tendency towards 
Bisporic in Lycopersicum esculenturo (<-ooper, 1931) ,Nlco«> 
tiana olauca (XodilewsM, 1935), Withania somnifera (Ram 
and Kamini, 1964), Cestrum elegan^. Capsicum frutescens, 
Kicotiana rus'^ ica (aee l/SvIs, 1966) and i'etrasporic in 
WMtrlcatum (Nanettl, 1912) and S, tuberosum (Tfoun^ g^ lSBSX 
Thus the above mentioned species may be considered under 
the process of evolution. 
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Pollination is anemophiloua and the entry of pollen 
tube into the ovule is porogamous in Solanaceae (l}nyansag<2r 
and Cooper, 1960i Saxona and iiingh, 1969a,b; Mohan, 1970; 
Prasad and Singh, 1978j Khan et 1981) as described in 
the present investigation. One male gamete fuses with the 
egg nucleus and second one is seen in the vicinity c€ secon-
dary nucleus in S. f urea turn, C, retrof lexuro and doug-
losii whilo in s, hispidtira and cornutum the second male 
gamete fuses vjith the polar nuclei. Fusion of polar nuclei 
before f^artilization has also been reported in Petunia 
(Cooper, 1961), S, phureia (unyansagar and Cooper, 1960), 
triquetrum (Ahmad and Siddiqui, 1981) and S, Xhasianum 
(Khan et 1901) , 
On the contrary Ferguson (1927) described that inr.ttmia 
yivctaqiniflora secondary nucleus divides before fertiliza-
tion and that the second male gamete fuses with the nucleus 
of micropylar cell, /iccording to her (1927) one fourth of 
the growing endosperm derived from the micropylar cell is 
triploid and the remainder is diploid. However,Cooper (1946) 
re-investigated two varieties of i-etxijnia, El>r*s Pride and 
Topaz uueen and reported that double fertiliaation takes 
place in usual manner and the entire endosperm is triploid. 
The development of endosperm in Solanaceae conforms to 
Cellular, Nuclear and Helobial (See Javis, 1966). The deve-
lopment of endosperm in S, hispidum, a, furcatum, 3, retro-
flexum, S, douqlasii and C9mutum is ^  jlnitio Cullular 
as recorded earlier in Atropa, Datura, Saloialossis varia-
]&ilis and ScoDolia (Dahlgren, 1923), Petunia (Cooper, 1946), 
t96t 
phurela {Dnyans£igdr and tooper, I960)* Lycium europaeum 
(Jain, 1962), v«lthenla soirailfera (Hem and r-amlni, 1964), 
iSiicotLiana <Jos and Singh, 1968), S, nigrum (.iexena and 
Lilngh, 1969a), 5, nigrum, 2, aniericanum, a, luteum,S.nod 1-
florum, u, aGrachoides &nd vlllosum (Jaxene and 
1969b), Jm macranthum (I'Sohan, 1970), Nlcandra phvaMloides 
(erased and ^ingh, 1978) and Jj. khaslanum(Khan et aL 1931), 
On the contrary Nuclear t/pe of endosperm development has 
been recorded in Hyoscyjantus orientalis, Jalpiglosals and 
3copolla Qtropoides (Hofmeiater, 1958), ^chizanthus pinna-
tus (SaniuGlason, 1913/ i>ahlgren, 1923), Lyicium barborum 
(Persidsky, 1935), capsicum frutoacens var, grossuo 
(Cochran, 193G) and triguetrum (Ahmad and iiiddlqui,198l). 
i^ vensson (1926) described Cellular as viell as Helobial 
types of endosperm development in Uyoscvomus niger in which 
the roicropylar chatrtoer is small and the chalasal is large, 
Vhe early divisions in the chalazal chamber are always free 
nuclear forming 26-30 nuclei and in micropylar chamber 
variations in the type of divisions have been observed, 
ih© divisions may be free nuclear or each division Allowed 
by wall formation or the first division is by a vertical 
wall followed by free nuclear divisions. The second condi-
tion is more frequent than the first and third types. In 
HYpscyamus nlqer (Svensson, 1926) most of the endosperm is 
produced by large chalazal chamber. Barnard (1949) also 
feels that probably the endosperm development is Helobial 
i® Pmboisia leichhardtii and D. mvoporoidey.According to 
him (1949) "After fertilization the endosperm nucleus 
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migrates to the chalazaX end and divides a nundoer of 
tiroes before the division in zygote.Several densely cyto-
plasmic endosperm cells settle at the bottom of the sac 
and form a base upon which a free nuclear endospejrm deve-
lops" . 
The first division in primary endosperm cell Is trans-
verse in S. hispidum, furcatutn, retroflexum, S, 
douqlasii and S, comututn as recorded earlier in Datura 
laevis (Guignard, 1902), Petunia nvctaqinif j.ora (Cooper, 
1946), vuthania somnifera (Ram and 1964) ,N3cotiana 
tabacum (Jos and Singh, 1968), mecranthum (Kohan, 197C|, 
Kicandra physaloides (Prasad and Singh, 1978) and s. 
khasianum (Khan et al>, 1981), while in Petunia nvctaqi-
niflora, Lycopersicum esculentum (Bhaduri, 1933), s« mac-
yanthum (flohan, 1970), phurela (Dnyansagar and Cooper, 
1960) the first division in primary endosperm cell is 
longitudinal. The second division in primary endosperm 
chambers is longitudinal in the present materials,whereas 
in S. HMicranthum (Mohan, 1970) and N^candra phvaloi - dea 
(Prasad and Singh, 1978) the division in both the primary 
endosperm chairObers is transverse. 
Occasional T-shaped arrangement of four cells of the 
endosperm as described here in S, furcatmm* s.retrof j.exum 
S. doug^asii and S, cprnutum has been recorded earlier in 
Hhasianum (Khan et al,, 1981)• Rare occurrence of 
linear arrangement of four cells of endospeirro as observed 
in furcatum and s, <^ouqlasii has been described as a 
nonsel feature in S. macranthuia (Mohan, 1970) and Micandra 
phvsaloldea (Prasad and Singh* 1973). 'ihe inverted T-
shaped arrangement of four cells es observed in S> retro* 
flexum and S» cornutum has not been reported elsewhere 
In the family. 
The plane and sequence of coll divisions from 4 to 8 
celled endosperm as recorded in s, furcatum, 3. jcetro» 
floxiTO and 3, doualasii has only boon reported in S, 
phurela (Dnyansagar and Coopor, 1960) where the first 
two divisions are longitudinal forming four tubular c<d.ls 
placed side by side, Ihe tJiird division is transverse 
forming 8 cells with totally different arrangement, 
Rosen (1947) while commenting upon the endosperm in 
\ 
Tublflorae recogniscs six types of endosperm in Solane-
ceao. His types 1-VI ore presented in figure \;hich also 
give their relationships, Rosen U947) regards Cellular 
endosperm to bo the most primitive type and the Helobial 
and Kuclear derived from it. Cellular is the common type 
of endosperm in the family, whereas the other two types 
are rare and in some cases need confirmation, nmong the 
Cellular types, Uosen (1947) believes that his type i is 
the most primitive and compares it with the •Verbascum' 
type of Scrophulariaceae, Type i is characterized by 
vertical divisions in both the chambers of 2-celled T^ ndo-
sperm. However, the occurrence of transverse divisions 
in 2-celled endosperm in Mjcandra phy^aloldes which fits 
in well under the type H i of Rosen (1947) deserves care-
ful consideration in any assesment of phylogenetlc rela-
tionships of endosperm in this family,Nicandra belonging 
i99J 
to the tribe lUcandrae, occupies g primitive position in 
rnodern classification of the family (if^ ettstein, 1935),J-t 
also shows many primitive features in its morphology and 
life history namely, trifurcate stamen supply, S-carpel-
lery and B-locular ovary, thin placenta, persistent poll?-
en tube, thin walled persistent endothelium and a number 
of hypodermal layers persisting in seed coat. Ihese facts 
and a recent critical discussion on endosperm in Veronica 
by I'iagi (1966), vtho regards the endosperm development 
if* Vtironica lonqifolia in i-rhich tranisvorse division t^es 
place in the micropylar chamber at the second cell gene-
ration, as primitive, has led the present author to 
believe that type 111, of Rosen (1947) represents the 
n»st primitive condition of endosperm in Oolanaceae. It 
may be pointed out that xi03en*s Type IV and V are only 
J;nown as abnormalities in HyoscvaTnis ftieer (Svenoson, 
1926) . "i'hey have not been considered by any oth r v7orKer 
so far, 
Considerinq Rosen's (1947) ossun^tion that Nuclear 
type of endosperm has been derived from Cellular type, 
the author hes also presented a schema, which differs 
from Rosen (1947) scheme. An the present scheme the type 
0.11, which is type i of Rosen, is considered as most 
advanced <-ellular type .Considering the scheme presented 
by the author ^glanum hifpidum occupies an advance posi-
tion where the endosperm development strictly conforms 
to type ill, in Q, fuycs^ u^m and S, doualasi 1 in addition 
to type ill, type i and type liA have also been observed 
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and thus have been considered to be roost primitive amongst 
the species studied by the author. In s, retroflexum and 
s* cornutum besides typo III type IIA and H Q have also 
been observed and occupy intern»dlate position. Ihe types 
IVA and IVD are considered to be (3erlved from lia and lIB 
respectively from which type V and Vi have been derived. 
Nlcotiana variation of Solanad type of. embryogeny as 
described in S. furcetum, and s. douqlasii has been recor-
ded earlier in tuberosum, a^turt. atramopium, Physalis 
edulls and Atropa belladona (lognini, 1900), Hicotiana^ 
Hyoscyamus« ^atura and Atrona (Soueges, 1920a,b«1922)J^ ico-» 
tlana rustlca (Persidsky and Modilewski, 1935; Modllevvski, 
1C37)# t^ hvsalia minima« t-ithanla oomnlfera and ir'etunia 
nyctoqiniflora (Bhaduri, 19 36), achigr.nthus and rctunia 
(soueges, 1936), rhvsalis peruviana (Crete, 1954), Solonum 
demissum (v.alker, 1955), ^aracha 1 altomato (Crete, 1960), 
phureia (Dnyansagar and Cooper, 1960), Uature tatula 
(Crete, 1961a), Browallia demiasa (Crete, 1961b) .^ a^lrlglo-
sai-fl ffinuata (Crete, 1961d), S, nigrum, s. americanum. d, 
luteum, &« nodifXorum, S, sarachoides and S.villosumt .axena 
and Singh, 1969b), S, triquetrum (Ahmad and isiddlqul,l 981), 
khaslanxxm (i han et al,, 1981). Kyosotis variation of 
Chenopodlad type of embryogeny as described in s.hispiduro, 
—• retroflexum and s. cornutum has not been recorded ear-
lier in the family Solanaceae. kare occurrence of Kuta 
variation of Unagrad type in 3. furcatum and s.retroflexum 
has been recorded as a usual feature in Capsicum annuum 
(Crete, 1961c). 
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The occurrence of adventive embryos from the cells 
of endothelium as observed in G, hispidum has been reco-
rded earlier in s» macranthuro (Mohan# 1970)• Adventive 
polyendjryony has also been recorded earlier in t^ etunis 
nyctaqinlflora^ ..ithania spmnifora and I'icotiana pliirnba-
qinifolia (Banerji and Lhaduri, 1933) and K, tabacum 
(Jos and Gingh, 196G). Both these authors considered the 
additional embryos to bo of nucellar origin. Recent stu-
dies of the devQlopmont of ovule and seed in Jolonaceae 
by oaxcna and Singh (1969a,b), .^ rasad and i>ingh (1978), 
Ahmad and iiiddiqul (1931) and ixjryen ^  al (1981) and the 
present study clearly shov/ that the nucellus is comple-
tely absorbed at 2-nucleate embryo sac stage, xhus there 
is no trace of nucellus in fertilized ovules and accor-
dinc^ ly nucellar origin for accessory etnbryos cpi 'oars to 
be incorrect • c-ooper (l-'43) on the basis of heploid seed 
lings in interspecific hybridization in Nicotiana r^ . crds 
the accessary en4)ryos of synergid origin, canveron (I'^ IO) 
«3lso observed polyembryony in ^i icotiana tabacum seedlings 
having different chromosome number. 
production of embryos from antipodal cells is much 
rare, occurrence of an1;.ipodal embryos in a. cornutum has 
not been recorded in Solanaceae. Shattuck (1905) noted 
in ulmaceae th^t the antipodal cells of Ulmus americane 
often present an egg like appearance and in some cases 
he actually found embryos in this position. 
The development atid structure of seed in the present 
materials broadly resemble the other investigated Sola-
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necese (soueges, 1907? I^ ietolitslcy, 192t j Dnyfcnseg&r ^nd 
Cooper, 1960; o^xen^ end iiingh, 1269o,b; Mohan/ 1970; 
Pr^s^d -and 197^ ?? ..-han et , 19B1), but differ In 
Riinor deti-ils, r>oueces (19.7) described the develops.nt 
land structure of seed co t in 146 specie.; belonging to 26 
cenere of ooli^ nt.cc£*e including those of ^trooe., Unturo t 
rfvoscy&musj Sii£otjxjnu, Gcopolic' i:nd ^ plfanum. During seed 
development the c^lls of the micdle Icyers of integument 
di<<^ cnerute completely in hispidum^ furc^  turn, 
couqlasii £>nd cornutum, v;hile in retroflexutti 5-8 
n.idt lo lc.yurs ^ ersist in the moturo seeds, Ihe persistent 
mi' die Iciyers hove been recorded in the seed coct in C^r-
sicu.n { 1907} 'ifid Cochri-H (193cf), nigrum (^ cxenc: 
€ind jingh, 1969<_), hic^  ndro phyae-loidea (Prescd d iiingh, 
1978) end khosi^num {Khv.n et c^*, 1931)» Jimilc.rly in 
ii* phure ct (^ :nyi-nst.yc%r und t-ooper, 1960) tht cells of 
the integument degenerate end only the compressed cell 
•... lis persist out side the endothelium, Coniplet cefjene-
r<r tion of integument Icyers in the aeec coc^ t he a been 
recorded in nigrum, americanum^ luteum, nodl-
f]|Lorum, Swr.iChoideg and a, villosum (atjxen^.- cjnd ijingh, 
1969b). 
'ihe yinglo Icyered endothelium generates during 
seed developrr.ent in furcatum^ 5, retroflexum and s. 
cornutum, vhile it persists in douQlasii and develops 
fibrous thickenings, j-n hispiduro the endothelium be-
comes 3-4 layered and their walls become highly ligniled. 
Single layered persistent endothelium feith fibrous thick-
: 04: 
cnings Jws oeen re-ported earlier in nigrum, i.merlca» 
num, o, jLuteum, nogl£lorum« sar&choides c^ nd ;>,vlllo-
smn «snd wingh, 1969b). »-heret.s single la yered thin 
I,oiled . iirsistent non-f tbroua ondothellur: been report-
ed in nicsrum (^ c-xen^ - ^ .ntl i^ ingh, 1969c.) end I.iccncrc 
i hvo-^ loicles (Prc-scc end iJingh, 197B) . Cn tht other hem 
cncotheliurr dcitjenerotoo during socci dev«lopr»xnt in iJico-
tlenc, I^.icc ndr>. Lind Lyciur {L.oucc,eo, 1907), m; cr^ ..nthum 
(i".oh»-n# 1970) und khcsicnvim li^ h^  n 1981) .Occurr-
cnce of 3-4 layered thick t'cllod endothcliunt in ^ j.hispidum 
h&G not been recorded oLrlior in the fc.it.il y« 
Tho cpidnrrois in the ir.-turo sued ic single lL.yGrcf in 
the dcscribQd i>ol<.-nc.cccG (^ -nycnsv-g^ x end cooper, 196Qy 
L> Kenw. »und . ingh, 1969c,foi i'ohun, 1970? Prco. c" cnc. liinGh, 
197.;; ivhun et ».-l., 1981) cs observed in his^ idutn, 
•Tisrcciturti ^  nc cornuturn, v,hilc t jI^cgs it becomes 2-
loyurtd in jo, rctroflexum ana 2-3-l«-^ yereo in ocuclusli. 
iiultiplic>;-tive tpidejTtais is the first rcccrd in the fairily 
•-olcinaceae, Ihe seeds &re endospcrmic in the frejt.nt mcte-
xicils. j-n retr of lexum the encosperr f;xtf»nc>s het»'Cf>n the 
coiled embryo aod is char&ctsriaed by c bulboun cominc hcef? 
nc . slender coninK nteiri r-s recorded ecrlit.r in Nicendre 
phvswloidfes (i rasv^  t. ond ^inQh, 1970). 
sumiTv ri3£x: -rlier, divergent views h^  ve been put 
fc rwcird on tho syatemp.tic position of the i>olc.n<-ce.,e(fingler 
and Prantl, lJ95y eentham and Hooker, 1073-76;tessey,1093; 
..ettstein, 1935; Gundersen, 195sj; nent^ le, 1952; benson, 
1957; Porter, 1959; Hutchinson, 1959, 1964; y.elchior, 1964; 
•iakhtajcin, 1966; i-ronsuist, 1968). Majority of the workers 
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recognize' close resemblcnccs of Solene^ceoe with t^olunocoae, 
convolvuloceao und i^ crophuluiri&ceee, i'htj ss.licnt enibryolo-
gicrl features of Jolc.nuceae cro thus compcired v:ith those 
of tho c.bovc fcmilies, 
ConvolvulocGCc ciffcrs from oolcnc-cecvi in heving Uuc-
Ic.jr endooperm, cnibryo Vv'ith mcssivo susvcnsor v-nt folded 
cotylcdons, scod coct differentiates into four r:ones and 
the sub-opidormcl origin of tho rocin mcich».jnic^  1 l^yer.Pf-ly-
nologicully also Ccnvolvulr.ccao arc Different from ^olcna-
ccae (urdtinan, 19S2>. Hence any close t.ffinity bctv;oon 
bolt-ncccue and Convolvulcce^ o oeeirs to bo out of s^ .ueotion. 
Scrophulori^ceau Cind Kolanticeeo shoiv strong offiniti«os 
vitr. oolon-ccce in . mfcryologic^l fccturec. pcruGtl of 
literature shous that c^.rophultri«jce£.c differs from o^lcnf.-
ceuQ in ccllulcr endosperm uith veil devolooed mlcropyl<-r 
ciC v eil do chvlc.Ecl h. ustoriu v nd Cnwic ri tl type of cmbryogf^ -
ny (tii nc rji, 1961; livgi, 1966). i.n thu fe< turcs of coroll^ ^ 
it compares vith tribe i^ o^lpiglosaideoe (v>olc nwcece) vchich 
i£< rcQtrc'.d to fortr a link betv;een the tvo f v milios (Kendle, 
1952; 'iiikhtcjv n, 1966). -baence of micropyl^r n^t. chult 1 
htui^ toriv in .'-Irnulus c^ .rdlncilis -nd ^crophult rie ^narylondice 
, n tJolaned type of -jmbryogeny in LllisiowvlluiTi innatum 
(••C O 1966)ar?' I;nov n in Scrophult ri.-cet^ c , simile rly 
rudiincntt ry endosp erm h« ustoriti h^  v; bfcen c oubted in Sole —. 
num .>hurejc (l^ ny^ nsc^ tr v.nc; Cooper, I960), .^n <u.t ciit.^ on the 
pollen c,renins simile r to thcsu of cJolcin«:iceufj occur in ^cro-
phulc-riicece (t rctir^ cn, 1952). I'hough it mc-y be .ointed out 
the t - mbryolo^icc lly i-^ c-lpiglossicledt is still in oe^Uotely 
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investigated, nevertheless, the £aVc liable data show great 
plasticity in mort hologlc^ 1 v?nd embryologlctil features of 
the tribe which iwiy i^-ell bo treated a r-otential progenitor 
of ocrophulariacec* , 
The Nolcinccoae share maxlriuni coiwnon features with Solana-
CGixe, tiot:over, oolonaceee differ from Nolcnacete mainly 
in the structure of the ovary and fruit. Ihe schlzocarpJc^  
horny cind nutlet-like fruit of l^olanacece is unlike ciny 
SolcLnoceae but cpproaches the Boraginaceac. 'ihe endosperm 
cievolopment in I^ olana is ab liiltlo Cellular but ^t the^e-
cond cell generation the division is by vertical i/alla 
(Rosen, 1947). The present investigator recognizing the p 
closo reccmblanccs and unt-roolous features of l.olanace«iU, 
favours its origin from iiolancceous stock pcralltjl to 
iiort^ ginaceo 
ettsteln sub-ciivided ^olentjceee into five taribes; Ki-
crndreae, bolaneae, ^-aturtae, Cestrf»ae c.nd i:.ulplglossidcae. 
Bentham and Hooker (1373-76) have c^ lso grouped the genera 
of oolanaceae under five suborders (tribes)- i^ olanece, 
-'»tropeee, riyoscymaae, Cestrineae and :ialpiglossldece. 
The former classification is itwstly followed by the modem 
taxonomists (Kendle, 1952; Hutchinson, 1959; lakhtcjan, 
1966; ifsillls, 1966). Basak (1967) on the basis of pollen 
morphology of 93 species belonging to 28 genera of ^ola-
naceae, has shown that there are striking differences 
between the pollen grains of Kicandreae, Solaneae, Datu-
reae, Cestreae and :->elplglo«side«e. Lmbryologlcally t^ ican-
dreae, £>olaneae and D&turaae form a homogenous group 
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which differ frorr Cestreac end calpiglossideee in having 
fin."C£mpylotropous ovxilcs. Cellular endosperm, coiled 
enibryo %ind persistent endothelium. Cestreae and ^alpiglo-
ssidece, on the other h&nd^ LVc chtirc-ctprizecl by cnotro*-
pous ovules, collultir, ndobiel or :^ucleor endosperm, 
straight or only slightly bant embryo and cphemerul endo-
tholixun. isouoges (1907) described ephemeral cndotheli\im 
in the goncrc of Custrciie excopt Ccatrum t-nd O£.lpiglo-
seidecG. 'ahe flower in tha former group is clv'^ iys octino-
morphic having five fertile stt^ mens v;horeas in the lottor 
it shows a tendency to liygomorphy <^nti reduction in the 
ntimbor of atomens. Obviously, therefore, embryology scorns 
to point to £ polyphyletic origin of Solanccecc os inter-
preted by ".-cttsttin (1935). 
Iiicondrcvc hv-ving 3-5 locult^ r ovt-xy, trifurcote stt— 
minc.l sunoly, Lc^ oic type of . nthcr v-'till devclopir.ent, ab-
sence of t'ifferenti4itioT> of resorption tissue,riAiltl-cclleo 
fctncle >rches!:orium, uelluler endosperm v ith transverse 
Givisions «;t the second cell gener<..tion, nmilti-l eyered 
seed co«- t cnt thiii t ailed cncothelium represent the most 
primitive tribe of the family. Niccndrec-c having t« mono-
typic c.enus tjic. ndra dao ctcnc' £.port from all other tri-
bes in the structure of ,ollen groins (£><isuk, 1967) . 
ofc.lpiglossideao including genera with strongly zygo-
morfhie bilipped corolle, reduction in the number of fer-
tile st^ -.men, i:ucl-or, Helobiol end celluler cnaosi.erm unci 
ruminate or non-jnumin< te covit, form .^n c.dv-nce tribe in 
the ft> roily. 
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I'he coR^iirative embryological features of the Solanuin 
species investigated here have been given in the tabular 
form v'hich could be helpful in the identification of the 
species, Lvolutioncry trends in the genus i^ oli-num itself 
have also been brought out. Considering the number of 
species included in the genus Solanuro and the peucity of 
the cmbryologicQl dctc it is rather difficult to reech 
any definite conclusion. Ho;jevcr, it c^ ppears that inten-
sive conparutivc morphological studies in this interesting 
group of plants v;ould shoif c complcto sequence of evolu-
tion v.ithin the genus t.nd the relationships of the letter 
with other genera of the fi„mily. 
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SUMMARY 
The entoryology of Solanum hlspidmn P«rs,,s, furcatum 
&un»« s, rctroflgxam DUEI.« s, douglagli Dun. and S.cor-
putmn Lam* has been described. 
1. The hablt# external morphology and inflorescence of 
the above mentioned species have been described. 
2. The floorers are pentaiaerous and actinomorphic in S, 
hiapidam. 3. furcattiro. a, retroflextitn and S, douqlaaii 
while in 3, comutmn the flowers are ssygoioorphic. Occa-
sionally the flowers may be totramearous in S. hisDidum, 
The calyx lobes are garoosepolous, bell-shaped and per-
sistent in all the species described here. The calyx is 
accrescent in cyroutum. The corolla is garaopetalous 
and campanulate in h^?pidum« S. furcatmn^ retro-
flexum and S, douylasii. However in S, comutum the 
corolla is zygomorphic. The stamens are epipetalous. The 
anthers are blthecous and 4-chaBa>ered. The ovary is bi-
carp«llary« synearpoiis and bilocular with swollen axile 
placenta. The stigma is capitate in s. furcatum* ret-
roflexuin and S. dot^olasii while in S. hispidum and S, 
comutun it is lobed. Heterostyly has been observed in 
S, hispidum. The fruit is berry. 
3. The floral organogeny takes place in acropetal succe-
ssion. 
4. The anthers are quadrangular in transection.The deve-
lopment of anther wall layers in all the five species 
conforms to the Dicotyledonous type. In a mature anther 
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thr«« layers of c®13.« intervene the epidermis and sporo-> 
genous layer. The endotheclum is single layered in s, 
furcatum and S, dottqlasii, 2-leyered in s. retroflaxum, 
4-layered in S, hispidum and 2-4-1 ayered in S. comutum. 
The endotheciuin is devoid of fibrous thickenings except 
in the tip region• Kext to the endotheciuns is middle la-
yer which is singl© layered in s, retroflexum^ 2-layered 
hispidum and furcatwn, 3-layered in ^.dpUQlasli 
and 2-4-layered in coxmut-um. These layers are sand-
v; itched between thfij ondothsscitim and the tapetum^The tape-
ttim Is generally binucleate in all the species«soii^timea 
2-4 nucleate in furcatum and S, cornutum> 'ihe tapetum 
and middle layers degenerate during the devalopment of 
pollen grains. 
The dehiscence of the anther is porous in s.furcatmrv 
an^ £. and porous as well as by 
longitudinal slit in s, hisoidum. in <!comutt«n the 
dehiseenee is porous as well as with the help of pores 
formed «t different intervals in the longitudinal sutuc«^  
5. The microspore mother cells undergo meiosis.The divi-
sion* in all the microspore mother cells of an anthermay 
not be synchronous. Thus different divisional stages of 
mierosporogenesis have been observed in all the four 
chanbers of the same anther* 
microspore tetrads are tetrahedrel, occasionally 
they may be isobilateral in £• hispi^um* S.dottalasii and 
£.* and decussate in S« furcatum and S,retrofle-
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xma. Rarely rhomboidal and decussate arrangements have 
been observed In Sj^  hlspldmn, s, douolasli and cor~ 
nutura. isobllateral and rhoniboidal microspore tetrads 
may raxBly occur in S. fuycatum and s. retroflexutn. 
Generally the pollen grains ar© trlcolporate In 
hisplduTO^  s, furcatum* s* retroflexum* s« doualaali and 
cornutrnt, I'etracolporate pollen grains may alsoooour 
S.* furcaturo* retroflexum and cornutum. Kulti-
colporate pollen grains have been observed in s, £atr^ 
I^SStiB. 
Variations in the nuratoer and sis© of the nuclei in 
the pollen grains have also been observed, Tho p pollen 
grains are shod at 2-nucleate stage In Q,* hlspldum, a. 
furcatuin and comutum^ while in s, retroflexwn and 
dougla^jli they are shed at 3-nucleate stage. 
Polyalphonous condition and jUa situ germination of 
pollen grains have been observed In s. cornutuun. Pollen 
sterility is more coranon in hlspidmn* 
6, The ovules are anatropous# unitegmic and tenuinu'-
cellate. The innermost layer of the Integument differen-
tiates as endothelium in all the five species.Hypostase 
has been observed in the species described here,It per-
sists upto the mature embryo sac stage and degenerates 
after fertilization. 
7. The female axxhesporium is hypodermal in origin. It 
is usually 1-celled in S, hlspidmn^ S, furcatum^ 
goflexum. S. douqlasil and comutua. Occasionally it 
may be 2~celled in S, hlspldum# furcature, S. retro-
s l l 2 s 
fl»3aim And S. cormitun>« 3-cell«<S in s. dottolasll and S. 
conmtttBi and upto 5-celled In 3. hlwaidma. Accessory 
arc3:uftsporial calls have been obsarved in s.hispldmn and 
dottqlasil« Tha archasporial cell diractly fianctlons 
as magaspora mother call. Tha inegaspor® mother cells 
tmdergo emiosis and produce nMSigaspore tetrads .The mega-
spore tetrads are generally linear in s, hispidum. S, 
I M S S ^ ' ^retyQflyxim* 1* ^ W q ^ a f f ^ ^ and 3 . c^rp^tmn. 
Sometimes th® magaspore tetrads may be T-shaped in §,, 
ftiycatum. Inverted T-shaped msgaspore tetrads may rare-
ly develop in 3 . hispidwn and 3 . comutum. in an excep-
tional case in s, reta^flexmn an isobilateral i^ga-
spore tetrad has been observed. In another case the 
megaspore tetrad may be almost rhomboldsl in s, comu-
tm, Polyspory has been observed in S, hi^ y^pidura. 
Usually the chalasal megaspore Is functioning and 
the remaining three degenerate. Considerable variations 
in the nun&er and position o£ healthy megaspores in a 
tetrad have been obsezved in s. hisoidum. a.furcaturo.S. 
and s. csEBSSai. 
8* ^ e development o£ female gametophyte is of monospo-
ric 8«»nucleate Polygonum type in the species described 
here* The polar nuclei fuse before the entry of pollen 
tube into the eitibryo fac in S. furcatum* s. retroflexum 
^ S* t^lffpMSP I* SSmiSMEth-
•y fuse at the time of fertilisation. The antipodal 
are ephemeral. Variations in the number of einbryo 
iiiiel«i and their organisation have also been obser-
ved in Sm furotmn, s. ratroflexiiiw and S, comutmn. Twin 
mace hftva b««n observed in s* retroflexmn. 
9* Pollination is sneiapphiotts. The pollen grains gemi-
nate on the stigma • The pollen tubes creep between the 
stigmatic papilla© and enter the stylar tissue.They grow 
down throxxgh the intercellular spaces of the stylartlssue* 
reach tlie ovarian cavity and finally enter the ovules 
through the roicropyle. 
One synergid is usually destroyed during the entry 
of the pollen tube into the embryo sac. Later the other 
synergid also is destroyed during the act of fertiliza-
tion* One male gaiaete fuses with the egg and the other 
with the secondary nucleus in ^ • furcatum, s.retroflexum 
and s. dotjiolasii^  while in s, hispidum and s.cornuturo the 
second male gamete fuses with the polar nuclei simultane-
ously* 
tO« The development of endosperm is ab initio Cellular 
i» hxmam' iMESsiauB* mssins3m> I^ilssisaMU 
•nd £• comutum. The first division in the primary endo-
sperm cell is transverse forming a primary microp}|iar and 
primary chalas&l endosperm chasers. The division in both 
the primary endosperm chanAMrs is longitudinal.The deve-
lopment of endosperm in S, hisoidum could not be follow-
ed sueeessfully after 4-celled stage because of abnormal 
Mhaviour of endothelium, whose cells proliferate and 
adventive eirt»ryos. 
The second division in the primary mieropylar and 
sll4i 
prltaary chalazal endosperm eh8ii&>«r8 Is longitudinal pro* 
ducing 8-celied endoaperm in furcatiun. In S.ratrofle'-
yam th& second dlirlfllon in th© priimry laicropylar 
sperm chaitdser is transverse while in chalazal endosperm 
chanO^ er th© division is longitudinal, in S.doaolesii the 
second division in the cells of primary micropylar and 
primary chalazal endosperm chonOaera is transverse. Tho 
divisions become irregular aft«r tlie 4-celled endosperm 
in s» comutum. 
Considerable variations in the plane and sequence of 
early cell divisions in the dsvalopment of endospermlave 
been observed in furcatftaum* S, rotrofle;aim« S« douala-
and s* comi^tum. 
il. The proenflbryonic tetrads are linear and the entoryo-
seny conforms to the Myosotis variation of Chenopodiad 
type in S, h^^oidum and comutumi. The embryogeny in^, 
fuycat^ ro^  3, retr9fjlexiiin and s, douai^ asjli conforms to 
the Nicotiana variation of Bolanad type. However* Hyoso> 
tis variation of Chenopodiad type of einbryog«ny may 
sometimes occur in s. retroflexum. 
The proentbryonic tetrads may sometimes be T - s h a p e d in 
furcatum and rarely in s, retroflexum and s, comutum 
and the embryogeny conforms to Huta variation of Onagrad 
type. 
Variations in the nusdber and position of cotyledons 
in the mature m^zryou have been observed in S« hisoidum. 
Polyeiid»ryony has been observed in hispidum. In addi* 
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tJLon to the aey^tic ennibryo a nuiia>«r of advttntive endeiryos 
tnay aria* from the endothelium, Xn one exceptional case 
twin sacs developed In the same ovule, in one sae normal 
zygotic linear proembryonic tetrad developed while in 
the other the cavity o£ the enibryo sac is conpletely fill-
ed with endothelial entbryos* 
Rarely the ant^ipodal cells may divide, redivide and 
form an undifferentiated enSsryonal laass of cells at the 
chalazal end of the eiPiaryo sac in cornutum. 
12, The ontogeny and structure of seeds have been descri-
bed. The mature seeds are kidney»shaped«Anatoiaically the 
seed comprises a seed coat, persistent endosperm and a 
mature curved dicotyledonous enlbryo. 
l?he seed coat con5>rises an epidermis in s. furcatum 
and S, cornutma* while in S, retroflexuiift the seed coat 
consists of an epideneis and 5-8 layers of integument* In 
hispiduw the seed coat consists of an epidermis and 
3->4-layered thick vailed endotheliuoi, while in S. douo-> 
lasil the persistent endothelium is single layered with 
fibrous thickenings* The endothelium degenerates during 
seed development in S« furcatum. S, retroflexuip and s. 
sssmam* 
The epidermis of seed coat is main mechanical layer. 
It is single layered in S. hispiduw. S. furcatum and S» 
cornutum and at places it bec^aes 1-2 layered in B» 
retrofleamm and S. doualasii. The cells ef the iqpidennis 
develop sclerotic thickenings in the inner portion while 
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the outer region develops only rod-like fibrous thickenings. 
Ihe cells of the i>ersistent endosperm possess storch 
grains and reserve footi n«terlal in d l the- si>ecies describ-
ed here. The endosperm in S, furcatum, L, retroflexum, s. 
douqlfcsii and cornutum occupies ct lorge portion of inte-
rior spcce of the seed and extends betvoen the coiled mbryo 
i-nd this pt-rt of endosperm is churc-cterized by o bul.cu come, 
head and & slender come stem» 
13. V'he affinities of the i>olantiCe£ie v.ith the ollied fcmi-
lios on the basis of embryological features have been dis-
cussed, nlBo the €3Volutionary trends in the yenus bolonum 
itself huvc been brought out. 
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